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Hazelton residents celebrated another successful Pioneer Day 
to mark Phase II of the town's restoration program. This float 
VOLUME 70 NO. 33 
depicting an old Hudson Bay trading post took first place during 
.the parade. For more pictures and details see page 5. 
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earnings and "accounted fox 
approximately half of the 
earnings reduction in the 
second quarter from th~ 
second quarter of 1975." 
He said the reduced leve 
of sales was due, in additio~ 
to the unfavourable x 
change'rate, o poor marke 
conditions for sulphite pulp 
Gross reported that th, 
company 's  lumbe 
operations made a large 
profit contribution due t 
higher prices and excellen 
productivity.. ~ 
" "Pulp prices have :.bee 
stable while costs, c 
production were sul ~ 
stantiaily higher because c
increased wood, energ~ 
chemical and labour costS, 
he noted. 
Reviewing cur ren  
market conditions, Gros 
said the company expect 
gradual improvement i 
softwood kraft pulp market 
in the United States an 
Europe but little irr 
provement before 1977 in the, 
Japanese market, which. :' Burning 
remains depressed. 
Lumber .prices are ex- 
pected to remain relatively 
.~table for the balance of the 
C ;ancei continues ' 
ofit to show pr 
Canadian ,Cel lu lose significantly: affectec 
Company Limited recently 
reported second quarter 
earnings, before an ex- 
traordinary tax credit, of 
$4.3 million or 35 cents per 
share compared to $7.4 
million or 60 cents per share 
in the corresponding periqd 
of 1975. Net earnings were 
$8.3 million or 68 cents per 
share compared to $11.4 
million or 93 cents per shar.e 
last year. 
Earnings for the first six 
months, before the tax 
credit, were $8.3 million or 
68 cents per share, com- 
pared to $13.7 million or 
$1.12 per share. Net ear- 
nings for the period were 
$14.8 million or $1.21 per 
share compared to $21.6 
million or $1.77 per share in 
1975. 
Net sales for the'second 
quarter were $47.5 million 
compared to $52.5 million 
and for the half, $89.5 
million compared to $98.9 
million. 
Commenting on the 
company's financ!al per- 
formance, Ronala rd. t~ross, 
president and chief 
executive office'r, said the 
increase in value of the' 
Canadian dollar in terms of 
the United States dollar 
DAVE BARRETT, Leader 
of the Opposition in the 
Provincial Legislature v'iil 
be in Terrace dyer the' 
Thahksgiving weekend as 
the principal speaker at the 
Northwest N.D.P. Con- 
vention. Several other 
N.D.P, .MLA's a re  also 
expected to be in Terrace at 
that time. ~ . 
TERRAOE, B,O,' 
IROVI~CIAL LIP RARY 
PARLIAMENT BLDS. 
VICTORIA B.C. 
COlIP. 
Safeway to close Saturday 
Safeway in Terrace has 
been forced out of business 
because of a lockout of 
workers at three companies 
in the Lower Mainland 
which supplys the store. The 
doors will close at closing 
time Saturday, August 21. 
Safeway will resume 
operation after a settlement 
between the union and the 
companies i  reached. 
Talks broke down AugUst 
10 between l~lacdonalds 
Consolidated Ltd., Empress 
Foods Ltd.; and Lucerne 
Foods Ltd., and Local 580 of 
Retail, Wholesale and 
Department Store Union. 
The companies advised 
the union that they were not 
prepared to negotiate 
further and subsequently 
served the union notice that 
they were going to lock out 
the employees at 12:30 p.m. 
on August 13. 
A! Peterson, international 
representative of" RWDSU 
said the union went to the 
meeting at the companies' 
request and were prepared 
to negotiate a settlement of
the outstanding issues. 
He said the only results of 
the meeting was the com- 
panies' refusal to negotiate, 
the lockout notice was 
served and.management 
thought that the. union 
committee should have 
• recommended acceptance 
of a company package 
which had a 93 percent 
rejection vote of the union's 
membership. 
"We served perishable 
notice on the Burnaby 
operation of Macdonalds 
Consolidated August 9," 
said ~ Peterson. "We have 
been in negotiation with the 
company for five months or 
SO." 
"We have managed to 
settle :he wage issue and 
other minor issues. But the 
management continue to 
insist on removing some of 
the present conditions from 
the agreement and to 
continue to stall on im- 
proving pension benefits 
with the monies which are 
already in the pension fund. 
"The management 's  
approach is totally unac- 
ceptable to our members 
and the union's negotiating 
committee," he said. 
"This dispute is not over 
money," he added. "The 
money issue has been 
resolved. This dispute is 
over principle issues, 
primarily those that reduce 
present working conditions 
such as grievance 
procedure, contracting out 
jobs and our pension 
benefits." 
Peterson blamed the 
companies for failing to 
recognize its grievances and 
causing the Safeway stores 
to close. 
Federal parole officer now 
stationed in Terrace 
James Bartlett, a new 
arole officer for the nor- 
west presently stationed 
in Terrace, says there is a 
myth the streets are filled 
with dangerous people who 
are out on parole. 
He said the National 
Parole Board is primarily 
concerned with the public 
safety and much of the 
parole officer's job involves 
!:= i : He added he has quick 
access to all these com- 
munities during an 
emergency. He will also be 
involved with the Blue 
Gables Correction Centre 
when it opens. 
He said the main dif- 
ference between probation 
and parole is probation isset 
by a judge in a court while 
parole comes under federal 
i jurisdiction through the 
National Parole Board. A 
person on parole is serving 
time on the street and is 
assisted by the parole of- 
ficer for a successful 
rehabilitation. • 
The nearest centre for 
James Bartlett parole was in Prince 
George. The area included 
~ssessing the l~eople who ta . . . . .  n v ,b  . . . . . .  , ,~ ,~  
have apphcd for parole . . . .  : d Queen Charlotte Islands and ~art lett  estaoHsne 
, :  . . . . . . .  other than the cost factor 
mmselt in Terrace wnen me . . . . . .  
_ . . . . . .  um area was large it has 
~leaeraigovernmentreanzefl . o,,,hpen reduced con- 
it was just as inexpensive to ' ; '  ~" wi . . . . .  , . . . . . .  slueranly m me m- 
morea parole otlxcer on its t,..a, . t~ .  ,.¢ u~tn~..~ 
"" ") the northwest "'~." . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . .  e regton. was to pay m 
' . . . . . .  Bartlett says he is not 0nly 
1 government concerned with pfirole work, 
hire a probation he also plans to become 
do similar work. involved in community 
includes ~vest to development where it 
Charlotte Islands,. concerns his job. 
ms Lake, north to "I'm not going to grind 
and south to. any axesabout what I think 
'Most of my work should be dont," he said, 
centred in the adding he will become in- 
Kitimat and 'volved in such groups as the 
npert areas," he justice councils. 
obless climb 
year, he said. 
down the old to make way for the new, building, on the new Cloverlawn site, was burned 
firemen were kept busy during a practice when this do.wn last.week. 
the number of 
ed in the province 
re exceeded the 
el. It now appears 
improved labour 
ituation of June 
y a temporary 
e from the recent 
f severe high 
men, rates. July's 
05,000 unemployed 
represents" 8.8 
f the total labour 
~mpared to 7.8 
ast year at this 
~n seasonal factors 
into account, he 
ment rate is ad- 
9.1 percent, a 
nt increase over 
oune's rate of 8.8 percent. 
However, in spite of this 
gloomy picture, em- 
ployment in fact rose 
substantially from 1,055,000 
to 1,066,000 in the June-July 
period, a 2.9 percent in- 
Alcan to appeal LRB's discipline decision 
Jim Clifford, personnel and maintain industrial directed by the LRB and Assoeiaiion of Smelter and the way of a settlement. In facing that dilemrna is 
manager of Alean Smelters pe~ce and to promote does not have a time limit. Allied Workers. These in our ease, the LRB perceived likely, therefore, to sign an 
and Chemicals Ltd's conditions favourable to the Third, the discipline which eluded the Anti-Inflation the obstacle from the undertaking. So the Labour 
Kitimat smelter 'recently settlement of disputes. We the panel did permit .is Board and Aleamowned union's point of view that he Relations Board loses a 
announced the eomoany's believe that, in this regard, unjust o those affectea oy housing, and safety company would discipline valuable tool. 
intention 'to appea'l t'he the decision damages the it. . . .. clothing, both available at 'organizers and participants. "On the third point, the 
Tabour Relations Board's credibility of ' the Labour "On the first point, me less than cost to employees. The eomltany was directed company met a request by 
J"uly 15 decision. In* that Relati0nsBoard (LRB) and legalfaettsthataColleetive In our submission, these to undertake on June 7 that the LRB te supply in general 
ruling, a panel rejected the represents an unfortunate Agreement was in effect were totally irrelevant but i t  would not discipline those terms an idea of the scope 
company's application for precedent for labour (and still is). Both that the panel considered them employees unless the Board and severity of the intended 
leave to discipline 136 relations in this province. Agreement and the Labour and gave them weight gave relief in appropriate discipline. If specific in- 
organizers and participants :"There are three prm: Code of .B,C.prohib!! strikes - without knowing all the circumstances. It was formation had been 
tn an illegal strike at the elpm reasons xor our appeal or mezouts.. "me . un- facts surrounding them. clearly understood by both requested, it would have, 
smelter from June 2nd which . was submitted, dertaking ~was aesignea ,or "On the second point, we varties that he object of the been given. The company 
through June 20th through our legal counsel in the immediate return to submitted that the ,'~ndertaking was to get supplied five categories of 
"When the panel an -  Vancouver to the LRB., work. When this did not 'usefulness of one of the employees .back to work, intended discipline --  
nounced its decision," said First, the panel whleh heard, occur the company applied Labour Relations Board's They did not go back. . d i scharge  ; severe ,  
Mr. Clifford, we made it evidence m Terrace either for relief slnee the un- most useful tools, the un- "The company submitted moderate or light suspen- 
clear that we were put improper weight on: dertaking had not achieved dertaking, may be ruined that when the men did not sions and warning-- as well 
dismayed, For the last ten' pertinent~ information, its purpose. • and'that undertakings may return, the undertaking was .as: the eriteria used in 
days we have been provided,!gnoreditentlrely. "Durlngthehearlngsh.ald' provide a cover for illegal' invalid and the company judgment. These are the 
reviewing the decision, the or eonsiuereu wremvant in Terrace, passing menuon activity, should be free to discipline, quality and duration of 
logic behind it and the ' information, Second, the was made of some of the "An undertaking is an Otherwise, for the duration illegal hehaviour; possible 
implications. The object of decision appears to protect events leading up to, and agreement wrung from the of' any illegal activity consequences' of the action 
the Labour Relations Board, illegal activity if an un- following, the  two year conflicting parties by the covered by an undertaking, .to the company; length of 
as stated in the Labour Code dertaking which does not contract signed by the Labour Relations Board strikers are protected from service and whether per- 
of the province, is to secure achieveits purpnsehas been company and the Canadian which removes obstacles in punishment. No party manent or probationary; and past service record. 
crease. It was the rapid rise 
in the growth of the labour 
force that ultimately caused 
the large increase in the 
number of jobless. 
On a year to year basis, 
the total labour force rose 
by 52,000 persons 
representing a 4.6 percent 
growth rate over July of last 
year. This is accounted for 
by a significant increase in 
the •participation of the 
young, those between the 
age of 15 and 24 years. In 
June, only 67.9 percent of 
this total age group were in 
the labour force. This 
climbed to 77.2 percent by 
July as students entered the 
market in search of either 
summer or permanent 
employment. Between June 
and July, 22,600 more 
teenagers were successful 
in finding jobs. 
Overall, employment 
opportunities picked up. The 
number of jobs increased by 
31,000, generating a 3.3 
percent growth rate over the 
year. Most of the stimulus 
seemed to come from the 
manufacturing sector which 
employed 14,000 more 
persons this month. The 
service industry on the other 
hand, showed an absolute 
decline of 4,000 jobs, likely 
the result of the wind-up of 
Habitat. 
• Unemployment rose by 
12,000 over the June.July 
period from 93,000 to 105,000. 
Of those unemployed, 55,000. 
were in the 15 to 24 age 
group. This represents an 
unemployment rate for the 
young of 15.8 percent. The 
overall male unemployment 
rate rose from 7.0 percent in 
June to 7.2 percent, the 
female, from 10.O percent to 
11'.1 percent. British 
Columbia's jobless rate still 
remains well above the 
Canadian average of 7.3 
percent. 
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Law tough on drunken drivers 
> 
Changes to the Motor 
Vehicle Act, which became 
effective July 15th, 1976, 
provide tougher l ieence 
suspension provisions. 
Under the new legislation, 
first offenders for alcohol 
related riving offences will 
face a Mandatory Three 
Month lieence suspension. If 
death, injury or property 
damage over $20o is in- 
volved, the suspension must 
be increased to six months. 
On a second offence within 
a five year period, the new 
legislation requires a Six 
Month  Mandatory  
suspension. If death, injury 
or a reportable accident is 
involved the suspension is 
provided for use of the 
licence for work purposes 
dur ing,  the per iod  of 
suspension, 
The lieence suspension 
will take effect immediately 
upon conviction. 
- see cars braking in time 
..Bicycle Riders Shou ld -  to stop your own bicycle 
- see and be seen in order without hitting them. 
to stay out of aceiden! . You - see cars coming out of or 
must be seen by other turning into' shopping 
drivers and you must see centres, business l~laees or 
what other vehicles and driveways. 
pedestrians are doing. - see parked cars and be 
By staying far enough prepared to avoid suddenly 
behind the vehicle in front of opened doors. 
• you, you will be able to - see cars parking and be 
- see traffie signs and prepared to make the 
signals ahead and react proper move - -  pass or stop. 
properly. - see pedestrians stepping 
-seealloncoming vehicles down from the curb at in- 
one year. and know what they are 
No considerat ion is doing. 
• Forest f ires still 
a haza rd 
Forest fire report l'or the l)uring the week, two fires 
Prince Rupert Forest were reported. A lightning 
District for the week ending ' fire on Tafl Creek north of 
August 12, 1976. [Meziadin Lake was quickly 
Sunny warm weather controlled by Forest Service 
during the latter part of last crews and'air  tankers. The 
week started to bring other fire oil the queen 
hazards up into the Charlotte Islands was 
• . moderate range in the caused by campers aben- 
" MENZlES BAY, B .C . - -  LOW PROFILE - -Those  big Island, Powered by a V-16.diesel engine mounted southern parts of the district doning their  campfire.  
;: logs d idn't  real ly f latten the cab of this Canadian- alongside the cab, the truck also pulls a t ra i ler  and and high to extremq in the Again, prompt action held 
• : designed logging truck - -  it was built ]hat  way. The carr ies more than 250 tons of logs in a single trip. MB northern parts. However, this fire smal l  and 
'.: huge truck - -  one of the biggest log-hauling vehicles is using the Mark 5, as if is known, on a 35-hnile haul tile weather patterns that preserved the beauty of this 
have been with us for most favourite camping spot. 
~: in the world - -  was designed by Butler Brothers of from the woods to the Menzies Bay log dump, where of tile season returned and Fires todate are 35 which 
~! Victoria and is undergoing tests at MacMillan driver Gus Shillifo is preparing to unload if. hazards were again is not a record. In 1939, 32 
i: Bloedel's Menzies Bay logging division on Vancouver lowered, fires were recorded for the 
' low in B C whole season. The fire Economic recovery s season i snotyetoverand ' warm windy days may still 
: • • 'come to make the woods 
"~ ' dangerous. P lease be 
- "The government owhas careful with fire and make 
Finance Minister Evan for the rest of the budget provement, the  result of that  some Crown cur- twooptions;wecancounton sure your campfire ix out 
" Wolfe said recently that year, the government deficit higher wages, porat ions didn't  lose as aspurt in  the economy-- or before leaving. 
: substant ia l  economic  will be about $125 million. Mining taxes and much as last year. reduce planned ex- 
: recovery has not yet oc- Wolfe said the govern- revenues from petroleum penditures this year to 
curred in British Columbia ment in its first year in and natural gas permits and B.C. Hydro's net loss a balance the budget," Wolfe 
i and on the basis of the first office is doing better than fees have " increased year ago was $4.2 million; said. 
; three months government the yearpast, but not as well significantly in response to for the first quarter this 
• will show a deficit on as it should, encouragement provided by year thelosswas chopped to . Astudyoffamilies with natural 
" operations this budget year "Our revenueis down and this government." $1.6 million, and adopted children has 
of about $125 million, the big spending months are Larger expenditures were - provided a clear.cut evidence 
° Wolfe presented the ahead." made in education and The government car in- that risk of both high blood 
resultsof th6first quarter o1" The finance minister said health during the first surance corporation -- pressure and over weight is 
~ government operation in the that government ex- quarter compared with a ICBC -- is in a healthy inherited and not the product of 
• tirst-ever quarterly report 
;~ issued by the-B.C, govern- + ~ ~0~ 
"' ment. 
The report provides in- 
come and expenditure 
figures for government 
departments and crown 
corporations and agencies 
for the first three months of 
the budget year which ends 
in March, 1977. 
In the first three months, 
to June 30, revenues 
reached $735.9 million, an 
increase from the $681.1 
million earned in the same 
period in 1975. 
But this .was 3.5 percent 
less than the current budget 
forecast of $762 million. 
Expenditures were $718.8 
million, up from $668.4 
million a year ago and 
slightly more than tile $712.2 
spending forecast in this 
year's budget. 
The result was an actual 
surplus for the first three 
months of $17.1 million. But, 
Wolfe was quick to point out, 
the government had been 
counting on a surplus of 
$50.5 million for the period. 
"'In other words, our in- 
come was 3J.. percent less 
than we needed to achieve a
balanced budget on the 
year 's  operat ions,"  the 
finance minister said. 
"If this. loss on ineonlc 
continues at the same rate 
F~,,,~ t .-,o+. ///-.,,,-'". , , -:, /j 
NEW IN TOWN?I 
- see pot holes that may 
surge up between you and 
the vehicle ahead and avoid 
them. 
- see pavement markings 
in sufficient ime to observe 
them. 
LIT US PUT 
OUT THE MAT 
FOR YOUI 
,, 
I~ U+~t l I+O+X | , f l i t  ,+ s~. WO+'~ *
Phone 635-5571 
635-7912 
tersections. 
- see cat's making left 
turns• 
- see tile number ef cars 
using the intersection and be 
able to determine if you 
should "walk" rather than 
"drive" your bicycle across. 
Traffic laws are designed 
to help traffic move ntore 
easily and to prevent ac- 
cidents. If everybody 
¢cyclists, pedestrians and 
vehicle drivers) el)served 
the rules there would be 
very few accidents. 
All bicyclists must signal 
turns and stops. Motorists 
must dolt. This is to prevent 
interference with other 
traffic by alerting other 
drivers to your next move. 
Always make the prope 
signal before ehanginj 
lanes, making a turn 
slowing down or stopping. 
On city streets, this means 
100 feet before your turn or 
stop, about the distance of 
six parked ears. 
Right turns must be made 
from the right hand lane of 
the street in which you are 
driving. Stay, close to the 
curb and ah~ays turn into 
the right hand lane of the 
street you wish to enter. 
At busy intersections 
where traffic is moving in 
opposite directions it is not 
safe for bicycles to make 
left turns Ihe same way as 
. cars .  hlstead, n loYe  tO the 
right hand lane, chlse to the 
curh, dismmnll and walk 
your hicycle across one 
slt'eel, then across the otber. 
If there are traffic signals, 
you do so when the signals 
permit. 
pend i tures  have  
tradition.ally, exceeded in- 
come during ihe second and 
third quarters because this 
is when major works are 
undertaken i such areas as 
forestry and highways. "We 
had hoped to build up a 
surplus to meet these ex- 
penditures."  he com- 
mented. 
Wolfe said it was obvious 
from the f i rst -quarter  
results that the predicted 
economic .recovery in 
British Columbia has not yet 
oecurred• 
He said the province's 
major industry -- forestry 
- -  is still depressed and this 
was reflected in the report 
in disappointing returns 
from the logging tax, the 
motor fuel tax, and the 
social services tax. 
Increased revenues are 
noted in some areas• Per- 
sonal income tax collections 
showed • a general  im- 
year ago. 
,.. The minister said these 
reflected higher paymen~ 
to school and hospital 
workers. 
"Wage sett lements for 
hospitals and schools are 
now under review by the 
Anti-Iflflation Board. If 
increases are not held to the 
level of the anti-inflation 
dguidelines, the projected 
efieit will be even 
greater," Wolfe warned. 
He said the profitability of 
all Crowncorporations and 
agencies improved during 
the reporting period from a 
year ago, except for the 
British Columbia Railway. 
The BCR lost $27.7 million 
to July 2, up from $17 million 
in the same period last year. 
The lengthy work stoppage 
this year was blamed for the 
loss. 
Wolfe pointed 'out that 
while prof itabi l i ty im- 
proved, this meant simply 
~ osition because claims are own and it +has earned 
.money on its profits. It 
showed a modest un- 
derwriting "profit" of $2.4 
mill'ion for the first quarter 
because of reduced claims, 
plus interest income of $7.1 
million. 
Panco Poultry,  Ocean 
Falls Corporation, Plateau 
Mills, Kootenay Forest 
Products and Brit ish 
Columbia Cellulose Com- 
pany all showed improved 
earnings during th~ 
reporting period. 
Wolfe said the first- 
quarter report showed a 3.5 
percent  growth 'in the 
provincial  sales tax 
revenue, after adjustment 
for the recent rate increase. 
The provincial budget had 
anticipated a 12 to 14 per- 
cent growth in the economy 
as a whole, including in- 
flation. 
home environment. Both 
overweight ` and ,high blood 
pressure raise t~e risk of heart ~ 
disease. 
BALIK-BAYAN 
Vancouver/Manila 
return 
from 
30, 45 or 90 Day Stay i 
Call 
NEW QUADRA TRAVEL 
4648 Lakelse 238 City Centre 
Terrace Kitimat 
635-2281 632-2135 
We've  expanded our  
services to serve  
• you  better 
¢ 
THE OLDEST AND BEST 
DRYCLEANING SERVICES 
IN TERRACE NAVE JOINED 
You on!yhave unW 
 .ml ..WCopuCChe ve in .u ,  vo  steve you, 
in at  your l THE CUSTOMER, BETTER 
Locai es Pmgram. .....,..0.,,,,.v,,,,. 
I 
You can help fight unemployment 
this winter by getting to work on 
an idea this summer. Your Federal 
Government is asking Canadians 
to submit proposals for community 
projects that will help provide jobs 
for the unemployed. Your idea has to 
make useful jobs where there were 
none before, and must employ people 
registered at a Canada Manpower 
Centre, 
Your LI.P. program ftas up to 
$100,000 for every approved project. 
Your idea should get underway 
anytime between November 1st this 
year and January 31st, 1977. 
All applications must be in our 
hands no later than September 
10,1976. Other than that, it's up to you. 
If you've got the right idea, we'll help 
- - .  + + t + 
- l* ouCcowor lc  ...w., ..,+,_. end Immlgra l lon  e l  Immlgra l lon  Robtrl AndM;~ MInlllee Robed Aa~r~ e l~ 
Applications availab e now. 
See your Local Canada Manpower Centre or Job Creation Office. 
TERRACE GLEANERS CUSTOMERS TO DROP 
THEIR GLEANING OFF AT RIORARDS 
FOR EXPERT SERVICE. 
Richards 
Cleaners Ltd. 
I 
S22S Emerson I t .  6SS- i119'  
After August 12th all cleaning still at 
Terrace Gleaners can be picked up 
at niohards Gleaners, 
3223 Emerson St., 
Terrace, B.C. 
OSE OUR HANDY DRIVE THROUGH WINDOW. 
'~  THE~0ST IN DRY CLE_ANING .~" 
SHIRTS iN BY !~, OUT 8V 4, 
OPEN 8 30  TO 6 I) m 
635-5119 3,,,Em.;,o. OppoutePott Oihce ' 
i+, The first two B.C. Indians nm:thwest B.C and the They 1 also provide 
~ to graduate from Health & Queen Charlottes. p revent ive  dent i s t ry  
Welfare Canada's school of ' Miss Smith, whose father through education and 
dental therapy in Fort is a fisherman and mother a public speaking. 
Smith, NWT, are now blanket-maker; works out of The school of dental 
working among their the zone headquarters in therapy was begun in 1972 to train residents of the Nurth- 
PeTople. Victoria, covering Van- 
he)' are Jennifer Grant couver Island and part of west and Yukon Territories 
of Kibmat and Sally Smith the mainland coast, as dental therapists capable• 
~ofGilfordlsland (near Alert They will travel to field of handling the primary 
Bay). clinics in their areas, dental care needs of the 
Miss Grantl whose father providing basic dental' northern people, later ex- 
is a fisherman and brother a treatment such as simple panded to include native 
basketball star in Kitimat, extractions that have been people of the provinces. 
is working out of the prescribed by a dentist, and The two-year course is an 
Medical Service Branch basic restorative dentistry intensive mixture of 
zone headquarters in Prince such as fillings, cleanings academic studies, field trips 
Rupert, servicing bands in and gum treatment, and working experience. It • requires residence in Fort 
Smith, located.in the Nor- Smiley wins award thwest Territories just above the Alberta border. 
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• I : Dental therapist ] Manufacturers condemn labour protest 
+ in northwest 
' ' The  Canad ian  demonst ra t ing  " the "While employers regret mentagenclesasem.ployers against heir unions." 
respons ib le  a t t i tude  the circumstances which have fostered a behef that In concluding, Mr. 
Bill Smiley, a high school 
teacher whose column of 
humorous observations on 
Canadian life appears in 
more than 135 weekly 
newspapers, was honoured 
by the Canadian Community 
Newspapers Association for 
the best column in a weekly 
newspaper. 
lie was the first recipient 
of the George Cadogan 
Award. The presentation 
was made at the CCNA 
convention i  Toronto. 
Mr. Smiley is head of the 
English department of the 
Midland, Ontario high 
school. He was the publisher 
Because they believed them to be a charm against lightning 
people once grew leeks on their houses' thatched roofs. 
A number of B.C. Indians 
have been sent by the 
Branch to the school in of the weekly Wiarton, 
Ontario Echo before en- previousyears, butdropped 
out at different times before tering teaching. A veteran 
of the RCAF, he spent completion mostly because 
several years in a German of homesickness. 
~/risoner of war camp during The successful graduation 
odd War II. by Sall~' Smith and Jennifer 
Bill Siniley' began his Grant ~s very gratifying to 
column when he was the Medical Services 
publishing the paper in Branch. 
Wiarton. Editors of other "All of us are very proud 
Ontario weekly papers of them," says regional 
began to reprint it, and in director Dr. Gordon C. 
1961 distribution was taken Butler. "They showed a 
over by the Toronto strong, professional pride 
Telegram Syndicate. It is and purpose from the 
now distributed by The beginning, and their joining 
Argyle Syndicate of. us will enrich the quality of 
Toronto. service we provide for 
• native people." 
Four more Indian 
students from British 
Columbia have been 
selected to begin training at 
Fort Smith in September. 
It now costs less to fly to Europe!l! 
Yes! Lower Fall Fares effective Septerfiber 1st 
, . ' : "  • ,=.  
Even greater savings with the new 
Scheduled Flight Charter Class fares 
•VANOOUVER/LONDON 
relurn,romS389 °°  
i , ,  
Manufacturers' Association 
condemns as irresponsible necessary before Canadians 
the . intention of the and their government can 
Canadian Labour Congress seriously consider the CLC's 
to hold.a so called 'day of demands for greater par- 
protest' on October 14 to. ticipationin the formation of 
ex'~ress its opposition to the social -and economic 
f Jeral government's Anti- policies." 
mflation Program," said' "In our view, an illegal 
Rodrigue J. Bilodeau, national strike represents a 
president of the CMA. very large step backwards 
"Should the 'day of protest' for the union movement in
result in concerted stop- . . . . . . . .  
pages of work by em- 
ployees, such actions will 
violate both collective 
agreements and labour 
relations laws and con- 
stitute illegal strikes, 
regardless ofwhat the CLC 
cho'oses to call them." 
• 'The Congress' proposed 
action would be coun- 
terproductive in lost 
production and income, in 
inconvenience to a large 
number of Canadians, and 
also in undermining basic 
principles of lawand order 
which are vital to the 
stability and security of the 
nation." 
• 'An illegal strike," 
." " "is continued Mr. Bdodeau, 
also a poor way of 
I 
Canada and will worsen a 
strike record which is 
already among the worst in 
the world. Certainly, 
Canadian industry can ill- 
afford this kind of 
debilitating action as it 
fights to remain com- 
petitive." t 
"Although some of the 
provisions of the Anti- 
Inflation Act are severely 
penalizing industry, the Act 
~s the law of the land and 
should be respected. In- 
flation is still the most 
serious threat facing us and 
this imposes a duty on 
union, industry and 
government leaders to 
display constructive at- 
titudes," said the CMA 
president. 
r .,fijian,NO. ~ I 
Aid  
, l i i n l l  
" B l i I I E  
~ + 1 ~k~lL I  l~Pr~Pr  j 
made the Act necessary and 
hope that these will be 
remedied so that controls 
can end as soon as possible, 
we cannot accept or condone 
the proposed illegal action 
by some unions and their 
members who are affiliated 
with the Canadian Labour 
Congress." 
"Along with every 
responsible Canadian, we 
urge the federal govern- 
ment to stand firm in the 
face of threats of disruptive 
and illegal actions." 
"The Asgociation is 
recommending to its 
members that those af- 
fected take whatever legal 
and disciplinary actions are 
available and appropriate. 
A strong consensus has 
already developed among 
our members to claim 
damages against he union 
and-or discipline any em- 
p.loyees who strike 
dlegally." 
"Although, by not im- 
posing the appropriate 
penalties in the past, the 
various levels of govern- 
ment and certain govern- 
illegal strikes by public 
employees are acceptable, 
the Association urges all 
governments toclarify at an 
early stage that any public 
employees who strike 
illegally will be subject to 
disciplinary action, if not 
prosecution and that 
damages will be sought 
Bilodeau said: "We have 
been fortunate in Canada 
not to have been beleagured 
by poJitical strikes. Failure 
by governments to act 
strongly and quickly in the 
face of a threatened political 
strike will encourage a
repetition of such ac- 
tivities." 
U.S. dollar weakens 
The U.S. Dollar which had 
surpassed the .99 level 
against the Canadian at 
mid-week, weakened when 
news was announced of a 
$700 MM loan to the 
Province of Quebec to help 
finance the Olympic deficit. 
Pressure on the Belgian 
Franc within the joint 
European float continued 
despite heavy central bank 
support. 
The French Franc came 
under heavy pressure once 
again with limited support 
operations by the Banque de 
France. 
Rumors of an impending 
devaluation of the Spanish 
Peseta is having more of an 
apparent effect on the 
forward market han on the 
spot market, with discounts 
widening for future pesetas. 
The Swiss Franc and the 
'German Mark may reach 
parity sometime inthe near 
future if current trends 
continue. 
Jersey is a corruption of "Caesar's eye," meaning Caesar's 
island• 
Realty.World 
Member Brokers 
br ing you their  best 
• HAWAII/MEXlO0 
Chalet-type home with 4 ~ ~ . ~  ~ ~  ~r 
I 
bedrooms, approx. 1800 sq. It., +e+J~"~ - -  1 
elec. heat on two acres of land. ~,+- 
A very distinctive residence in 
a parklike sefling. Inquire Two three bedroon 
about rental purchase on this townhouse apartments for 
property. For more in- rent on Davis Avenue• 
formation call H. Godlinski. 
Sma'll starter home on large 635.S397. Quick occupancy can he Ideal place for the hobby  0ommeroial & 
lot. An ideal berne for the ~ = ~ ~  arranged in this now vacant 4 farmer. Two bedroom home 
handyman. Phone Barb bedroom home'. Offers 1500 sq. on 15 acres, good soil, mostly 0ffiae 
ft. of floor area, plus part cleared, horse barn, storage 
Parfilt to view. 635.6768. • : i . basement, plus garage. Huge sheds. Priced at only SET,000. Space for Lease 
lot attractively landscaped Ask us about financing. Call 
MOUNTAINVIEW with magnificent garden. H. Godlinski, 635.5397. - M IN I  MALL - 
Asking S4%00o. Try your oiler. 
PARK ~i  _ = ' ~ Phone Hans Caulien, 63S-3708. Frank Skidmore 
The Best BuDding Lute Parklike setting, view of ~ . ~  ~ 
in Town. Paved Streets. Skeena River plus beautiful 3 : - * ~" : ~droom.f.. basementmme. ~ 636"4911 
Underground Sel ices. Located on Churchill Drive 
High & Dry. Ask any of this executive type home 
our Salespeople about features 2 fireplaces, rec Modern living in this very 
& Terms. room, storage room, ~ ~  spacious home. 1442 sq. ft. ....... 
w + + + + + + + ,  _ _  w + _ _ + r + +  
Prices 
plus beautifully landscaped fireplace, lots of storage 
yard. Phone Barb Parfitt, 635-' Home for a big family who 
6768 for viewing, enloysgardening.6 bedrooms, cupboards and closets, utility 
_ _  2 baths, big living room, room near kitchen, w-w 
fireplace. V2 acre with throughout. 3 bedrooms. 
vegetable garden, berry Phone Ron Earl for more This home features full rec. 
bushes and fruit trees• Owner information. 635-2612. room, bar, laundry room and workshop in basement. Must 
has moved and wants quick ~ ~ , + . , ~ , ~ q  be viewed to see the value. 3 
sale. Asking only $$4,000. For . . . . . . . . . . .  bedrooms up and t down. 
...... ., +:++.IL+ :.
- -  more information call H. Electric heat, landscaped and 
Enquire WlLDWOOO Godlinski. 635-539L Advance winter holiday information available, now. lanced yard. Close to,own and 5 acres by the river, 20 minute ~ ~ ~ 1 1 ~  schools. Call F. Skidmore to 
drive from town. 2 bedroom I l m l ~ ~  view• 635.5691. 
. . . . .  ~ ................................................................................ bungalow with full plumbing 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ .  , , i t~  FBDBlends or invests for: appointment to view. 635-5691. house, workshop, and wood- this modern family dwelling ~ 'i'i ~ i  i .... - 
• shed. Ooodwellwithpressure tealures 2 fireplaces, a rec l I~  !ii."i ~!::~iii!. !i';
system in basement. F. room and 4 bedrooms, i~ 
~, ' ~ii Skidmore, 635-5691. Situated ifl anideal location, i!!~,i ! i i !!f~i i i , , , • close to schools and town. Call i : . 
Four bedrooms in this split. Frank Skldmore at 635-5691 Metric conversion ,eve, home, needs, some for more delails. 
tip~ieSnhii;p fonsiade'hanAdygm°°n d. Looking for a home with ~eedv:;U;su"btt;isl~inn!ga'rg 31ottw° 
"" - with extra tPr~tCheed iatfor°nlaYti:2n6c0a0~'HoFr°; ;C;era2g0e00 sThtts' 0f;:rviangespha:: sThr:rctnhrl~i;haTh|l~a:Sn°~ b ew
Purchase  o f  equipment :amiiy none Godlinski at 63S.5397 and is situated on2 acres of ¢ompletely finished and would 
lHt~r~i i :~:~te~ i~h ~i~ds  e ~¢:i2;~ ' °Lfc :1 r~oV~nezmgde L : ; : ;  e :  r~:;O: Yi ~ 0~!!n~ i{  ' !ed ~ ! ~ :~ ingle°US d :!~e~°~Si t~eee~!i91 i ;  iOi e ~t :~ l  ~ani!: 
I~6017.00, Hans Caunen, oa:~- ~O'~l~02reF:;sod;~!ls call F. Ph:~:r B;rpo.bmtmP:nr/i/:,vi:w3' ' ?r:d~insk:;:3S-5397 for more ::ll~:person in our office, 635. 
ofbuildings  R alty' Ltd. 
 Workingcapita, Park.Avenue e 
Launching anew  4615 Park Avenue 635-4971 
p • 
FBDB helps management With: 
m Counselling(CASE) 
• Training 
• Information on t Hans Caulien Frank Skidmore Hotel Godlinski Run Earl Barb Parfitl Ed Diesel er 
government programs i 6..,7. , .s39, ,,.,,,, ,--67- ,..,., 
for business. 
Ask,for ou,+ roles,. FEDERAL 
BUSINESS 4548 Lakelse Avenue, (604) 635..495f 
~,,,aoe. s.o. rag ,PS DEVELOPMENK BANK " 
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Bill Smiley 
Hastala 
vista 
By BILL SMILEY 
WELL ,  by thP time this 
appears in print, we'll 
be nearing Fall, and here I 
am groping around in my 
own baekyard, not even 
started on my way to 
Paraguay. 
It's not that I haven't had a 
tremendous response to my 
appeal to readers to help out 
with accommodation n such 
places as Lima and La Paz, 
and for someone to volunteer 
to fly me down. 
An enterprising travel 
agent in Meaford, Ont. told 
me his Dad wanted to go to 
South America too, wished 
me well, and offered to 
arrange my trip down. 
Caroline Ngui of Windsor 
warned me that I had my 
countries mixed up and 
might wind up in the former 
British Guiana instead of the 
former Dutch Guiana, with 
no place to stay. Quite right. 
• ~ The former D.G. is now 
Surinam, and that's where I
• aim to go.:Perhaps Ms, Ngei 
has a sister there, or an 
ancient aunt, who would put 
me up for a night or two. 
But the clincher came 
when old Don McCuaig, the 
newspaper baron of Renfrew 
County, challenged me to put 
up or shut up. He offered to 
share expenses, and pre- 
sumably he has a plane. I had 
hoped to be going along with 
somebody younger and 
better looking. 
, ,... ~.-~.~.. ...  
Another thing. He says he 
has no ex girl friends outh of 
the border. No problem, old 
buddy. You can have Maria 
Rosa Carvalho. She's the 
homely one. And she's just 
about your age and speed. 
She does dance a mean 
tango, or did, 30 years ago. I 
can just see you two living it 
up in the ballroom of one of 
those gilt-edged hotels off 
the Copacabana beach in Rio. 
Never fear. I'd stand behind 
you. With a couple of wheel- 
chairs. 
MeCuaig goes on: "The 
way employment is going in 
the secondary school busi- 
ness, you'd never be missed 
... We can finance the trip 
with a travel book, Smiley. 
In fact, I have a title: SA 
After 50. {Not Sex Appeal, 
Smiley. South America.} You 
write, I'll take pictures. It 
should sell like hoteakes." 
Yeah, McCuaig. Or cold 
bread pudding, more like. 
And .more: "One other 
thing, Bill. Let's wait until 
November. No Canadian in 
his right mind would leave 
this country now that 
summer is here, November, 
Smiley. When the leaves are 
gone, we're gone, right'? No 
backing out now." 
Well, I have a few holes to 
pick in that. First of all, what 
summer? Around here, we 
had summer back in May. 
Since then, we've been 
deluged by rain, badly 
rattled by thunder and 
scared skinny by lightning. 
When it hasn't stormed, it's 
been muggy as Mozambique 
or colder'n a witch's tit. 
Campers are moving into 
town from their cottages. 
Tourists .are bundled like 
Laplanders. I haven't had a 
single swim yet, to the 
disgust of the bikini brigade, 
whose most hilarious mo- 
ment of the summer is 
watching yours traly, white 
as a slug, flinch into the 
water and dog-paddle off for 
his first swim of the year. 
The strawberries were 
rained out just before we got 
our supply. The raspberries 
are "doing poorly." But it's a 
great year for grass. The lad 
who cuts my lawn has barely 
finished the front when it's 
time to start on the back. 
Except hat he can't because 
it's eight inches high and 
soaking wet. Pity the man 
trying to get in all that wild 
growth of hay. ~ .. " .7.. 
About the only ray of . 
sunshine this summer has : 
been the Queen, that serene 
and gracious lady in whose 
presenee ven President 
Gerald Ford, for once, didn't 
resemble Boris Karloff play- 
ing Frankenstein's creation. 
Ah, yes, I'm a monarchist, 
along with, apparently, 
about. 90 per cent of the 
residents of the U.S., and 
THIS WEEK 
~,, ~~, . ,  , from Ottawa 
" BETTER PROGRAM 
It is with this background 
in mind that I recently 
received a letter  from 
Manpower and Immigration 
Minister Robert Andras 
advising me thM L.I.P. 
would be continued for 
another year,  and that  
changes had been made in 
the program which would 
make it more helpful than 
ever to areas of ' high 
unemployment, 
My own personal desire is 
to see the day when 
government programs uch 
as L.I.P. will not be 
necessary and can be done 
away with. But we must 
face the facts of life. 
Unemployment in Skeena 
last winter ran at  an 
average rate of 17 percent. 
We need the money, and the 
jobs, that L.I.P. brings to 
our local economy. We also 
need the facilities and  th~ 
improvement in the quality 
of our life that it helps 
dedicated people in our 
towns and villages bring 
about. 
SEPTEMBER tO 
DEADLINE 
So I was very pleased to 
receive M.r. Andras' letter, 
One of the federal 
government programs that, 
for the past five years, has 
h e I p e d Canadians 
moderate the worst effects 
of our historical problem of 
seasonal unemployment has 
been the Local Initiatives 
Program (L.I.P.) 
LOCAL JOBS" 
Under the Local 
Initiatives Program funds 
are granted by the federal 
Department of Manpower 
and Immigration to local 
organizations to operate a 
short-term project which 
will both enhance the social, 
cultural, or recreational life 
of the community and also 
provide employment for 
local residents. 
L.I.P. projects may be 
sponsored by municipal 
governments, service clubs, 
community groups or 
private individuals. The 
only real restraint on the 
type of project which may 
be midertaken is that L.I.P. 
grarits may not be used in 
any way which will compete 
with private enterprise. 
Local Init iat ives has 
~ layed an important role in elping us in Skeena since 
its creation and its results in 
the form of community and also very pleased to see 
facilities from hiking trails that the changes in L.I.P. I 
in Terrace to a Legion Hall and other members of the 
in Vanderhonf -  will Liberal, caucus hadpressed 
remain with us and enhance for were included in this 
year's program. 
Under this winter 's  
~ ogram, $100 million has en allocated for L.I.P. 
with a very strong emphasis' 
on the creation of jobs in 
high unemploymeqt areas 
- -  areas such as Skeena. 
Under these new guidelines 
I am hopeful that  the 
amount of funding for north- 
the quality of our lives for 
mauy years to come. An• 
equally important result of 
L,I.P., though, is the money 
it has added to our local 
economy, Last Winter alone, 
over $1,500,000 was received 
in L.LP. wages by residents 
of Skeena who would 
otherwise have been 
unemployed. 
, 
The Four-Way 
Test 
Of the things we 
think, say or do. 
Is it the TRUTH? 
Is it fair to all 
concerned?  
• Wil l  it bui ld  GOOD 
WILL  and BETTER"  
FR IENDSHIPS?  
Wi l l  it be 
BENEF IC IAL  
to al l  concerned?  
two or three hundred other 
Canadians, 
l'm not saying I'd be, 
starry.eyed over fat, stupid 
George the Third, or fat, 
smart Henry the Eighth. I'm 
just saying that I think it's 
essential to have a symbol 
that is above and beyond the 
petty squabbling of politi- 
cians, the bullying of big 
unions, and the ari'ogance of
civil ~ervants. 
See how you got me side- 
tracked, MeCuaig, with your 
nonsense about summer in 
Canada. 
All right, back to business. 
You fly.. I'll navigate. I'm 
pretty good at it. Only bad 
spot might be flying across 
water, jungles and moun- 
tains. My navigation gets a 
bit shaky if I don't have a 
railway line to follow. 
By the way, I thought I'd 
This is a section of Bear  Pass  on the Nass R iver  road to Stewart. 
the s t ream formed by melt ing snow. 
Beneath the glacier can  be seen 
Land vehicles harrass wildlife 
The following is one of a 
series of articles designed to 
inform the recreat ional  
public of some of the rules 
and regulations under which 
we must act, and some of 
the sometimes unknown 
risks taken by those who 
may not be familiar with or 
concerned with the law, as 
explained by Doug Adolph, a 
Conservation Officer with 
take my two grandsons along the B.C. Fish and Wildlife 
to see their Uncle Hug b. So . Braneh~ Sure enough, there was 
when you're fuelling up, lay The Statute .:~., Oscar with a painful ook on 
in a large stock of diapers, ' ' .¢,otqlnn 4 Cl) re) of the~dll ~!his face that suggested that 
preferably I disposable: We Te~r~'i'n'~/ellicles Act sta~s ;//he, wbUldseha~e'fheal~ b]eeSn s 
could blaze a new trail right that: ~ emnarra 
lone Campegnolo, 
M.P. 
western B.C. will be in- 
creased over last year's 
very substant ia l  f igure. 
This, of course, will largely 
depend on the nature and 
quality of projects sub- 
mitted by the people of our 
area. 
I have also been advised 
that work is being done 
towards the early im- 
plementation of a "year- 
round" L.I.P. p rogram.  
This would provide funding 
on a more continuous basis 
across the Andes. "No person shah operate 
One last thing. I can't wait an all-terrain vehicle in such 
until November. If I wasn't a manner  as to drive, 
there, calm and collected, harrass, chase, run-0ver, 
the day after Labor Day, the injure or kill any wildlife, or 
members of my English domestic animal." 
department, without their The Incident 
leader, would be as bereft It wasn't by coincidence 
and lost as the Children of that Game Warden Lawson 
Israel without Moses. happened to be flying over 
Hasta la vista! Ranch Fence Lake, the day 
©TheArgyleSyndkateLtd. that the smoke and steam 
could be seen rising from an 
up-ended snowmobile. 
The particular area was 
well known as an animal 
crossing area, especially, 
migrating caribou heading 
for their traditional win- 
mining industries recover 
from their current  
depressed state. 
The deadline for L.I.P. 
applications to be submitted 
for this winter's program is 
midnight, Friday, Sep- 
tember 10. Application 
forms may be picked up at 
your nearest  Canada 
Manpower Centre, or by 
writing to my office in ot- 
tawa. (Write to me.care of 
House of Commons, Ottawa, 
Ontario K1A 0X2. No 
for parts of Canada which postage is required). 
have a high rate of unem: If you have an idea for a 
ployment not just in the project, and feel that it may 
winter, but all yerlr round, qualify, then by all means 
Again - -  and I must add, apply. Help us use the local 
unfortunately--Skeena will initiatives of the people of 
likely fit this category at the northwest, and help us 
least until, the forest and._ improve our communities. 
Skeena Valley Fall Fair 
taring grounds. G.W. had "The Adjudication 
heard reports that some Shortly after the natural 
snowmobi le rs  were  process of healing set in, 
poor Oscar painfully beginning to filter into that l istened as the judge 
area. 
Lawson asked the pilot to relieved him of $400 for 
land as close as possible to harrassing animals with an 
the person staggering All Terrain Vehicle. . 
around the, machine, The judge patiently 
without actually landing on pointed out that in winter all 
the man that  looked  animals are especially 
suspiciously like his old 
friend Oscar McFoisy. 
unavai labi l i ty of food, 
tremendous heat losses, 
predation and stress. Most 
animals a re  unable 
sometimes to cope with one 
or several o.f those deter- 
mining, factors. There was 
no ¢luestion in the minds of 
any of those present in the 
court room [hat 
harrassment by people was 
not a positive wildlife 
children's pet show. 
A livestock show will be 
held including poultry and 
waterfowl, goats, swine, 
rabbits and beef as well as 
dairy cattle. 
There will be a greased 
pole contest at 3 p.m. The 
Parade of Champions and 
awarding of l ivestock 
trophies will be held at 4:30 
p.m. 
The presentation of 
horticultural trophies will 
be held at 6 p.m.'An auction 
of produce and small  
livestock will take place at 7 
p.m. 
Skeena Valley Fall Fair 
will be held Saturday,  
September 4 at Lions Park 
in Thornhill starting at 1 
p.m. 
There will be displays and 
judgingof lowers, fruit and 
vegetables, home canning, 
home baking and produce, 
homemade wines, fancy 
work, handicrafts  and 
photography. 
There will also be a. 
chi ldren's section with 
chi ldren's baking,,  wild 
f lower a r rangements ,  
poster, and arts and crafts 
work. There will also be a 
• , - I 
Moon Facts ' 
The moon Is actually a gigantic stone In the sky. It's an airless,. 
waterless sphereof towering mountain ranges, craters and plains. 
The moon rotates around the earth always keaplng Its far side 
hidden from our sight. It has u diameter one-quarter the size of the 
earth and Is only 238,000 miles from our planet. 
",caught robbing a church. 
Upon questioning, the 
gruesome facts were 
revealed. Oscar had spotted 
a lone caribou crossing the 
lake. As he raced towards 
the animal at speeds just 
approaching the speed of 
sound, the caribou in its 
graceful attempt o escape 
was able to clear a snow 
covered log fence seconds 
before McFoisy even saw 
the obstacle. It was said that 
when Oscar left the seat of 
his snowmobile he reached 
an altitude of approximately 
35 feet before coming to rest 
on his collarbone. 
Meet your MP 
Would you like to meet pagnolo in an informal 
your Member of atmosphere will be the 
Par l iament?  The Skeena order of the day. The hours 
Constituency is giving a will be from 3 to 5 p.m. and 
lawn party on August 21 at in the evening from 8 to 10 
the home of Mr. and Mrs. p.m. to give everyone an 
I 
Ray Skoglund, 5106 High- opportunity to attend. 
way 16 West. Ray will be' Everyone in Skeena con-' 
showing some of his justly stituency is invited to at- 
famous movies, tend. There is no charge and 
Tea and coffee and con- rain or shine the party will 
vers.ation with lena Cam- be on Saturday 
Canada Pension Plan 
questions and answers' 
(Q) I became 65 in Decem- 
ber, 1975, but have been 
: retired sinceJune, 1975,Will 
I be eligible for a retirement 
pension the month follow- 
ing my retirement? 1 have 
not applied tbr a retirement 
pension as of today. 
(A) Neither. Prior to age, 
70, a retirement pension is 
payable on the month fol- 
Iowlhg the month you apply.' 
For a person over 70, it 
would be payable, upon ap- 
plication, the month follow- 
ing your 70th birthday but 
could not be' paid retroac- 
tively for more than twelve 
months, 
social insurance number, 
which may be done through 
your employer, Heallh and 
Welfare .Canada, or the Un- 
employment Insurance Com- 
mission. The amount of your• 
earnings and contributions 
to the Canada Pension Plan 
are recorded by your social 
insurance number and sur- 
• name. e 
(Q) I am presently receiv- 
ing adisabiltty pension and 
wish to know if I have to 
apply for my retirement. 
pension prior to age 65 as I 
understand the disability 
ceases at that thne. 
(Q) I have recently, come (A) No. When you are ae. 
to Canada to live and wish tually receiving a disability 
to know if I must register pension it s"not necessary 
with the Canada Pension : to apply for. a retirement 
Plan in order to receive ben-pens ion  at that time, as your 
efits from it in the future, disability pension is auto. 
(A) No, you do not Ila~;e matlcally replaced by n re- 
to register with the Canada tirement pension on the 
PensionPlan,butyoushould . month following your 65th 
ensure that YOU obtain a I~lrthday. 
susceptible to injury, protection objective! 
miscarriage and generally So don't be an Oscar 
poor health as a result of McFoisv, it's just not worth 
heavy snows, the it! " " . - -  
f0TT WA "1 
/ and.Small   ;qBL. | 
Risk must be recompensed 
By K~NN~I'H McDONALD ~11 often motivate people 
According to Funk and 
Wagnall's dictionary, an 
entrepreneur is "one who 
undertakes to start and 
conduct an enterprise or 
business, usually as.suming 
full control and risk." In 
other words, a self-starter: 
someone who makes 
things happen. 
I c e  
Entrepreneurs can be 
found in government," in 
big and in small business. 
They're needed every- 
where,  but Canada, 
especially, needs them in 
small business. In a com- 
munity of 1,000 people, 
three or four entrepre- 
neurs can make the 
difference between depen- 
dency and prosperity. The 
businesses they start and 
the jobs they create are 
like widening ripples in a 
pool. Their successes will 
inspire others to emulate 
them. 
' ee@ 
What they have in com- 
mon is an attitude. Behirid 
their driving force is the 
personal conviction of 
success. But entrepre- 
neurial qualities can also 
be acquired. Students may 
develop ideas from sum- 
mer work with small firms. 
Regular employees of 
small firms are themselves 
a natural source of such 
qualities. Entrepreneurial 
courses should be part 
both of formal education 
and. of govermnent re- 
training schemes. 
• O • • 
Entrepreneurs may get 
s tar ted  fo r  negat ive  
reasons, leo, such as plant 
do.sure or being passed 
over for promotion. Job 
alienation and the absehee 
of a sense o! achievement 
toward independence.  
However, though money is 
by no means the dominant 
motive, the survival of new 
enterprises requires an 
adequate cash flow in 
return for the investment 
and the risks assumed. 
eeo  
The individual is the 
key. If he can get 10 per 
cent. risk-free, from Cana- 
da Savings Bonds. he must 
recover more than that 
from a business I~o make 
tip for risking everything 
he has. Moreover. public 
policies must be directed 
toward i'emoving harriers 
to the formation of new 
enterprises, parUcularly 
the la'~k of manpower 
availability as a result of 
inadequate national ap- 
prenticeship programs. 
eee  
In its representations 
to federal and provincial 
governments, The Cana- 
dian Federation of Inde- 
pendent Business has  
made specific ree0mmen- 
dations stressing the~need 
for. incentives to indivi- 
duals rather than to banks, 
venture capital companies 
and other institutions. 
e e o  :L 
Entrepreneurshil) san  
affair of the community, 
match ing  men with 
experiefice and capital• to 
the newcomers. Almost 
every community has a 
small, inconspicuous group 
of local businessmen and 
professionals who back 
local ventures, 'often • in 
real estate. These groups 
are the natural channel 
for creating new enter- 
prises. All are motivated 
to succeed because they're 
risking their own money. 
That's the 'secret. It 's a 
local, self-generating 
process. 
4 1t  , J ;  
%, • 
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. . . . .  ~ rea l ly  in ,~ ,  ~ ,_~/~=1-.~, Hazelton's Second Annual ,~,ere made by only a few contains pictures of sever,,al which was recently t'ilmed entries but was not 
~ I  r. t ~]L'- =~"-~ ,,;~t~,-.::7 . . . . . . . . . .  ~ , ,~  . . . . . . . .  ... p n,oer Day was another women in the community, riverboats. Hazelton was at K'san Village. (Top right keeping with the pioneer 
"~ ~'~" ~ ~-~'-~ . . . . .  '~ - ;~ ' ~ ~='~. ' ' d success as the community explaining that one woman, the terminal for the picture on 
~.~ ~'--'f-~ : ; ,~  ~ The surprise entry o1" the Foods and oralis were .~=:'.~ ~-:~P. celebrated and marked a one, had baked 50 pies for riverboats which went up 
~.~::~ ~"~.~,~,-..~:,~ ' ,~. .~.~'~.:~. ' .~ of the Branch 13 also sold on the street and ,.~, ~ ~ r ,.~,~,~,,~==,,,,,==,. • Phase II of the town's the occasion, the Skeena in the early days. paradewas 
"~";% ~ |!, i ,: 'r~"i!~!,~. ,~'---~[~JI: - - f ,7"Y~-- ' r ,  restoration. She said she did not really Also featured in the Royal Canadian Legion float hands l'rom the tlazelton 
want to hold the parade and parade was Tina Hamill which provided some area performed with street 
':%~"~i~ !;:;l,iil ~ Polly Sargeant, who spoke out against the idea who starred in the movie competition to the local lairstylc, 
"~'~"J~:~,.~ :-=~ . . . . . . . .  organized this year's event, when it was first raised. But 
! ' ~  - - - '~"  T - - - '~- - - -  manned central control at the community was Set on 
i~[~i i " ' "~"" ' - - - - '  [ / the Inlander Hotel while having the parade and Mrs. 
l 7 ~ . . . . . . . . . . .  across the street several Sargeantwasputineharge 
J~; '~ .~A[  ~ ' i~" 'k"" l '~  ~:'.~,~-~J[~ :/.~.m .~.~]  local residents spent the of organizing it, 
afternoon twirl ing beef Featured in the parade 
" " - '~"~- '~ ~ ~ ~  which hung / from specially was a very rustic looking 
':i:~.~ ]11!. "' :.,: ~ . .~  -:.,-..-~ -~.  ,~ .~;~,~ erected frames at the float from the Hudsons Bay 
;'. barbecue pit. Company, which won first 
: ~ --" ~ ~ ~ r  ~ The weather, as usual, prize. Wrinch Memorial 
_ _  ~ ' ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  :" -, "- .~',' ~ promised to be un- i ~- - . .  I~ Hospital's float punned on 
I I cooperative. At parade time the "sawbones" theme with • . . . . . .  - . . . . . . . .  • 
~_p .~~ ..... ~ a slight drizzle fell but by a doctor and several nurses ~ ~  BULKLEY ROAD-  GOSSEN CR. SUED. • 
barbecue t ime the sun had at tend ing  to a ra ther  rust ic  ~.  , ~ , ~  .... Approx. 1.92 acres with a 2 bdrm. trailer and = 
t peeped through the clouds looking patient with a 
' , I r ' L  ~%T! and the rain had vanished, handsaw. 
, extremely well built shop. $21,500.00. 
~.  ................ ~ ,,. . K ILBY  ROAD - REMO • 
" . i ' " that  The  In lander  f loat  Was of New 3 bdrm. home. Fireplace, ga~:age, large • "~ ~ Mrs. Sargeant stud . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - f 101 ~4J UUU UU ' : -~  ~ ~ . ~ most of the pies that were on a riverboat, a amiliar sight " ' ' ' • 
r l ~ : :  ; ] dis-lay for the barbecue in lhe hotel lobby which TRAP LINE • 
' ~ " . . . .  Between Terrace and Pr. Rupert. Log cab , =,, 
The the idly nelghbou~- "1 ' " . .. " " m i ~ • . . ". ,. . . I r iver boat & motor, skidoo, etc. -- S30,000.00. 
. . . . . . .  . . . .  ..... U l sco  que  ' , . " :  6.22 acres of wooded undulated property. : 
• , : - - :  : " , : .  ~: .-~. at  the :  ' :  .: .:: . . . .  - : " - ' i  : 30 MILES EAST OF TERRACE • 
I f  you  ask  fo r  K i tchen  • : i '  ;.:~ .!~: : -~  '._: =L.-.t , ,  ,= -='. = ~."  , ,  ;~  . " . . ' " . ,  . " '  . . .  i= .  91 acre~, some bldgs. 8000 gel. septiC: tank, ~= 
Cab inets  a t  AI & Mac ,  ' .. : : I .Z ; .A . t l / t l~ lA l~ l  I I t lR I  :,~ :.- goodwelI. EXCELLENTHWY. PROPERTY • 
and so very  many peop le  • . . . . . . . .  ' ' . • P NE STREET ' ' • • . . . . . . . .  U I "~g~P'~I  I I . J P 'qk I .M - =1 I M I M . . . .  _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , ~,, h~¢ement NEW - -  GROCERY STORE • 
do,  you  are  d i rec ted  to  • ~ . , , 1 ; toorm.nomeon,uxzuu-  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  b . . . .  A fa- - I I -  -- 
Denn is  & Ke l ly .  Denn is  • • ,H. ~ 1  • greenhouse, beauti ful  garden. ONLY la;falin°rnnm'n:~a~i: u ;~e u ; ime ~" to ~u~"  • 
I I ." $~s,o0o.oo - "" -- 
and  Ke l ly  a re  tu l ly  . 1 s DE INDUSTRIAL SHOP-  HWY 16 EAST ~= 
• CARIBOU ROAD-  COPPER I " 
t ra ined  in the  ar t  of' I Beainnina Thursday, August 19th / 20x40 concrete block const. Lg, 3 bdrm. home • • Statesman 3 bdrm. on a completely fenced . . . . . . . .  ¢~ ~nn nn m 
estab l i sh ing  the  proper  • ~ e / • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  STICALLY m neea .  ot ~misnmg . / i and lanDscapeD tOT. ~'~,~.,= u~ . . .~, .=. .w.  
layout  fo r  your  home,  be I . m I - -  i = __ J __ - - - -  / i REDUCED.' . CREEK ROAD - -  R.R. 2 : 
• " - - " "  " ° "  . )1 • . E STREET 1800 sq ft 3 bdrm immaculate home, • I t  an  o lder  mode l  o r  , ____  . . . . . a T w r a a y  oo, . . . . .  
brand new.  Es t imates  I - = Large 2 bdrm. home with store front. Frankdn fireplace, large lot. $4S,000.00 • 
and drawings  are  • i - -  - _  - _ ~ l • $17,000.00. " KLEANZA DRIVE"  - -  2 ACRES : 
ava i lab le  f ree -o f -charge  l  rom ~ NoNe TO 7~ l l aNo  I I PEDERSON ROAD Wltha3bdrm. modular home ln top condlflon • 
• r ' I • a/~ acre with concrete foundation, treed, on a full basement. $42,000.00. • 
and  terms are  ava i lab le  • . . / =_ , , soo ,0o .  " , ._. 
to  su i t  your  budget .  
Cabinets are  s tocked  at I - , l m l_  ~ l l~______ . l .  __--ll-dB,,~l~-~---=mlm.~,--,,--,~,illl h : MARTEN ROAD ~CO0~;ERS.IDE MISTrS~T.REoEmTe with potential suite in • 
Large corn , , • 
A, & /Wac by  the  "hun- I ; o m e  r o  r n e  f i n e s t  enrerru.am -- I .  SCOTTON ROAD ~asementorcanbeaSbdrrn.horne.$30,SO0.00 : 
dreds ,  in fac t  AI & Mac  is • , " ' . 1 ~ 3 large lots for sale - -  $5 800.00 each. CLARK DRIVE • m 
the  on ly  s tock ing  dea ler  • ' • ' / i /AV~ICI~ "^KE ' 3 bdrm. doublewlde on part basement, Ig. lot i 
• landscaped and fenced $38,000 00 • o f  ' K i tchen  Cab inets  I 1 , .  / -- l bdrrn, year.round home, creek, lS0x200 ft. • ' • 
behveen Pr ince  Ruper t  • . I I I  I l l l ~ l l l ~ l ' ~  ' l ~ lot, 1st Avenue. $33,000.00. DOBIE STREET m 
and Vancouver .  Yeu  have  1 ' / ~= KRISEN ROAD-  LAKELSE LAKE 4 bdrm. home, Franklin fireplace, workshop ~= 
to do  It that  way  i f  you  are  • • • 1V= acre lot cleared. Only $9,800.O0. and garage. $36,000.00 • 
, ~ l I ' ' • 
to g ive  proper  serv ice  l . . , . , ! , , • ~MILLS STREET ~ COPPER RIVER DRIVE • 
here  in - the  nor th  and  B-~ - . . i  . • . . . .  • .~ . _ . . , , .~ . . . :  ..= . ~ :" " ' • [A la rge3bdrm.  home on approx. V=acre.l  3 bdrm. modular home, immediate oc. : ,nn  . . ,  q35z  LaKe lse  ~ v e ,  == Icall us to view . s2s,00000J cupancy Prced at $28,00000 m ,R .LY  Bi rd  market ing  u a v a r l a n  . .................................... : . . . . . . .  . • . 
. Denn is  & Ke l ly .  Denn is  
• to do  It that  ay  i f  you  are  
ph i losophy  Ins i s ts  upon .. 
serv ice .  I t ' s  no wonder  ° Contests  Prizes Conte ts 
Denn is  & Ke l ly  a re  such P r i z e s  , i i : -  s : , 
, busy  mea l  " • - . -  : " ' ' ' 
. . . . . . .  Spec ia l / :  : :  635-9161 '  ' ( f in )  .' ,635:9161 i  Someth ing  . . . . . .  , 
I 
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Munro -Durand exchange 
vows at Sacred Heart 
Leona Leslie Munro, 
daughter of Pat and Alex 
Munro and Brian Joseph 
Durand, son of David and 
lsabell Durance were united 
in marriage in the Sacred 
Heart Church recently. 
Father Allison was the 
officiating clerg.yman. The 
bride was given m marriage 
by her father, Alex Munro. 
The bride looked radiant 
in a white old-fashioned full 
length gown and matching 
hat, corsage made of baby 
orange roses and lillies 'of 
the valley accented with 
sprays of babies breath 
blooms. 
The bride's mother wore a 
floor-length orange gown 
with chiffon cape while the 
groom's mother wore a floor 
length floral blue chiffon 
gown. 
Attending the bride were 
Janis  Coburn, maid of 
honour; Linda Ferrett i ,  
b r idesmaid ;  Wendy 
Durand, junior bridesmaid; 
all of whom wore off-white 
floor length gowns with 
orange and yellow print. All 
had yellow daisies in their 
hair. 
Attending the groom was 
Bob Bunshaw, best man. 
Ushers were Francis Heeley 
and Randy Durand. Music. 
was by Julie McVey. 
A reception was held at 
the Oddfellows Hall. Out-of- 
town guests were Mrs. 
Violet Field of Okanagan 
.Falls, the brides' grand- 
mother; Fred and Millie 
Field of Langley; Gall and 
Sheila Field of Langley; 
Dave Munro from Langley; 
Mr. and Mrs. Nick Dolas of 
70 Mile House; Bob and 
Marion Cannon of Mission; 
Ronnie Lebrun of Port  
Moody; Lorrian Ferris of 
New Westminster  and 
Shirley .Lunan of Logan 
Lake. 
' The bride and groom 
received a telegram from 
the groom's grandparents, 
Nancy and Ran Daerksen. 
Fred Field, "uncle" of the 
bride was master  of 
ceremonies. 
TERRACE LIBRAR" NEWS 
I)id" you know that the 
Terrace Public Library: 
- is located at 4610 Park 
Avenue? 
- has over four thousand 
registered borrowers? 
- has over 25,000 books 
with pamphlets, magazines, 
newspapers and paperbacks, 
that can be borrowed or 
used in the library? 
- has university calendars 
for all B.C. schools of higher 
education and major schools 
across Canada? 
- has telephone directories 
for capital Canadian cities 
and for all areas in B.C. and 
postal code directories for 
Canada? 
- has a photocopier and 
charges fifteen cents per 
sheet copied? 
- has 16 mm. projectors 
and accompanying screens 
for rent? 
- has a weekly story hour 
program on Saturdays at 
one o'clock with stories, 
film, poetry, filmstrips and 
puppet show once a month? 
- delivers library books to 
Botulism 
Due mainly to poor home 
canning techniques, 20 out- 
breaks of botulism were 
reported in the United States In 
1974. The rare disease involved 
30 individual cases and seven 
deaths during the year. 
Botulism often causes high 
fever, severe nausea, and 
diarrhea. 
Cold Dishes 
The flavor and texture of your 
cold dishes will be greatly 
enhanced if they are removed, 
from the refrigerator 10 to 15 
minutes before serving. Frozen 
desserts should be taken out of 
the freezer several mlnufes 
before serving], too. 
_ , , ,  | 
When ~ 
you 
don't 
know 
who to 
turn to .... 
TURN TO US 
WITH COHFIHEHGE 
shut-ins every second 
Thursday? 
- can obtain foreign 
language books from Open- 
Shelf Library in Victoria or 
the National L ibrary in 
Ottawa? 
- will reserve titles for 
borrowers when they are 
signed out to other readers 
and notify the user when 
they are returned? 
- has bound volumes of 
National Geographic and 
Time Mazine? Back issues 
of unbound magazines may 
be borrowed. 
- will accept donations of 
books and magazines? 
- sells The History of 
Terrace by Nadine Asante 
for $4.29? 
maintains a local clipping 
file? 
- can borrow library books 
from other l ibrar ies on 
inter-library loan? 
- Has film catalogues for 
organizat ions and the 
National Film Board from 
where f i lms may be 
borrowed? 
Caviar 
Most precious among all hats 
d'oeuvres is caviar. Fresh 
Beluga caviar is the most ex- 
per~sive. Beluga is the roe or 
eggs of the large sturtgeon fish. 
It usually costs around $4.00 an 
ounce. Least expensive Is red 
caviar. That's the large eggs of 
salmon. When serving caviar 
keep It thoroughly cold In a 
container lodged In cracked ice. 
¢1-  . . . . . .  
Have you seen some of 
those s i l l y  ads la te ly  
suggest ing  that  you  
should pay more than 
$10.66 for a gal lon of Top 
of the Line paint. At AI & 
Mac they say there is 
something wrong with' 
'those prices. AI & Mac 
your  IRLY  store won't  
• charge you a d ime more  
than $10.66 per gal lon 
until fur ther  notice and 
that is for  inter ior  or 
exter ior  Latex or Alkyd.  
You could be stuck for a 
couple of dol lars extra if 
you go to an Ultra Deep 
Base at AI & Mac but then 
that ' s  because U l t ra  
Deep costs more. Get  
down to AI & Mac your 
MaoKays 
Funeral 
Ilome 
PhOne 635-2444 
Terrace, B.C. • 
Serving Kitimat 
IRLY  Bird Store and 
check out the hundreds of 
colors avai lable -- open a 
charge account whi le  you 
are there; that 's if you, 
happen to have an ac- 
count  there  a l ready!  
- has a meeting room to 
rent for non-social func- 
tions? 
- has a collection of ap- 
'p rox imate ly  e ighty  
records? 
- has a small collection of 
taped books for physically 
handicapped persons with 
cassette records for their 
use? 
-has  the following listed 
telephone - -  638-8177. 
- is open to the public for 
the following hours: 
Monday - -  CLOSED 
Tuesday - 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., 7 
to 9 p.m. 
Wednesday - 10 a.m. to 5 
p.m., ? to 9 p.m. 
Thursday - 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., 
7 to 9p.m. , 
Thursday - 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., 
7 to 9 p.m. 
Friday - 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., ? 
to 9 p.m. 
Saturday - 10. a.m. to 5 p.m. 
Sunday - CLOSED UNTIL 
FALL 
Amendments announced 
The Itonourable Bryce 
Mackasey, M in i s ter  of 
Consumer and Cor- 
porate Affairs, recently 
announced amendments to 
the tlazardous Products Act 
add ing  regu la t fons  
providing for safer playpen 
design, effective September 
1, 1976. 
The regulat ions will 
require all playpen mesh 
holes to be small enough so 
.that children's fingers and 
clothing buttons cannot 
become entrapped in them. 
"There have been a number 
of incidents where infants 
have managed to poke their 
fingers in the mesh and get 
them tightly trapped," Mr. 
~lackasey said. "In ad- 
dillon, two infants died by 
choking when clothing 
buttons became caught up in 
the mesh. A playpen is the 
one place above all where a 
child must he secure," the 
Minister continued. "1 am 
very pleased to take actL0n 
to eliminate this kind of 
hazard, and I am sure 
parents will j o in  me in 
suppor t ing  these  
measures." 
The Minister said that the 
new design •standards, 
developed with the close 
cooperation of playpen 
manufacturers ,  will also 
ensure that playpens are 
sturdy, stable and free from 
other possible injury 
sources. 
Winter land  Genera l  S tore  
3210 Ka lum St reet  
peach jam you don'1 
L have to cook. 
ed Peach Freezer Jam 
~hed B.C. 1/8 teaspoon grated lemon rind 
5 cups granulated sugar 
an lemon juice 1/2 bottle liquid Certo 
es, lemon juice, and rind. Add sugar; stir 5 minutes until sugar 
.et stand 20 minutes, Stir in pectin. Ladle into cartons filling 
/2 Inch of top. Cover with cloth arid let stand until jelled. 
freeze, Thaw before serving. Store in refrigerator after opening. 
l month before thawing to use. 
ns have a softer consistency than conventional jams. 
For complete  home preserving 
Information, inc luding 'home-canning 
wi thout  sugar' and other peachy ideas -  ~ ' ~ ' ~ ' ~  
send 25¢ to: B.C. Tree Fruits Ltd., ~ .~t~I 'B~I  I' 
Dept.  'N', Kelowna,  B.C. 
Oakes - Gavronsky wedding 
Catherine Ann Oakes and 
Percy Michael Gavronsky 
were married last month in 
the First United Church in 
Terrace at 5 p.m. 
Reverend Bill Young was 
the officiating clergyman. 
The bride was given in 
marriage by her father, 
Cleland Oakes. Bridesmaids 
were Penni  Anderson, 
Lorna Sandhals and Gall 
Waldie. 
Attending the groom were 
Bob Forsyth, Mike Maroney 
and Arnold Oakes. The 
Ushers were Alan Oakes 
and Del Hiltz. 
Out-of-town guests were 
Mrs. J. Gavronsky, grand- 
mother of the groom from 
Banneyville, Alberta; Mr. 
and Mrs. Sam Oakes, 
grandparents of the bride 
from Surrey; Mr. and Mrs. 
B. Graw of Surrey; Mrs. 
Mary Henderson of 
Nanaimo; Mr. and Mrs. S. 
Fersavich of Edmonton; 
Mr. and Mrs. A. Jensen of 
Edmonton; Mr. and Mrs. 
Sam Gavronsky of Ed- 
monton; Mr. and Mrs. M. 
Chetuk of Edmonton; Mr. 
and Mrs. R. May of Van- 
couver and Mr. and Mrs. 
E. tliltz of Surrey. 
The reception was held at 
the Terrace Arena Banquet 
room. The bride and groom 
will reside on Davis Avenue 
in Terrace. 
CNANCE 
rO gNTER 
• ! 
WIN $1OOO'$$OO-$HO 
It's easy! It's fun! Just stock up on specific 
B.C. apricots, chicken, milk, potatoes and 
canned or frozen corn or peas, identified 
with the "Home Grown - -  B.C. Quality" 
emblem on food store shelves. 
Save the product labels. Make your 
• winning selection from one of the "Home 
Grown" Six - -  B.C. Apricots, B.C. Chicken, 
B.C. Milk, B.C. Potatoes, B.C. Peas or B.C. 
Corn, then follow the contest rules. Enter 
as often as you wish. 
You could win one thousand dollars worth 
of B.C. food products . . ,  enough to feed 
your family for months! 
CONTEST DETAILS WHERE YOU SHOP 
LOC)K FOR 
THIS EMBLEM 
IDENTIFYING 
THE ELIGIBLE 
CONTEST 
PRODUCTS 
I B.C. FOODSTAKES '76 I 
I P.O. Box 2029 Ii 
I Vancouver ,  B.C.  V6B 3P8  I • 
I NAME | : '  
I I 
I , • '  | 
I ADORESS I 
I ' '1 
I , . 
I CITY _PHONE _ ,  ) =~ | 
I STORE WHERE YOU SHOP | ~ 
I I :  
I MY WINNING B.C. PRODUCT SELECTION IS | i 
I . . . . .  I 
I I 
I • I 
I R.c. FOODSTAKES OFFICIAL ENTRY FORM i 
imm m m m m mm ml  a m i amm i m m imm m imm m mmm m 
A bold Cossack style coat" 
with opulent dyed fox 
cuffs from the Swakara 
Contempara  '76  
Col lect ion. Designer,: 
Don De Sola, Toronto. 
:~:.~:: ~:~::~::~:: : !~ ~ :.:!~:'~i,!!i~:!~:..:i!!:i 
VANCOUVER|SLAND 
HEUCOPTERS LTD. 
CHARTER & CONTRACT t 
• FLYING 
LAKELSE LAKE 
SEAPLANE BASE 
Pilot Manager 
Mel Johnstone 
635-7039 
635-5723 
!ii!;ii~!:iiiiiii:iii~;i~!i!~!~!!i!ii!i!!i~i!i!iiiii!iiii~!!!:;i~;:ii~i~i!!ii~ 
Phone collect 
• . ' " i  :~,  
" For the woman (and man 
. too, of course) who finds 
fashion intriguing beyond 
the limited commercial 
sense of what is currently 
'in', the recently published 
review of "six decades of 
fashion" in the British 
edition .of Vogue has to be 
the most fascinating history 
book on the market. Big, 
glossy and beautifully 
illustrated it is entitled, "In 
Vogue" and described as, " 
... a kind of time machine", 
which hits the nat on the 
head with exciting ac- 
curacy. 
There are seven chapters: 
The Great Escape (1916- 
1923 ); The Reckless 
Twenties (1924-1929) ; The 
Threadbare Thirties (1930- 
1939); Fashion by Govern- 
ment Order (1940-1947); The 
Fashion Conscious Fifties 
(1948-1959) ;  The  
Revolutionary Sixties (1960- 
1969); The Undertain 
Seventies (1970-1975). 
Moving through each of 
them is an absorbing parade 
of people, places and things; 
lifestyles, fads and fancies; 
celebrities and celebrated 
eccentrics and lovers ... all 
in a context of the 'why' and 
'wherefore' of fashion, 
If you ever doubted that 
"the more things change, 
the more they stay the 
same",  this quote from 
"The Threadbare Thirties 
might help change .your 
mind." ... and now (in 1938) 
that it was in bad taste to 
look rich, there was a 
fashion for the 'poor' simple 
look. Ladies who were still 
fabulously rich went about 
in plain black dresses ... 
sweaters and slacks. Vogue 
wrote 'It's no longer chic to 
besmart'.  " Well! Well! 
Immediately after World 
War II it became "chic to be 
smart" again --  an un- 
derstandable reaction to 
wartime austerity: By the 
early seventies fashion 
anarchy was a fact and 
Vogue was writing about ... 
fresh options, fantastic 
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Six decades of fashion 
changes, breakthroughs ... 
"and asking "Is bad taste a 
bad thing?" Now we are into' 
'the mid'-seventies and, it 
seems, embarked on yet 
another eturn to the idea of 
it being "chic to be smart" 
even though we attempt o 
obscure the fact somewhat 
sheepishly in the fashion 
jargon of the day with terms 
like "Casual elegance", 
,,classics that are all new 
looks", and talk about a new 
found "emphasis on 
quality". . h 
Interestingly enoug , 
very little mention is made 
any~vhere in the book about 
furs. This, despite the fact 
that for the first quarter 
century of its existence, 
British Vogue (at any rate) 
catered to the wealthy upper 
classes with its emphasm on 
haute couture socialites and 
celebrities. Indeed it was 
only they who could (by and 
large) afford furs. 
The war changed that --  
as it did so many institutions 
--': and a new more 
democratic Vogue began to 
reflect changing social 
conditions and lifestyles. 
It is probable that this low 
profile reflects the fact that 
m the period under review 
furs were worn lar!gely for 
sumptuousness ana as an 
unabashed expression of 
status and wealth. Certainly 
in fashion design they 
changed little from decade 
to decade and were not a 
part of the overall fashion 
scene as they are today. 
Additionally, the technology 
that has given us lighter 
weight furs, improved 
suppleness and sheen -- that 
has shifted the emphasis 
f rom sumptuous to 
exquisite, had either not 
been developed or was still 
in its infancy. 
There was nothing even 
remotely like Swakara, for 
example, a uniquely 
beautiful contemporary fur 
that alone, is bringing about 
a whole new fashion look in 
furs. 
Direct from farmer to consumer. Grain fed beef in our 
own feed lot, slaughtered in our own licenced slaugnterhbuse. 
,~ Beef 7§' per lb. 
Hind quarter. =1.09 per lb. 
Front quarter. 59' per Ib: 
Cut, wrapped & frozen'. 
S.I.S. Meats 
Division of S.I.S. Ranches Vanderhoof, B.C. 
567-9017 Free Delivery 
Swakara is karakul and 
there is nothing new about 
that fur. On the contrary it 
has been with us since the 
days exotic caravans 
travelled the silk and spice 
roads across Central Asia to 
the great trading centre of 
Persia (as it was khown 
then). However, Swakara, 
the result of careful 
crossbreeding to control 
curl characteristics, heen radical" fashion changes in Laver, that " .., forms of 
and suppleness, is a far cry store as the last six dress, apparently so 
from traditional karakul reviewed by Vogue remains, haphazard, so dependent on 
just as the role it plays on of course, to be seen. the whims of the designer 
the contemporary fashion have an extraordinary 
scene is Very different from Meanwhile few will now relevance to the spirit of the 
th~/t of any fur of the early quarrel with view of tile age." 
decades of the 20th century, present Editor of British 
Vogue, Beatrix Miller who, "In Vogue" is published 
Whether or .not the in a preface notes in the by Allen Lane, Penguin 
remaining decades of this words of the late great Books Ltd., and costs about 
century have  as many fashion historian James $33. 
McGeer to remain flex,ule 
Education Minister Pat 
McGeer said recently that 
the Department of 
Education will be as 
flexiable as possible in its 
assessment of individual 
student applications for 
financial aid under the B.C. 
S tudent  Ass i s tance  
Program this year. 
"Our goal is to give those 
students with the greatest 
need as much assistance as 
we possibly can," said Dr. 
McGeer. "'We have 
established an independent 
appeal committee to which 
students may refer their 
cases should they feel their 
circumstances warrant 
special consideration." 
Following a presen- 
tation to Labour Minister 
• A l lan  Wi l l i ams,  
representatives of the B.C. 
Student's Federation met 
with officials of the 
Department of Education, 
and it was agreed special 
attention must be*given to 
those applicants who have 
been unable t¢ find summer 
employment. 
Mr. Williams reported 
that a number of jobs 
provided students through 
B.C. Government em- 
ployment programs was up 
marginally at the end of 
July compared with the 
same period last year, but 
overall, the student 
unemployment rate ]s 
higher this year than last. 
Students working in 
provincial government 
departments and in jobs 
supported by provincial 
grants totalled 11,2o0 at the 
end of July, compared with 
10,800 for the same period in 
1975. 
Dr. MeGeer stressed that 
students eeking assistance 
must meet the criterion of 
actively having sought work 
throughout the summer• 
Students must supply all 
information sought on the 
application forms, including 
the amount of assistance 
'that might be available 
from their immediate 
families. 
Each applicant for B.C. 
student assistance is 
required to contribute 
towards his educational 
expenses. The value of this 
contribution is based on the 
number of weeks the 
students was available !or. 
work and the provincml 
minimum wage, except in 
those jobs excluded from the 
legislation. 
Students who are unable 
to make the required con- 
tribution because of the 
shortage of employment 
opportunities will be con- 
sidered for additional 
Canada Student Loan funds. 
Dr. McGeer said it is 
anticipated that ap- 
proximately 20,000 post- 
secondary students will 
apply for the $30.6 million 
available this year under 
the B.C. Student Assistance 
Program. The province 
contributes $9.2 million in 
outright grants and the 
remaining $21.4 million is in 
federa l  government  
guaranteed loans. 
Clay Facing Brick 
in pallet loads only (030 per pallet) 
BrownSionna 17=, 
Cinema Sand 17=.. 
Red Concrete Brick 
Standards 
.Founders 
Decorator Blocks 
17'., .... inches 96 =., 
18 ° =1,16 sa, 16xl6 inohos oa, 
~" ?atiO:~PavingstoMs 
,., ,,., .,. ,, '2.36 ,. 
Sidewalk Slabs '- Patio Slabs 
,O only 24",30" $6-60 ,a .  ' 3§oniy24"x24" $6 .000a .  
Plus Applicable Taxes 
Sale lasts till Aug. 25th, 1976 or while the present stock lasts 
OCEAN CONSTRUCTION 
SUPPL IES  L IM ITED 
4430 geith Ave. Terrace f O 
Formerly Eaton's Store SUM M ER WAREHOUSE SALE Formerly Eaton's Store. 
. 
Y 
S 
0 
L 
y~ 
Moffatt Glass Top 
Over 50 tt  .efte ge 
Chesterfield Suites s Continuous Clean Ran 
- 6995 ,, nooOOo,, =5 
,39" Box Spring & Mattress q19 95 
Maytag Washers & Dryers Queen Size Box Spring & Mattress$199" Moffat 13 cu. ft. Frost Free Fridge 
~;s75 °°  I Realistic ' - I Radi0 Shack ' I 
ITransistor 588 I ~ JScientific 1588 I s 4 6 9 9 5  
Pail [ Radi° - [  ~ i calculat°r - -  I 
av . All prices F,O,B, Delivery can be arranged 
4662 Lakelse Ave. 4 Days Only- Wed. to Sat. Aug. 18- 21, 1976 Formerly Eaten's Store 
Phone 
635-3144 
USE OUR REVOLVING CREDIT PLAN 
Totem T.V. Centre Ltd. 
Phone 
635-3144 
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question: 
After a recent 
examination, my son's 
dentist gave him a list of 
suitable between meal 
snacks. Most of the foods on 
the list are nutritious but 
why were such foods as 
potato chips, cheese puffs, 
pretzels and popcorn in- 
cluded? 
Answer :  
Your dentist is advising 
between meal snacks with a 
low sugar content. Sweet 
foods, particularly those 
which are sticky andadhere 
to the teeth are not suitable 
as snack foods. Acids for- 
med following the l~resence 
of sugar in the mouth are the 
main cause of tooth decay. A 
sweet taken between meals 
promotes an acid attack 
which is stronger and lasts 
longer than if taken with a 
meal. 
Foods like potato chips 
and pretzels are low in 
sugar but are also low in 
nutrients. It would be wiser 
to choose foods which are 
both good dental and 
nutritional snacks. This 
includes food such as fruit 
fruits and vegetables, plain 
muffins, peanuts, sunflower 
seeds, plain yogurt and 
cheese. 
Question: 
I have always enjoyed 
drinking milk but now that I 
am retired and on a fixed 
income, I find it difficult to 
keep within my food budget. 
Could I cut down on my 
dairy products? 
• ~,ll½Wer: 
No, it would not be wise 
for you to reduce your 
consumption of dairy 
products although many 
elderly people do believe 
that they no longer need to 
drink milk once they have 
stopped growing. The truth 
is that every mature adult 
still requires a daily 
minimum of two servings of 
milk or milk products daily. 
,Examples of one serving 
are: ~ ounces of fluid milk 
Question: 
I take my lunch to work 
and find I'm always in a 
hurry making a sandwich in 
the morning before I leave. 
Couldn't I make my sand- 
wiches for the entire week 
and freeze them? 
Answer: 
Yes, you may freeze your 
sandwiches but you niust 
take certain precautions: 
l. Spread butter or 
margarine to edge of bread 
to prevent filling soaking in. 
2. Use any filling except 
those containing crispy 
vegetables, e.g. lettuce or 
hard cooked egg (unless it is 
put through grinder). 
3. Use-mayonnaise or 
salad dressing in minimum 
amounts. 
4. Wrap lunch sandwiches 
individually to prevent 
transfer of flavours. 
5. Leave wrapped until 
completely thawed -- bread 
will stale more quickly than 
normal once unwrapped. 
6. To retain flavour and 
lquality do not freeze for 
eager than two weeks. 
A cake slightly spiced 
If you're looking for a 
dessert hat combines all of 
the best: new ideas in cake 
baking and easy 
preparation, with fool-proof 
results, try a Bacardi Rum 
Cake. This exceptional cake 
is a pudding cake baked in a 
ring pan and flavored with 
dry Becardi l ight-amber 
rum. You can get a really 
elegant cake with the ad- 
dition of a little whipped 
cream topping and the 
artful placement of pecan 
halves. 
The recipe is easy. Just 
sprinkle chopped pecans or 
walnuts in the bottom of a 
well-greasedpan and after 
mixing all the remaining 
cake ingredients, pour over 
the sprinkled nuts. Then 
bake one hour. (The full ~ 
recipe follows). Adding 
pudding mix to a cake 
recipe assures that your 
cake will be moist for days 
so you can confidently bake 
one well in advance of a 
party and cut down on last 
minute preparations. The 
real star of the recipe is 
Bacardi rum. A half-cup 
goes into the cake mix and 
although the alcohol in the 
rum evaporates during the 
baking, the delicious mellow 
flavor of the rum remains. 
It 's your "secret  
ingredient," and your 
guests will demand the 
recipe as they come back for 
seconds. The Bacardi people 
eak from experience on 
t point since they've been 
testing reactions to the cake 
for the past several months. 
Through a maiHn survey, 
Bacardi learned that the 
cake has been served at 
prince clubs, church socials, 
snecml parties and for 
tam]tv dessert. The 
response to the cake has 
been overwhelming, with 
descriptions such as 
"terrific", "marvelous", 
and "elegant". Maw have 
noted with pleasure the 
reactions of others to the 
cake with the "secret  
ingredient". 
As a ring cake with a 
simple glaze topping, the 
Bacardi Rum Cake is 
adaptable to 'a l l  .kinds of 
/~ses. It is just right to offer 
to midafternoon or early 
evening uests and it makes 
a great snack for after lunch 
or midnight. And, if you are 
the one who has to provide 
the dessert at a Pot Luck 
dinner, this cake will arrive 
just as moist and attractive 
as when you made it in your 
kitchen and is sure to be a 
hit with everyone. 
CAKE 
One cup chopped pecans or 
walnuts 
One 18~z oz. package yellow 
cake mix 
One 3a/4 oz.package instant 
vanilla pudding 
4 eggs 
t/= cup vegetable oil 
t/~ cup cold water 
J/~ cup Bacardi light-amber 
rum 
GLAZE 
Y4 lb. butter 
'/4 cup water 
1 cup granulated sugar 
~/~ cup Bacardi light-amber 
rum 
Preheat oven "to 325 
degrees F. Grease and flour 
a 10-inch tube pan or 12-cup 
Bundt pan. Chop the nuts 
and sprinkle them evenly 
over the bottom of the pan. 
Mix the cake mix, pud- 
ding, eggs, vegetable oil and 
water together in a mixing 
bowl. Stir in the ~/~ cup of 
l ight-amber dry Bacardi 
rum. 
Pour the batter over the 
chopped nuts and bake on 
the middle rack of the 325 
degree oven for one hour. 
While the cake is baking, 
take ~'~ lb. of butter (one 
stick) and melt in a 
saucepan. Add ~/4 cup of 
water and 1 cup of 
granulated sugar. Boil for 
five minutes, stirring 
constantly. Allow to cool and 
stir in '~ cup rum. 
Heart disease-the No. 1 killer 
If you were given a new 
car and told it had to last a 
lifetime ... what would you 
do? You'd cherish it, keep it 
tuned and tested, lubed and 
• 'loving-cared". It would be 
polished and pampered and 
t'retted over. Sure, it has to 
last you a lifetime, doesn't 
it? 
• And what about your 
heart. So far, in spite of all 
our hopes and dreams, 
we've only one heart to last 
us our lifetime. As late as 
1941 heart surgery was 
thought o be something out 
of science fiction. Today in' 
B.C. miracles in open heart 
surgery are, , performed. 
(whole,2percentorskim),8 Arteries are ~eplaced 
ounces of cottage cheese or • . ,~  
yogurt, one ounce of firm 
I1; cheese and 8 ounces of cream soup. ommonwea l t l t  To save money use skim 
milk powder o r2  percent ag~|  
• milk which offer the same , , , -  Used, ! 
protein, riboflavin and 
calcium content as whole 
valves and veins too, holes 
in the chambers of the heart 
are closed. Farfetched. 
yesterday, a proud ac- 
complishment today! 
A heart must still be 
cherished, cared for to 
enable it to last our lifetime. 
We know that diet is im- 
portant. What happens? We 
nibble, snack, munch and 
feast on grease-laden 
hamburgers, french fries, 
whole milk malteds and.' 
shakes, whipped cream, 
pastries. Foods rich in 
saturated fats, bursting in 
calories. No wonder arteries 
get clogged and the heart's 
workload becomes perilous. 
=. We'~e:a seden.tary nation 
milk. Compare the price per 
pound of cheddar cheese 
and buy the least expensive 
as they all contain the same 
nutritive value. 
'that never takes the stairs... 
if there's an elevator handy. 
No wonder our heart races 
at our least exertion. 
Right now in Canada 
cardiovascular disease has 
reached ep idemic  
proportions. From the 
Central Fraser Valley 
Board of Health, this May 
1976 release tells it like it is: 
... In the Mission area, 
population 16,000 ... the 
leading cause of death was 
HEART DISEASE ... heart 
attacks in one year caused 
215 deaths, strokes mor-. 
FBDB 
Appointment 
About 65 percent oi the 
water of continental Canada •
drains off through Hudson 
Strait (43 percent) and the 
mouth of the Mackenzie (22, 
percent). 
i 
Three points)ou I 
should know in 
renting a car 
Deal with a Ford Dealer. 
He knows automobiles, and 
he's a rental specialist, 
Look for low rental rates 
and good availability. 
A Ford Dealer offers both. 
Look for a wide range of modeh 
• for your rental needs. A Ford 
Dealer offers several models~ 
We're conveniently located 
Stop by or give us a call 
for full details On our 
rental arrangementsl 
TERRACE TOTEM 
FORD • 
1969 10 X 42 Atcq 
1965 12 x 60 Windsor 
1971 10 x 60Van Dyke Expando 
1970 12 x 60 Safeway 
1965 8 x 32 Marlette 
1974. 12 x 68 Vista Villa 
1966 10 x 41 20th Century 
on location. Joey Shack 
1972 Dodge Van 
1975 Polaris Skidoo 
RESERVE BID 
Of fe rs  Of fe rs  Of fe rs  
Great  Buys  R ight  Now 
Mon..Thurs. a:30 a.m.dl~00 p.m. Pri. & Sat. 1:30 a,m..S:00 
p.m. Sun, 1 p,m,.S:00 p.m. After Hours by Appolntm~t Only 
Qual ity Homes at Af fordable Pr ices 
1" 
n 
e 
COMMONWEALTH 
Mobi le  Homes  L td .  
A Division of Homco Industries 
1055 Hiway 16 East  635-6251 
DL.D25119 
SALES Ltd. 
4631 Keith 
635-4984' DL 1255' 
C.R. Cousins 
The Federal Business Develop- 
ment Bank announces the 
appointment of C.R. Cousins 
as Assistant Manager of its 
office in Terrace. succeeding 
T.R. King who has been ap- 
pointed Assistant Manager of 
the Kelowna office of the bank. 
Previously Mr. Cousins was 
a credit officer in the British 
Columbia reglonal office of the 
bank, Vancouver. 
FBDB, a Crown corporation, 
ass i s ts  in the gro~;th and 
creation of business enter- 
prises across Canada. partic- 
ularly those of smaller size. It 
provides financial assistance. 
management  counsell ing, 
management  tra ining,  and 
information on government  
programs for business. 
CALL LONG DISTANCE. 
AND GET SOMETHING FOR 
NOTHING. 
RENT-A-CAR 
When you want to call long distance, but you haven't got 
the person's number, you can dial directory assistance to 
most places in Canada and the U.S.  At no charge. 
For all areas in B.C. not included in your local 
directory, call 112-555.1212. 
For areas outside B.C., 
call 112 + area code + 555-1212. 
Area codes are listed in the front of  your phone book. 
Once you've got the number you want, remember that most 
station-to-station calls you dial yourself (112) cost less, 
Now, isn't that something? 
tality total was 53. The total 
mortality due to car- 
diovascular disease was 
268; the next highest figure 
cancer ... at 128. 
We can do something to 
protect our hearts. We can 
change our lifestyle, keep 
weight down, diet sensibly, 
exercise moderately and 
regularly, have regular 
medical checkups. 
Next t ime you worry 
about that pinging noise in 
your car  take another 
second to give a thought. 
Remove the cake from the 
oven and set on a rack to 
cool. When cool, invert onto 
a serving plate. Prick the 
top of the cake (where the 
chopped nut layer is) with a 
fork and drizzle the glaze 
evenly over the top, 
allowing it to soak. into the 
cake. 
The cake is now ready to 
eat and enjoy and with its 
moist texture and delicious 
taste, any additions you 
choose should be primar!ly 
for decoration. For m- 
stance, you may add 
whipped cream and halved 
pecans, or dust lightly with 
confectioner's sugar and 
garnish with powdered fruit 
such as grapes or cherries 
(paint fruit with egg white 
and roll in confectioner's 
sugar). 
'Phe folks at Baeardi 
would like to hear from you • 
after you've tried their rum 
cake. Their address is FBM 
Distillery Co. Ltd., P.O. Box 
368, Bramptcn, Ontario L6V 
21,3. If you would like a full 
color illustrated 3 x 5 card 
for your recipe file, as well 
, as a free deluxe illustrated 
booklet of recipes for drinks, 
~ unches, snacks, hers 'oeuvres and entrees, write 
to the same address. 
B.C. TEL 
How many ~titches will it 
need, Doctor? 
The cut or laceration is a 
common injury, and doctors 
are frequently called upon 
to treat the results of ac- 
cidental encounters with 
knives, broken glass, and in 
children, hearths and coffee 
tables. 
Although most cuts are 
minor and superficial, all 
have to be assessed with 
some care, and proper 
treatment principles must 
be applied fo each one to 
avoid complications. Your 
doctor considers several 
factors when he examines 
your cut, and his 
management will vary 
depending upon what he 
learns. 
Infection is the major 
complication, at least in 
frequency. Was the 
h|eeration made by a clean 
knife or a dirty piece of 
metal or glass, llow old is 
the cut? tlas it been dressed 
with clean bandages or a 
dirty handkerchief? ls the 
patient's tfztanus immunity 
up to date? 
The location of the injury 
is important. A small cut on 
the scalp may bleed 
profusely, and the ex- 
citement of stopping the 
hemorrhage may result in 
forgetting to look for a more 
serious injury to the head. A 
fractured skull may be 
overlooked when a fall has 
caused a scalp wound. 
The location is also im- 
portant when possible nerve 
and tendon damage is being 
assessed. This is perhaps 
most likely when the cut 
involves the hand or fingers, 
but many valuable struc- 
tures are close to the sur- 
face in various parts of the 
body. Your doctor's long 
hours of anatomy study may 
serve him well here. 
Next the wound itself is 
examined. A local 
anesthetic is often used 
first, so the exploration can 
be done without pain to the 
patient. Sometimes the 
wound is mere extensive 
than first thought, and often 
it contains embedded irt, 
sand or bits of glass. 
Thorough cleaning is 
mandatory, and this may 
take much longer than the 
sewing. 
Some consideration must 
be given to the scar that is 
going to result after healing. 
A poor scar may not be 
significant on the leg of a 
middle-aged man hut it 
certainly is if it is on the face 
of a to-year-old girl. 
Even the lowl~; laceration 
requ i res  cons iderab le  
decision making on the part 
of the person repairing it. 
Probably the least im- 
portant decision is the 
number of stitches that will 
be required. 
Advertising 
helps 
you compare. 
A 
il Ii ; iJ 
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Honda Civic, Datsun 8210, Toyota Corolla, VW Rabbit and Chevette. You'll agree. 
the Mazda Mizer is the Best Buy. 
Mileaee.The Mazda Mizer was the first car to get over 50mpg highway $ 
(38 mpg city"~in the '76 EPA tests.t" 
O 1 '1~1[~,~ Every Mazda Mimer comes fully equipped with features.like 
power assisted front disc brakes, electric rear window defroster, nigh-racK zront 
bucket seats and 60 amp/hr heavy duty battery. 
Now's the time to seal a deal! 
*Price based on Manufacturer's suggested retail price p.o.¢. Halifax, m ~  
Montreal, Toronto, Vancouver, not including handling charges, license, gas, I M l l Jm lP ' .d l~  
provincial sales tax or local freight whore applicable. Any individual dealer is Mazda Me|ors of Canada LIO. 
free to sell at a lesser price. Comparisons based on manufacturer's suggested retail prices at time 
of publieation.~Milcagc based on U.S. Environmental Protection Agency test results. The mileage figures 
are estimates {U.S. gallons converted to Imperial gallons.] The actual mileage you get will vary depending 
on the type of driving you do, your driving habits, your car's condition and optional equipment. 
Skeena Auto MetalS hop Ltd. 4842 Highway 16 West." 6.75-6571 
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14. Business Personal : 19. Help Wanted 
The Herald, 3212 Kalum Street Work Wanted: Bulldozing, lot 
P.O. Box 399 Terrace, B.C. clearlng, basement digging, 
Phone 635.6357 etc. Backhoe work, roto.tllllng, 
Subscrlption rates: 51ngle copy post.hole dlgglng. Phone 635. 
20 cents. Monthly by carrler 80. 6702. (Ctf) 
cents. 
Yearly by mall in Canada 
$12.00. Six months in Canada 
$7.00. Senior Citizens $7.50 per 
year. 
Yearly by mall~outsida Canada 
$10.00. Six months $10.00• 
Authorized as second class mail 
by the Post Office Department, 
Ottawa and for payment of 
postage In cash. 
Classifieds due by 12:00 noon 
Monday. $2.00 for first 20 words, 
10 cents each word thereafter. 
No refunds on classified ads. 
1. Coming Events 
Weight  Watchers  
meeting held every 
Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the 
Knox United Church 
Hall, 4907 Lazelle 
Avenue. 
Native Resource Center will 
hold a BINGO every Tuesday 
night. 
4451 Greig 
Sl.50 for first card, $1,00 for 
each additional card or 6 cards 
for $4.00 (Ctf) 
Terrace Duplicate Brldge Club 
will commence play each 
Tuesday night at 7:30. Play will 
be in Room 4, Calodonla High 
School. All bridge players are 
invited to attend. For part- 
nership o r  Information. Phone 
6~5.73S6. (CTF) 
INCHES AWAY 
CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
8:00 in the Skeena Health Unit. 
For more information phone 
635 9648 or 635-3023 
Loyai Order of Moose Lodge' 
No. 1820, Terrare, B.C. Meeting • 
held every 2nd and 4th Thor- 
sday-evern month at 8 p.m. 
Phone 635.6~41. CTF 
~l'llornhill Calorie Counters" 
meet every Tuesday, Thornhill 
Elementary School, 7:15 p.m. 
New members welcome from 
Terrace and Thornhill. 
Rebekah Lodge Bazaar and 
Tea. Oddfellows Hall• 
November 6. 2 • 4:30 p.m. (P- 
13) 
The Child Minding Centre is 
open for the children at 3308 
Kalum (Trigo's Building) from 
10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday to 
Friday. Supervised creative 
p~ay for children ages 1 to 6 
years. The centre is being 
operated on a grant from the 
Federal Government's Student 
Employment Program and is 
sponsored by the Terrace 
Women's Organization• A 
nominal hourly fee Is charged to 
cover operating expenses. For 
further information call the 
Centre at 638.0311. 
The Lazelle Pro.School is re~dy 
to accept new children for the 
fall session of the school year. 
All parents of children between 
3 and 5 years of age are invited 
to attend an Open House on 
Thursday, September I, 1976 
between 9:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. 
at the Pre.School in the Knox 
United Church during which 
they may view the Pre.School 
facilities and find out more 
information about the" Pre- 
School schedules in addition to 
registration and transportation 
costs• 
GARAGE SALE 
3903 Westview Drive 
Saturday, August 21st 
10a.m. to 4p,m. 
Cartop boat, barbeque, gas 
cans, cedar poles, 9 ft. to 45 ft. 
fishing, gear, rifles, am- 
munition, many other items• 
(P.33) 
TERRAOE 
APPLIANOE REPAIR 
4631 Park Avenue 
~ast efficient service to 
al l  makes of major  
appliances• 
Westinghouse 0 
Service Depot 
636-4087 
NEW IN TERRACE. Pro.lath 
Electronic Engineering. We 
specialize in repair of all home 
and commercial electronic 
systems. We will also engineer 
to your requirement. No.7 4621 
Lakelse 638.8215 
Web Refrigeration 
4623 SOUCIE 635.2188 
@ 
Authorized 
Service Depot 
Repairs to Refrigerators 
Freezers, Washers, Dryers, 
And Ranges 
(Ctf) 
i 
General Carpentry 
Low Rates 
No job too big or small, Free 
estimates on remodelling, 
roofing, porches, siding, 
painting, spraytex ceiling. 
Phone 635.4094 
Ask for John after 6 P•M. 
(Tfn) 
For  
PARTI C I PACT ION 
with 
ACTION 
Join 
Terrace 
Fitness 
Centre 
Swimming (Heated 
Pool). Sauna. Super. 
vised Gym 
Open7 Days 
AWeek 
Monthly or yearly 
membership 
Join Anyt ime 
3313 Kalum 
(ACross from arena) 
Phone .635.5361 
RICHARD STEELE 
FLOORING INSTALLATIONS 
For complete carpet, linoleum 
and ti le Installation. Com- 
mercial & residential. In town, 
out of town, 
Phone 
635-7891 
635-7466 
(C.36) 
Bill's 
Window Cleaner 
& 
Janitorial Services 
Commercial 
& Residential. 
Carpet Cleaning 
& Rentals. 
635-6772 
Golden Rule: Odcl [ol~s for the 
Kermode Four Wheelers Jobless. Phone 635-4535. 323P 
Meetings 1st Wednesday of each., Kalum. fCTF) 
month at 8 p.m. In the meeting ' 
room at the Sandman Inn. For. 
further Information phone 635- 
3442. 
Totem Saddle Club and Fall 
Fair Assoc. Dance. September 
4th at Thornhlll Community 
Hall. Tickets sold at Fair and 
19. Help Wanted 
HOUSEPARENTS 
Mature couple required to 
operate a teenage group home 
in Terrace, B.C., on a con. 
tracted fee for service basis. 
Please submit a complete • 
resume c-o Mr. J.D. Bogelund, 
Door, $6 a couPle. Starts 9 p.m.r~ ' Department Human Resources, 
ALCOHOLICS . . 4506 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace, 
ANONYMOUS .i o. ~ B.C., V8G 1P4. Terms of 
• . ", reference for contractu.al 
• Mon., Thurs., Sat. i •1 arrangements may be clarified 
Phone 635.5520, 633-5636 ,[; at your local office o f  the 
8. Card of Thanks Oepartment of Human 
Mr. and Mrs. Boil and their Resources. (C-34) 
daughters would like to thank MANAGER 
all those who helped attempt fo Required Immediately for retail 
Workers 
Com pensation Board 
of 
British Columbia 
CLERK 
STENOGRAPHER 3 
The Incumbent is responsible 
for typing correspondence, 
memoranda nd other material 
from dictation or copy 
provided, answering Inquiries 
relating 1o Accident Prevention 
and First Aid and Safety 
Training, opening and 
distributing mail and per- 
forming a variety of other 
clerical duties as well as 
providing typing support for the 
Medical Advisor. 
Qua l i f i ca t ions  inc lude  
completion ot Grade 12, fast and 
accurate typing with a 
minimum speed of 60w.p.m.and 
an ability to deal with the 
public. Preferred candidates 
will have medical stone ex- 
perience and a knowledge of 
medical terminology. 
Starting Salary: $411.03 bi- 
weekly. Good working con- 
ditions and fringe benefits. 
Applications in writ ing 
quoting bulletin No, 76.202 as 
reter~nce, giving a full resume 
ot personal data and past work 
experience should be submitted 
no later than August 24, 1976 to: 
Workers Compensation Board 
3227 Kalum St. 
Terrace, B.C. 
.V8G 2N2 (C.33) 
CHILD CARE 
COUNSELLOR 
Child Care Counsellor to work in 
Terrace Alternate School 
program in conjunct!on with the 
School District and Dept. of 
Human Resources• This school 
is for students age 10 to 14 who 
have left school or who cannot 
adjust to regular school 
routines. Applicant should 
)easels appropriate practical 
experience and preferably have 
a University Degree in a related 
field. Salary is approximately 
$875 per month. Employment o 
commence in September. Pick 
up application at Terrace 
Community Services, Suite D, 
4603 Park. (C.34) 
Wanted: Program Worker, 
Osborne Guest Home to work 
directly with residents to train 
and encourage, support and 
19. Help Wanted 
i 
Babysitter needed August 1 tO 
November 30. Child 3 years old. 
Call 635-9233 after S. (P-33) 
HOUSEPARENTS 
Mature couple required to 
operate an infant receiving 
home in Terrace, B.C., on a 
contracted fee for service basis. 
Please submit a complete 
resume oo Mr. J.D. Bogelund, 
Oepartment of Human 
Resources, 4506 Lakelse 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C., VSG 
1P4. Terms of reference for 
contractual arrangements may 
be clarified at your local office 
of the Deparlment of Human 
Resources• (C-34) 
District of Terrace 
PLANNING DIRECTOR 
The District of Terrace has 
vacancy for the position of 
Planning Director. Under the 
direction of the Municipal 
Engineer the successful can- 
didate will be responsible for 
performing a full range of 
planning functions, including 
administering the zoning and 
subdivision control By-laws, 
preparing Land Use Contracts, 
and advising on matters con- 
cerning community develop- 
ment. 
Applicants should have 
several years of municipal and 
planning experience or suitable 
combination of ed¢,,ation and 
experience in a related field. 
Candidates should possess 
strong communication skills. 
Salary is 515,000.00 to 
S19,000.00 depending on 
education and experience. 
Relocation expenses and the 
normal fringe benefits will be 
provided. 
A detailed outline of the duties 
and responsibilities of this 
paslflon may be obtained by 
contacting the undersigned. 
Applications In writing, In- 
cluding comPlete resumes, will 
be received by the undersigned 
no later than 4:30 p.m., 
Tuesday, August 31, 1976. 
C.M. Gale, P.Eng., 
Municipal Engineer 
District of terrace 
3215 Eby Streeh 
Terrace, B,C. 
VaG 2X6 
Phone No. 635.6311. (C.33) 
Master Mechanic for West 
Co~sL Iogg~ng Show eo,o0o CcF 
per year, modern camp (one 
33. For Sale - Misc. 
For Sale: 357 Magnum Ruger 
Security Six with accessories. 
' $250. 635.3175. (P-33) 
Rebuilt Englnet available at 
Sears, Save S30.PO on complete" 
Engine with Heads. Phcoo 635. 
6541 or sea Page 200 of ~ur 
Summer Values Catalogue. 
Simpson Sears Ltd. 
4613 Lazelle Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
Livestock 
Owners 
Buy your hay now. Fall 
Prices. Take delivery as 
mu require. 
PHONE 
635-5617 
(C-34) 
33. For  Sale • Misc .  
Washer spin dryer. One set roof 
racks. Suitable for Volkswagen 
Van or Landrovor. Phone 635- 
9471. (aft) 
Top qualit) 
Riled Hay 
for sale 
Phone 
B47-3162 
37. Pets 
5addle horses and ponies for 
sale. Phone 635.5617. (Ctf) 
For Sale: Purebred miniature 
silver poodle puppies, For more 
For Sale: 10'x40' Jcoy shack, information call 638.1604. (P. 
Insulated and panelled. And' 33) 
1967 Ford 2 dr. hardtop, 1967 
Pontiac, 1966 Ford. Phone 638- 
8276. 
Prlce.Skeena Forest Products 
Ltd. will have a sale of low 
grade lumber Monday through 
Saturday, 8 a.m. to 1 p.m. X- 
marked • $20 per 1000 bd. ft. 
Economy $40 per 1000 bd. ft. 
One Hobart 40 gal. hot water 
tank, 220 volt• One pair men's 
skates used only one month, size 
9. Phone 635-3888 after S: 30. (P- 
47. Homes fo r  Rent  
For rent:' 1 bedroom furnished 
house In Thornhlll., Available 
immediately, phone 635-5775. 
(Cff) 
For Rent: 3 bedroom house. 
Frldge & stove included. 
Responsible people. Available 
Sept. 1. Phone 635.7939. (P.34) 
For Rent: 2 bedroom house. 
Close to town. S180 per month. 
Phone 638.1786• (C.33) 
Lakelse Lake waterfront• North 
of eli's. Stable year round 
residential neighborhood. 3 
bedroom mobile home. Fur. 
nished. All services provided. L. 
Talarico. 635.7873 or 635.6773. 
(P.33) 
For Rent: 3 bedroom house. 
Carpet in living room, fridge & 
stove. Near town. Phone 635. 
'5485. (P.33) 
For  rapt  one  house .  A loh , ,  
T ra i le r  Park .  63~/03~.  |14~ (dd  
L,tkeh.e ~.~ '~a..Ct l)  
38 Wanted - Misc. 
Wanted: Child's ~ar seat, 
student's writing Beak, tolamg 
high chair. Phone 635-7074. 
Wanted: 
90 or 125 Honda 
in ~00d condition. 
Phone 633-2420. 
48. Suites for Rent 
Only ( . ~  ~ 1 i e ~ * ~ O.'11 ~,nud 
I~chelo, . ,h  *•~ ~,e!. t.o 
children. %0 p..,~,~. For ~,r 
thor in*or~..,t.o~ ,.. |~Ph~uon 6
-~nd 7 pm 6'{ ~, . . . .  ('HI 
HILLSIDE LODGE 
4450 Little Ave., 
Sleeping rooms, housekeeping 
units, centrally located, fully 
furnished. Reasonable rates by 
day or week• Non.drinkers only. 
Phone 635.6611. (CTF) 
33) 39. Boats & Engines  .1 bedroom furnished suite. 
For Sale: Floor Polisher, Dog . . . . .  
House and Ardmal Cage for air For Sale: 24 foot river boat & Available immediately. Phone 
travel. 24" electric range. 635- trailer, 50 HP Mercury jet' 635-7261 or 635.7318. (C.33) 
6987. (Sff) outboard• All rigging, gas 
Spot Cash for Used Furniture, 
Antiques, all useable Items. 
The Furniture Stall 
638-3202 
For Sale: cherries. Phone 635- 
5986or call at 4919 McDeek. (P- 
33) 
For Sale: Never rained on - 
bales of hay. Phone 846.5500 
Telkwa. (P.34) 
Horse hay- top quality. No rain. 
$2 a bale. Red Rose Ranch • 6 
mi es east of ~Skeena Crossing. 
( P-33 )' '~" """ .......... 
For sale or trade: baby buggy 
in excellent condition or  would 
trade for good car seat. Phone 
635.7074. (C.33) 
To rent - shake splitter. Phone 
collect 847.3403. (C-34) 
counsel them, carry on, year old), excellent fami ly 
prescribed programs. " accommodation, all benefits 
Qualifications: University and good salary. Reply to Bo~( 
training or equivalent• Some: 146 Port Hardy, B.C. VON 21=0. 
training or experience in:: (C.34) ._ 
working with handicapped ~ 
adults or related experience. 33. For  Sale - M isc .  : For Sale: 20' river boat trailer. 
Has to be seen to be ap- 
Apply to Lorna Romllly, Mobile home axles and tires, preclafed. Phone 635-2740: (P- 
Director, 2812 Hall St., 63S.2171 Phone 638.1507. (C.33) 
by August 20. (C-33) • 3.31 . . . . . . . . . . . . .  x .,~ ....... 
,~.;,. :. ....... .:.:.:., :::,~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: !~ ~ ~ ~ ~:~:~:~..-.-!~:~.:::~:~i ~::~ : i~: ~ ~,~! l .~~:!,~'~:.~.~ :' "~:  ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: .:*'*' .'.'-..,,.. ~ 
Come to Church 
KNOX UNITED 
CHURCH 
4907 Lazolle Ave. 
Minister Rev. D,S. Lewis 
Sunday School 
Senior 12 & up 10:00 a,m. 
Under 12 11:00 a.m. 
Worship Service 11:00 a.m,  
MENNONITE 
BRETHREN 
CHURCH 
3406 Eby Street 638.3018 
Pastor Dwayne Barkman 
Summer Schedule: June 27- 
September 5 
Joint Sunday School & Wor-. 
ship Service • 10:45 a.m. 
First twenty-five minutes 
geared to children. (Musical 
Instruments, puppets, Bible 
stories, etc.) 
Interested in a home Bible 
Study? Call 635-3015. 
UPLANDS 
BAPTIST 
CHURCH, 
Pastor D.K. Hale 635.9398 
Corner of Halliwell and N.' 
Thom8.1 N 
10:00 a,m, Bible Toaohing 
Sunday School 
11:00 a,m, /~ornlng Worship 
Service 
7:30 p.m. Singing and Bible 
Study 
Weds. 
"You ere Welcome et~ . 
Uplands" 
ZION BAPTIST 
' CHURCH ' 
Cur, Sparks & Keith 
Pastqr: Clyde Zimbelman 
Sunday School 9:45 a.m. 
Mornlnn Worship 11:00 a.m. 
'SALVATION ARMY 
. '4537 Walsh ,~' 
Captain: Bill Young 
9:45 Sunday School 
11:00 Morning Worship 
7:30 Evening Services 
Mon~ Cott~lge meeting 7:30 
Wed. Home league 7:30 
Sat. Youth group 7:30 
phone 
Captain or Mrs. Bill Young. 
ST. MATTHEW'S 
CHURCH i. 
Anglican Church of Canada 
4726 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace 
Rev, Lance Stephens -635-5055 
Church: 635-9019. 
Sunday Services 10 a.m. 
Sunday School 10 a.m. 
"CHRISTIAN 
REFORMED 
• :CHIJRCH 
Sparks St, at* Sfriume Ave, 
RaY, Arthur Helleman 635:2021. 
Sunday School • Terrace. 10 
a.m. 
Sunday School Remo• 2:30 
p.m. 
11:00 a.m. Worsh p Service 
S:00 p.m. Worship Scrvlce 
SACRED HEART 
PARISH. 
4830 Straume Ave. Terrace 
-:30 a.m. " 10:15 a',m,.j" 
11;30 a.m. 7:30 p.m. 
EVANGELICAL, 
FREE,CHURCH , 
Cur. Park Ave. and Sparks St; 
Rev. W.H. Tatum 
3302 Sparks Street 6.35.5115 
9:45 Sunday School 
11:00 Mornlng Worship 
7:30 Evenlng Servlces 
8:00 p.m. Home Blble Studles We¢l nesday 7:30 p.m. . . • 
Prayer and Bible Study 
TERRACEI 
ALLIANCE' 
'CHURCH 
Pallor Munro 
4923 Aglr Ave. 635.347o. 
Sunday 9:45 • Bible School 
11 a.m. • Worship S 
11 a.m. - Morning Worship 
7:15 p,m. Evening Servlca 
'Wed. 7 p.m, -* Bible Study & 
• .PraYer . . . . . .  
tanks, life jackets, etc. $1,500. 
Phone 635.5065 or 635.4848. (P. 
33) 
STOP THE PRESSES! 
for the end of season 
specials at MERMAID 
YACHT SALES 
SEE! 
Small furnished apartment for 
rent. Close in. No i~ets. Phone 
635.5350. (C.33) 
For Renh I bedroom duplex 
suite• In town. Furnished or 
unfurnished. Phone 635.5464. 
(P.33) 
For Rent: spacious 2 bedroom 
duplex with appliances, storage 
area and big yard. S200 per 
month. 635.5397. (P-33) 
, 48. Suites for Rent 
i 
For Rent: 2 bedroom duplex 
and a 2 bedroom trailer. Apply 
B1.1590 Queensway. (P-33) 
Two bedroom suite for rent. 
Fully furnished, private 
driveway & entrance, all car- 
peted• Close to Skeena Sac. 
School. Phone 635.2643. (P.33) 
3 Bedroom Row Housing Suites. 
Full basement, 1~ baths, half 
block from schools, 5 minute 
walk from town. Suitable for 
families. $250 per month 6 
month lease. Apply Suite 108 
4530 Scott. ( CIt ) 
ii. 
Senior Citizens 
Rental 
Accommodation 
3404 Kalum St. 
B.C .  Hous ing  
Management  Com-  
mission is taking ap- 
31ications for senior 
citizen accommodations 
in a 40 unit, 3 storey 
apar tment  bui ld ing w i th  
e levator  at  3404 Ka lum 
Street,  Ter race ,  B.C. 
In teres ted  persons  
over  age 55, may apply  
to M.  Langley,  P.O. Box 
303, Ter race  or  phone 
J .D.  Scoff, 624.9006 in 
Pr ince Ruper t  for  in- 
fo rmat ion .  
Bache lor  o r  one  
bedroom uni t  ava i lab le .  
Successful app l i cants  
may be able  to apply  for  
renta l  supp lements  
depend ing  on annua l  
incomes. 
B.C. Housing 
Management 
Commission 
J.D. Scott 
Area Manager 
IPENTECOSTAL 
:TABERNACLEI 
rescue their brother and uncle, chain store. Experience In CHRIST LUTHERAN 4,.7 ~, , , l l ,  Ave. ' 
• Pastor m, Kennedy t• Francois Jurbin, Saturday ladles fashions - retail - CHURCH' ' CHURCH O.F GOD '~, .638 .2~,om,4 , .5~ i 
afternoon. (C.331 preferrable. Apply in person to 
Sweet 16, Lakelse Shopping Cor.SpsrksSt.&ParkAve. •l ' / l l~RlverDrive •~ . . . . . . . . . . .  
Ray. Roll Nosterud 635.~S183, ' Terra'e, B C . ~unday School 10:00 a;m. • 
I 13. Personal  , Centre, Terrace. (C-33) Mo rnlngServlce at 11:004.m. Ray R L' White " ' ,Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. Swingtlme News picture ads, . . . .  'Sunday School, Adult C ass 8. '1 Mornl;1; Worship 11'00 a m .Sunday Svenln~l 7;15 p.m. dances for Swingers' In Wash. ' ...... Taxi Drivers i • ,l ~. ~ a m " Bible Study Wed. 7:30 p.m. 'Cent rmat on Cass¢t  9.45 wenng Worship 7: • " a 7'30 m and Western Cana'da. Est. 1969. Full time, part time, Class 4 , ,  . . . . . . . . . . .  Youth Night Thur . . p. • $3 per copy or free details, CY Ilcence and police permi t  Your Friendly ' Family Prayer Sarvice Wed. 7:30 p.m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Club, P.O. Bbx 2410, New required. Contact manager, .Church"• . , ~ ~. *~unday Schcol lOa.m. ~ '  , Westminster, B.C. V3L 5B6 (P- Terrace Taxi - 635.2242 (CTF), 
34) -.'~. 
New boats and used 
from 5 H.P. to 150 H.P. 
Canoes~ sa!lboats • from 
La;lO ft; putt-pOff to  the 
incredible blue cobra, 
the speed machine. 
BASEMEHT PRICES! 
Whatever you need in a 
boat we've got it and the 
price will please.. 
MERMAID 
YACHT 
SALES 
635-6680 
At  Water  L i l y  Bay a t  
Lake lse  Lake  
17 ft. Deep V, F-G boat with 
flying bridge and complete 
• cover• 115 HP Evlnrude -40 hrs. 
All extras and trailer Incl.i 
• Priced to sell. 635-2976• (P.33) 
For Sale: 16' wood & fibreglass 
boat. $500 or best offer• Phone 
• 635.2709 "or 635.9461. (P-33) 
New Songster boats are now 
available et Chinook Trailer 
• Sales Ltd. Presently we have In 
s tock  three new Inboard. 
outboard boats and some used 
outboard units. Phone 635-2033. 
Dealer No, O12-847. (Ctf) 
16' Thermoglas boat, moderate 
V bottom• 70 HP Chrysler motor 
& Eze Loader trailer. Phone 
635.3888 after 5:30. (P-33) 
1976 Used Songster 18 ft, In- 
board•outboard • 20 HP• Low 
hours, walk.through wind- 
shield, deluxe Interior. Chinook 
Trailer Sales Ltd. 635-2033. 012. 
847, (Ctf) 
1970 Chrysler 75 H P outboard on 
15' runabout c-w good trai ler .  
$2400. Chinook Trailer Sales 
Ltd.. 635.2033. D12-847. (Cff) 
41. Mach inery  fo r  Sale 
FOR SALE 
450 B Crawler Cat 
and a 
Triple 6 Clarke 
Skidder with job. 
Phone 
635-6884 
For Rent: 2 bedroom suite in 6 .  For Rent: 3 bedroom 4.plex 
unit; Brand new. I! ~ baths, full plex and 2 bedroom Induplex. 
Fridges; ~& st6v~s. Fol'~ small 
~am es No pets. Thornhlll 
area. Phone 635.6668. (P-35) 
For Rent: large furnished unit 
fo r  rental  3707 Kalum Court. 
Phone 635.2577. (Cff) 
i i i i 
Suites for Rent 
Keystone  Cour t  
Apartments. Off ice No. 
,2 -4611 Scott. 1 & 2 & 3 
~droom apartments. 
5-5224 
For Rent: 2 bedroom Apt, 
Frldge & stove, electric heat. 
Free laundry facilities. No pets. 
1028 River Drive. Phone 635- 
6445. (Cff) 
NEW SUITES 
FOR RENT 
Some Furnished. 
CL INTON MANOR 
635-2258 635-2151 
I Bedroom & Studios. W.W 
carpets, drapes, sauna, game 
room,  laundromat ,  
p ressur i zed  ha l lways ,  
security enterphone. (Cff) 
Single & double sleeping rooms 
with cooking facllltles and daily 
mold service. Also apartments 
& houses. Phone635.6658. 
.(CTF) 
cedar  P lace 
Apar tments  
4931 Walsh  Avenue 
Suite ! !5 
Ter race ,  B.C.  
635-7056 
New 1,2 and 3 bedroom suites 
for rent. Frldge & stove, 
drapes, carpet, rec. area - 
sauna and pool table. Only 
apartment In town with 
security enterphone and 
elevator. Absolutely no pets. 
(cff) 
For Rent: 2 bedroom self- 
contained suite. Centrally 
located. No parties, no pets. 
Phone 635.2425 anytime. 
Available September lath. (C- 
33) 
For Rent: furnished 1 bedroom 
suite; also 2 single rooms. 
Phone 635.4630. (P.33) 
For Rent In Thornhilh Bachelor 
suite.• Brand new, partially 
furnished. Frldge & stove as 
well. Private entrance, t~ust be 
seen to be appreciated• Phone 
635.5767. (P.33) 
For Rent: 2 bedroom duplex. 
Queensway, Heat, frldge & 
stove. $175. Phone 638.2438. (C. 
33) 
basement, and; carpeting 
throughout. Available Sept. 1st. 
, Phone 635.5941 or view at 2304 
Pear St. (P.33) 
For Rent: 3 bedroom duplex. 
Available Sept• I. Phone 635 
3256. (P.33) 
49. Homes fo r  Sale 
New 3 bedroom home in the 4600 
Block Walsh. Full price 539,000. 
Madlg Construction Ltd. (Ctf) 
24x.12 furnlshed house on *,2 acre 
In Thornhlll. Close to schools. 
Far;cad and landscaped• What 
)ffe-s? Phone 635-3782. (P.34) 
GROW YOUR 
OWN EGGS 
12'x56' Villager with 12'x56' 
addition on :,'= acre. Addition 
contains living room with 
fireplace, Jack & Jill 
bedroom and utility room 
with washer, dryer hookup 
and workshop area. Yard ]s 
partially fenced and land. 
scaped with berry bushes, 
large garden and lawn as 
well as chicken house• 
Phone 635-3271 
between 7 and 10 p.m.  
(sit) 
For Sale: 2 homed on ~ acre lot 
lust outside Terrace. 
Reasonably pHcad.. Phone 6:-'~ 
6884 after S p.m. (CTF) ~" 
q 
5acres with 2 bedroom house ii~ 
town. Will help finance. Phon~ 
635.4453. (Ctf) 
. . . . .  i 
Furs small down payment plut 
your monthly rent you can ow~ 
this 2 bedroom house on a larg~ 
lot. Price of S19,000.00 includes 
stove and fridge. 635.3677. (P: 
33) c 
4 
For Sale by Owner: one small 3~ 
bedroom home on Scott Ave: 
and one 3 bedroom home o~ 
Straume Ave. Phone days 633-~ 
3630, evenings 635.4238. (Ctf>, 
For Sale: Private sale. J 
.bedroom, newly decorated 120(i 
sq. ft. Minimum tax. Frankll~ 
fireplace, lot-75x200, garden~ 
stove, frldge, Washer & dryen 
Included. Located centra| 
Thornhlll. Close to schools 8~ 
• stores. $29,500. Phone 635.7610. 
(C-36) 
For Sale: two houses. One i 
bedroom 1080sq; ft. Lot 70'x220: 
w fh 24x30workshop. To be See~ 
at 905 Kofoed Rd. Also smaller 3 
bedroom. To be seen at 97~ 
Kofoed Rd. or phone 635.5692.~, 
(O36) 
'L ! 
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49. Homes for  Sale 
COUNI~RY LIVING IN TOWN 
Beautiful 5 acres with 2 
bedroom house on bench. Good 
Investment potential. Phone 
63S.44S3. (Ctf) 
3 acres with 3 year old home. 
Close to town. Wall to wall 
shag, 3 bdrms., full basement. 
548,000. 635.7,'i78 ;' (P.36) 
i 
See our Real Estate 
Adver t i sement  on the' 
back page of this week's  
Enter ta inment  Guide 
Pruden E Ourrie 
(1916) Ltd, 
For a small down payment. Low 
monthly payments you can own 
this 2 bedroom house on a large 
lot. Price of $19,500 includes 
stove & frldge. 635.3677. (P-33) 
Near new townhouse for sale. 
With appliances. 2 blocks from' 
downtown. 3 bedroom, 2 
bathroom, 1100 sq. ft. Fenced In 
back yard. Phone 635.5010. 
Warehouse 
For Sale, unfinished inside. 
Triple Duplex 
Frame building 30 ft. by 
164 ft.. 
Apartment 
Located Pine St., Thornhlll area 
on three 80' by 280' lots. 
Very good supply of water. 
635-7079 
(P-33) 
For Sale: 3 bedroom home with 
full basement. W-W. carpet, 
matching stove & fridge. 80x200 
fenced lot, garden, greenhouse 
and storage shed. Phone 635- 
6688 after 6 p.m. (P.34) 
Comfortable two bedroom 
house. Large lot with fruit trees. 
Reasonable price for quick sale. 
Phone 635.9982. (P-33) 
, FOR SALE BY OWNER 
• 3 bedroom house close to 
hospital. Carpet throughout. 
• Closed in garage. Basement- 
suite rented for SlSO per month. 
Phone 635-3205. (Cff) 
49. Homes for  Sale 
For Sale: family home on 
bench. Approx. 2000 sq. ft. of 
living space up and down. In- 
cludes 3 bedrooms, den, roc 
room, fireplace, 2 full 
bathrooms and large workshop. 
On one acre lendscaped lot. 
Phone 638-1790. (Ctt) 
For Sale: a large older 4 
bdrm. home on 1 acre on 
Haugland. Has rock fireplace. 
2 rental suites In back, large 
basement, fixed as a suite. 
Well furnished. Price $43,000. 
Revenue of $400 per month. 
Phone 635.6941. (Ctf) 
51. Business Locations 
BUILDING TO LEASE: lS00 
sq. ft. available 1st week of 
September. 635-3680. 4636 
Lazelle. Tfn. 
FOR RENT 
OFFICE SPACE 
620 sq. ft., 2nd floor, modern 
building, centrally situated. 
WAREHOUSE SPACE 
Ranging up to 20,000 sq. ft. on" 
roll trackage. 
Contact Mr. Parker at:' 
WlGHTMAN & SMITH 
Realty Ltd. 
635-6361 
Office space for r~nt, 1000' 
square feet, second flc:.r,. 
dawntown location. Available 
Immediately. Phone 635.7181 
55. Property fo r  Sale 
5 acres with 2 bdrm. house in 
town. Will help finance. Phone 
635.4453. (Ctf) 
For sale by owner: 9 prime 
commercial lots on Lakelse 
Ave. In Terrace (2 corners). 
Also 1 bulldln~ lot on Scott Ave. 
Phone days 635-3630, evenings 
$35-4238. (Ctf) 
13.7 ACRES 
Located on Creek Rd. 
Just off Krumm Rd. 
Half cleared land, 
seclu(led and has 
year round creek. 
Selli-ng price $26,000. 
~i For Sale by Owner: Tudor style , home. 1250 sq. ft. 3 bedroom, 
~ i  ensulte, 2 fireplaces, sundeck. 
Large lot on quiet street. Owner. 
being transferred. For ap- 
pointment to view phone 635- 
9272. (Ctf) 
McCOLL Real Estate Services Ltd. 
iil ,,,, 
Compact starter home on 
concrete slab with electric 
neat & stove & frldge included. 
Large lot 96'x130'. Zoned 
multi.family res. Paved Rd. 
Fully serviced. Close to 
hospital & schools. Asking 
S17,000. Terms considered. 
23 acre farm at Old Remo. 
Approx. 11V= acres cleared 
with 9 in hayfield & 2 in garden 
& pasture. 1077 sq. ft. 2 bdrm. 
home, greenhouse, barn & 
start on new hay storage. 
Excellent 19' sandpoint water 
supply. Good terms as 
existing mortgage.of approx. 
$33,600 at 11 percent is 
assumable. Call for further 
details. 
1256 sq. ft. quality home in 
quiet town area. Features 3 
bdrms, up & 2 down, fireplace, 
ensuite, rec. rm., paved 
driveway, w.w carpets, nicely 
landscaped & treed lot. Asking 
only 849,500. Arrange to view 
todayl 
3 bdrms., full basement, w.w 
carpets, attached garage, wall 
oven & counfertop range, 
landscaped & freed lot, quiet 
streeton water & sewer. Very 
well kept home. Asking 
$42,600. Drive by 2803 Keefer & 
arrange to vlew. 
Bob Hal l sor  
Bonnie Shaw 
Bud M¢Col l  
635-7707 
RECREATIONAL PROPERTY 
OR???? 
Two parcels of property north 
end of Kalum Lake. Ap- 
proximately 2S miles from 
Terrace. 1 to 2 acres each. 
Creek running through 
• property. Phone 635.9471 for 
further Information. (CTF) 
v 
Just about 3 ac. of nice 
property with attractive 2 
bdrm. full basement home in 
Gossan Crk. Subd. New w.w 
carpet, fridge & stove & front 
sundeck. Good water supply. 
Vacant & we have the key. 
Asking $38,500 but 'will con. 
sider offers. 
1 '  
Beautifully landscaped & 
developed 1 acre overlooking 
Skeena River. 1144 sq. ft. 
quality home with garage, full 
basement, saunas & concrete 
swimming pool. Must be 
viewed to be appreciated. 
Asking $60,000. 
Centrally located 1100 sq. ft. 
full basement home at 4639 
Loan Ave. Double carport 8, 
one bdrm. self-contained suite 
in basement which rents for 
$150 per me. Asking only 
$36,900 with offers considered. 
Duplex building lot In'good 
area. 4700 blk. Loon. Paved 
st., fully serviced with 90' 
frontage. Asking $15,000. 
Immediate occupancyl 
(MLS) Asking only $24,500 for 
this 3 bdrm. home featuring w. 
w carpets, laundry rm., 
garage, fenced 75'x206' lot on 
private water system. 1823 
Maple St. 
Night 635-9717 
635.6970 
Phones 635-2662; 
55. Property fo r  Sale 
COUNTRY LIVING IN TOWN 
Beautiful 5 acres with 2 
bedroom house on bench. Good 
Investment potential. Phone 
635-44S3. (Ctf) 
Corner lot for sale in town. 
Corner of Walsh and Sparks. 
Phone weekdays 395.3515.or 
write to Post Office Box 689, 100 
Mile House, B.C. (C.S2) 
56. Business Opportunity  
Reduced to Sell: d.plex. 
monthly Income. All suites 
Include frldge, stove, living 
room drapes. Full occupancy.. 
Phone 635-9471 for further 
datalls. (Sff) 
57. Automobi les 
Hunters Special --  1974 GMC 
350, 4 speed, new tires with 
NEW 1976 VANGUARD 8 ft. 
Camper. Fridge, furnace, extra 
propane tank. A good rig for the 
back country. Unit price $7,495. 
CAMPERLAND, 5412 Highway 
16 West, Terrace. Phone 635- 
6174. Dealer No. D12841. (C.34) 
1975 TransAm silver 4 speed,, 
20,000 miles. Lots of extras. 
Steve- 628.9933, Port Edward, 
B.C. (C-33) 
FOR SALE 
WILLYS  JEEP  
1968 - 327 G.M. motor. 4 wheel 
drive. 4 barrel. Canopy & winch. 
Good condition. Also a 
HOUSE 
FOR SALE 
Furnace included. Must be 
moved. Assistance in moving. 
Cash $2,500. Phone 635.3181. (C- 
34) 
1973 Ford 3/4 ton. Automatic 
transmission with used Security 
Camper. Unit price $5,995. See it 
at CAMPERLAND, 5412 High- 
way 16 West, Terrace. Phone 
635.6174. Dealer Lic. D12841. 
(C.34) 
SALVAGE 
1970 Datsun pickup. Good 
motor, trans., etc. 7 tires and 
insulated canopy. $500. Phone 
635.3228. (P.34) 
Fishermans Buddy!! 1964 Chev 
Pickup wlth 8 ft. Major Way 
Camper, icebox and furnace. 
Unit price $2,500 . See it at 
CAMPERLAND, 5412 Highway 
16 West, Terrace. Phone: 635- 
6174. Dealer No. D12841. (C-34) 
1969 Chev BelAir. Excellent 
condition. Clean. Radial tires. 
Phone 635-7836. (C-34) 
1976 Datsun 280Z. 7000 miles, 
new car warranty. $7,000. 
Phone 638.1301. (C.33) 
For Sale: 1974 International 
1510 Flatdeck. GVW 14,000 Ibs. 
Only 10,000 miles, immaculate 
condition. Lots of extras, P.S., 
P.B., H.D. Overloads, radio, 
tapedeck, all heavy duty 
suspension, complete with steel 
framed 8'x14' deck. Made for 
use with hoist. Phone 635.6611 
Terrace. (P.34) 
1964 Econoline. Needs work. 
$200or best offer. Phone after S. 
635.4810. (P-33) 
1966 E 100 Ford Super 
Econovan. 240 cubic motor, 
good shape, motor rebuilt 10,000 
miles ago. Complete new front 
end. 5600 or nearest offer. 
Phone 635.6634 after 4:30 p.m. 
(P-34) 
1972 Datsun Sedan. Needs some 
engine repair. $500. Phone 635- 
5436or call at 5112 McDeek. (P- 
33) 
For Sale: 1975 Ford Falrlane. 
$300. Phone 635.3305. (P-33) 
For Sale: 1975 2.door MazC.'- ~08. 
14,000 miles. 1973 Dodge Truck, 
Club Cab. V.8 motor, power 
steering, power brakes, sum- 
mer & winter tires, extra rims, 
canopy included, 46,500 miles. 
Phone 635.7025. (P-33) 
Fer Sale: 1971 International 
Travelall. Model 1110. Asking 
$1300. Phone 638.6203. (P-33) 
For Sale: two Uniroyal 185 R14C 
radial tires; with Volkswagen 
Van, less than 1000 miles. 635. 
3392. (P-33) 
For Sale: 1968 Buick LeSabre, 4 
door, P.S., P.B., radio. In good 
running condition. Complete 
with drawtite trailer hitch & 
extra tires (snow). 635-5779. (P- 
33) 
Must sell: 1975 Buick Skyhawk. 
Excellent condition. Make an 
offer. Phone 635.6108 between 9. 
5. (C-33) 
Must sell before August 16:1975 
Flat X19. As is. Best offer takes 
It. Phone 635.6108 between 9 
a.m. end 5 p.m. After 5 p.m. 635. 
9256..(C.33) 
57. Automobi les • ', 
"11)74 Dodge Po~/er Wa'g~ti ~t~-;" 
.4 wheel drive. Automatic, P.S~, 
i P.B. Phone 635.513& (Cff) 
1975 Cougar XR.7.: Power 
window, deluxe trim, low 
mileage. 1971 Oldsmobile 
Cutlass 2 dr. hardtop. New tires, 
runs good. 1973 Land Rover 4 
wheel drive. Winch, good shape. 
Chleook Trailer Sales Ltd., 5506 
Highway 16 West, R.R. 2, 
Terrace, B.C. 635-2033. D12.847. 
(c_9) 
..ur Sale: 1973 GMC V= ton 
pickup. V.8, standard, 4 speed 
fransmlsslon, heavy duty all 
round. Very good condition. 
Phone 635.2748. (P-33) 
1964 Comet wagon. Air 
conditioning, V-8, auto. Phone 
635.S000. (Cff) 
1973 International ~/~ ton. V-g, 
auto. Excellent condltlon. Low 
mileage. Phone 635-5000; (Cff) 
1962 Chev Wagon. V-g, auto. 
Low Price. Phone 635-S000. 
(Cff) 
1974 Chevy V~ ton. Excellent 
condition. Low mileage. V.S, 
auto. Phone 635.S000. (Ctf) 
1967 Chev Nova. 6 cylinder, 
standard, 4 dr. sedan, new 
paint. Phone 
635.5000. (Ctf) '. 
, TIRES 
58. Mobi le Homes 
For Sale: 1973 Glendall mobile 
home 12x66. Contact M. 
Whelpley at Bank of Montreal. 
638.1131, (Ctf) 
For Sale: Duchess 1969, twO 
bedroom trailer. 12x48 fully 
furnished, one additlon 
bedroom 10x18, deep freeze, 
large lot, storage shed, garden, 
all fenced and lawn. Package 
$16,500 or you can buy the 
trailer separately. 635.3752. (P- 
33} 
FOR SALE 
A-I Beautiful condition. 1973 
Glendale Mobile Home 12'x54' 
and Joey Shack 12'x20' with 
porch IS'x6'. Finished on the 
Inside with two extra rooms. 
Sold tocjet~er or separately. 
Phone 
635-4094 
After 6. 
(Cff) 
For Sale: 1969 12x60 General 
trailer on one and one.eighth 
acres of land. Fruit trees, 
greenhouse, root cellar and 
large garden. Garden tools 
included. Very reasonably 
priced. Phone 635-3025 or view 
at 438 Crescent Drive. (P-36) 
58. Mob i le  Homes 
GROW YOUR 
OWN EGGS 
12'x56' Villager with 12'x56' 
addition on V= acre. Addition 
contains living room with 
fireplace, Jack & Jill 
bedroom and utility room 
with washer, dryer hookup 
and workshop area. Yard Is 
partially feneed and land. 
scaped with berry bushes, 
large garden and lawn as 
well as chicken house. 
Phone 635-3271 
between 7 and 10 p.m. 
(stf) 
'For Rent: trailer stalls. Aloha 
Trailer Court. Phone 635-7035. 
(Cff) 
65. Mortgage Money 
SECOND MORTGAGES 
• No bonuses, 
brokerage or finder's 
fees 
• Borrow up to $15,000 
• 14.9% onamounts 
over $8,000 
• 15 year amortization 
HOUSEHOLD REALTY 
CORPORATION LIMITEO 
TERRACE 
4608 Lakelse Avenus 
635-7207 
i 
MORTGAGE 
MONEY! 
FOR 
Home Purchases 
Renovation 
Any other worthwhile pur- 
poses. 
Rates from 
12% percent  
PEACE RIVER 
MORTGAGES 
2.4619 Lakelse Ave. 
Terrace 
638-1516 
; (Ctf) 
I | 
66. Campers 
1969 8V2 ft. Security camper 
with 3 burner stove and oven, 
icebox, side dinette, sleeps 4. 
Phone 635-3888 after 5:30. (P- 
33) 
68. Legal  
OFFER FOR 
VEHICLE 
OFFERS: Plainly marked on 
the envelope "offer on P.T. No. 
67" will be received by the 
undersigned up to 3 p.m. 8 
September, 1976, for the 
following which may or may not 
be complete and located "as is 
and where Is" at the Depart- 
ment of Highways Yard, 
Stewart, B.C.: 
1969 International 4-Ton 
Dump Truck, Model 1700, 
Reference No. S-3666." 
To view or for further In. 
formation, contact the 
Mechanic Foreman, Depart. 
meat of Highways, Stewart, 
B.C. 
LIcence end registration Is 
not included. " 
Offers must be accompanied 
by a certified cheque or money 
order made payable to the 
Minister of Finance for 10 
percent of the bid. If the suc- 
cessful bidder subsequently 
withdraws his offer, the 10 
percent payment shall be liable 
to forfeiture. 
The highest or any offer will 
not necessarily be accepted, but 
thebearer of a successful bid 
will be required to pay the S.S. 
Tax. 
Chairman, 
Purchasing Commission, 
Parliament Buildings, 
Victoria, B.C. (C.33) 
BRITISH COLUMBIA 
HYDRO AND 
POWER AUTHORITY 
Invites tenders for Equip- 
ment rental - I  backhoe & 3 
dump trucks for Skeena Sub. 
station. 
Reference No. Q6-33~0 
Closing Date: 25 August 1976 
Sealed tenders clearly 
marked as above.referenced 
will be received in Room 1026, 
B.C. Hydro and Power 
Authority Building, 970 Burrard 
Street, Vancouver, B.C. V6Z 
]Y3 until I1 A.M. local time, 25 
August 1976. 
Details may be obtained from 
the office of the Purchasing 
Agent, 10th floor, 970 Burrard 
Street, Vancouver, B.C. V6Z 
1Y3, telephone 663.2577 and 
663-2560. (C-33) 
SKEENA 
ELECTORAL 
DISTRICT 
SURFACING 
PROJECT NO. ¢6376 
HIGHWAY 16: ARTERIAL 
362R, TERRACE & POLYWOG 
TO ESKER SECTIONS 
NOTICE TO 
. QUALIFIED 
CONTRACTORS 
Sealed tenders on foJ'ms 
supplied by the Department of 
For Sale: 1971 Statesman, 12x60 
3 bedroom trailer. Washer, 
dryer, stove and frldge. $5,200 
down. Phone 638-1954. (P-34) 
TRAILER SPACE SPECIAL 
Freetowing within 20 mile 
radius of Terrace, Spaces 
available in a freed rural set- 
ring close to the center of 
Terrace, 
Phone 635.6611 
(P-34) 
1970 12x60 Statesman 2 
bedroom. 8x24 heated' porch. 
, Unfurnished. Phone 635.7349. 
(C.345 
Trailer spaces for rent. 
Woodland Heights Trailer 
Court. 635-9605. (Cff) 
1969 Glendale 
Trailer for Sale 
t 
Must be seen to 
be appreciated. 
Excellent Condition 
Phone 635-3202 
or 635-2368 
For Rent - Near New two 
bedroom trailer on private lot, 
Doble St., Thornhlll. Stove, 
frldge and chesterfield suite 
Included. Available Sept. 1. 
Phone 635.5987 after Aug. 18. 
(P.33) 
Mobile home for Sale.: 1969 3 
bedroom Glendale trailer & lot. 
Partially furnished. $16,000. 
Phone 638.1050 after 5. (P-34), 
CHEAP TRAILER 
Sl00O.0O plus 
CHEAP JOEY SHACK 
10 x 45 
Needs Repairs 
phone 635-4206 
(Off) 
IH 
1971 Mobile Home. 2 bedroom. 
1967 Cortlna. Mechanics Open to offers. After 6 phone 
special. Phone 635.5000. (Cff) 635.2712. (P-34) 
Consign your car, truck or For Sale: 10x45 Silver Streak 
trailer. Let a professional sell It Trailer. Furnished, fuel tank 
for you. 
Copper Mountain EnterprlseA and propane tank included. 
Price $4500, Phone 635.4370. (P- 
Ltd. 635.4373. DL414,1 (Cff) 33) 
One 8' Gemtop with screened Highways and Public Works 
aluminum windows and will be received by the 
'panelled interior. Phone 635- Department of Highways and 
3888 after 5:30. (P-33) Public Works at the Parliament 
Buildings, Victoria, B.C. up to 2 
For Sale: 1975 - 8' Rustler p.m. on Thursday the gth day of 
camper. Fridge, Stove, furnace, September, 1976 and opened in 
toilet. Phone 635-5904. (P-33) public at that time and data.. 
The Starcraft Tent Trailers are 
here. Starmaster 6. Galaxle 
Swinger. Copper Mountain 
Enterprises, 1049 Hwy. 16 East. 
DL 12-842. 635.4373. ' 
1975 Lionel tent trailer. Sleeps 6. 
Stove, ice box, sink, wardrobe, 
brakes. Excellent condition. 
View 4918 Scott Ave., 635-2052. 
$2200. (P-34) 
"6~B Travelalre 16' trailer. Fully 
equipped with equalizer hitch. 
Phone 635.6531 days and leave' 
name and number. (CTF) 
1966-16' Scamper ,raii~r. I~ully" 
equipped. Any reasonable otter 
wlll be considered. Phone 638. 
1790. (Ctf) 
For Sale: Old tent trailer with 
few miles and unused spare. 
Canvas needs repair and would 
make good utility trailer. Only 
$85. Call 635-2953 after 5 p.m. 
(P-33) 
1975 Security Camper. 19'6% 3- 
way frldge, 3 burner stove & 
oven, heater, stereo, 4 hydraulic 
lacks. Two 20 lb. propane 
bottles. Phone 635-2059. (C.33) 
9V2 ft. Camper. 50 lb. Icebox, 3- 
burner rangetop. To view phone 
635.2691. (P-33) 
68. Legal  
NOTICE 
Sea'led Tenders will be 
received by the Superintendent 
of Works, Department of Public 
Works, 2275 Qulnn Street, 
Prince George, for the work 
listed hereunder, up to 2 p.m. on 
August 31, 1976. 
Janitorial Services 
Department of Public Works 
4827 Kelfh Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
VaG 1 K7 
Tenders are to be submitted 
On the standard form and 
Tendering Documents may be 
obtained from: 
Foreman of Works 
Department of Public Works 
4827 Kelth Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
V0G 1 K7 
The lowest or any tender will 
not necessarily be accepted. 
T.G. White 
Superintendent of Works (C- 
33) 
Tenders must be delivered only 
to Room 237, Douglas Building, 
Victoria, B.C. between the 
hours of 8 a.m. and 4 p.m. 
Monday to Friday except 
holidays. 
Tender Forms with en- 
velopes, conditions of tender, 
plans and specifications hall be 
obtained from the Department 
of Highways and Public Works, 
3876 Norland Avenue, Burnaby, 
B.C. VSG 3T3 (telephone 294. 
4711) or from the undersigned 
for the sum of $10.00. The 
Depar tment ' s  Genera l  
Specifications for Highway 
Construction are also available 
for the sum of $10.00. Cheques 
and money orders are to be 
made payable to the Minister of 
Finance. No such purchases are 
refundable. 
The Notice to Coniractors 
form specifies the Bonding and. 
or Certified Cheque deposit 
requirements for this Contract. 
The lowest or any Tender not 
necessarily accepted. 
H.F. STURROCK 
Deputy Minister of Hlghways 
fC-33) 
NOTICE 
Sealed Tenders will be 
received by the Superintendent 
of Works, Department of Public 
Works, 2275 Qulnn Street, 
Prince George, for the work 
listed hereunder, up to 2 p.m. on 
August 31, 1976. 
Janitorial Services 
Provincial  Government 
Office Building 
4926 Highway 16 West 
Terrace, S.C. 
Tenders are to be submitted 
on the standard form and 
Tendering Documents may be 
obtained from: 
Foreman of Works 
Department of Public Works 
4827 Kelth Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. VaG 1K7 
The lowest or any Tender will 
not necessarily be accepted. 
T.G. White 
Superintendent of Works (C- 
33) 
Beautify our 
nelghbou|hood. 
Get out on the slreet. 
Take a walk; 
~ ,  
t k~alk a hlkw k,'ll~bL~; 
68. Lega l  
NOTICE 
Sealed tenders wil l  be 
received by the Suparlntendent 
of Works, Department of Public 
Works, 2275 Qulnn Street, 
Prince George, for the work 
listed hereunder, up fo 2 p.m. on 
August 31, 1976. 
Janitorial Services 
Provincial Government Court 
House' 
4506 Lakelse Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
Tenders are to be submitted 
More than six million 
square miles of land and 
water  are contained within 
the Arctie Circle. 
Contrary to public 
opinion, the coldest weather 
is not found at the North 
Pole. Itis colder at locations 
.south of it. 
• Pytheas of Massilia, a 
Greek navigator, was the 
'first European to explore 
~north. He sailed north, near 
on the standard form and ']celand, in 325 B.C. 
Tendering Documents may be 
obtained from: . I t  was once the custom 
Foreman of Works ~among sailors that all those 
Department of Public Works ;who had sailed around Cape 
4827 Kelth Avenue Horn were accorded the 
T.~rraca, B.C. r ight to put one foot on the 
V8G 1K7 table after dinner. Those 
The lowest or any Tender will who had crossed the .a~'ctJc 
not necessarily be accepted. Circle could put both feet on 
T.G. White the table. 
Sueerintendent of works (C- 
The Handicraft Shop 
(Located at  J IM 'S  TACKLE SHOP) 
ld5 - Hwy.  16 East 
Macrame, Ceramics, Leatherwork, 
Sewing, Knitting, Needlework 
- -  and more to come- -  
Al l  profess ional ly  done by local residents. If you 
are interested in se l l ing  your  handicraf ts  
through a reta i l  outlet,  please phone 
635.9471 for. fu r ther  in format ion.  
Al l  inqui r ies  welcome. 
I 
Acreage for Sale 
10 Acre Parcels 
28 Mi les  Nor th  of Ter race  
also 
A log House 
Low Down Payments  
Terms Ava i lab le  
635-6941 
For Oontraot Cleaning 
A & A SERVICE GO, 
Competitive- Efficient 
Call Harvey 635-9571 
or 635-6849 
• HAY FOR SALE 
In the field. Brome, alphalfa, 
alsiko, timothy. 
Takinl orders now. 
847-316§ 
4920 Davis Street 
Beauti ful  fami ly  home on large lot, quiet  paved 
street. R-1 Area  near  schools, 4 blks. f rom 
down town. 
3 bdrms,  upstairs,  complete large rec room, 
bathroom and ext ra  bedroom In basement.  
635-7524 
Evenings 
(cff) 
i 
Mr. Mrs. d" 
,~  Mr. ,~  ~rs. ~ ~ ~ 
dsnour # your ~ at ~ marrla~ 
=~rtn  N,~ml and £cwle on ?rlday, 
Terr~e Alllan~ d/, ,~ 
T~r,~.,~, ~.d. 
British Columbia 
Forest Products Limited 
BOSTON BAR DIVISION - SAWMILL 
requires 
I¢IRGUUIR SAW FILERSI 
TQ preferred but not essential. Must'have extensive anvil 
experience. Carbide experience also would be beneficial. 
.BCFP Is a fully Integrated forest products company em. 
playing more than 5,000 people throughout B.C. B()ston Bar Is 
located 135 miles northeast of Vancouver. The sawmill Is a 
two-sided dimension mill Including band mill with carriage, 
• Chlp-n.Saw and automatic lumber sorting facilities. 
Written applications should be directed to: 
Douglas Danlels 
Industrial Relations Supervisor, 
Boston Bar Division 
British Columbia Forest ~)roducts Limited, 
Box 100, l 
Boston Bar, B.C. VOK 1C0 
Telephone appllcatlom accepted; please call collect: 
(604) 667.9214 
4 t 
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%,;.~..,t on sports J 
DR. JAMES NAISMITH-  aroused, all my pride of 
achievement urged me on," THE FATHER OF With the approach of fall, meaningful and a pursuit" 
BASKETBALL he wrote later, all the var ious  activity they could share with 
"if men will no, t be gen- "My first generalization groups in the district, be it others. 
flemanly in their play, it is was that all team games basketbal l ,  vo l leybal l ,  
used a ball of some kind. badminton, indoGr soccer, Because of the economic our place to encourage them 
to games that  may be Games with small balls - -  
played by gentlemen in a cricket, baseball, etc. " 
manly way, and show them needed in termed ia te  
that science is superior to equipment and hence 
brute force." - -  Dr. James special skills." 
Naismith, 1892. He concluded that a large 
One of the most exciting soccer4ike ball would be 
and widely viewed team needed and'since roughness 
sports at last month's in an indoor sport was 
Olympic Games in Montreal unacceptable, rough contact 
was basketball, a game would constitute a foul. 
invented by a Canadian and Running with the ball would 
a game in which Canadians lead to tackling so the ball 
have left their mark over would be passed. Dribbling 
the years, came later. 
Our fourth-place finish at A goal was needed -- but 
the Montreal Olympics what kind? 
proved that Canada i s  "If the goal were 
among the basketball horizontal instead of ver- 
~owers of the world and in tieal the players would be 
ygone years we've had compelled to thi'ow the ball 
some astonishing teams and in an are; and force, which 
individual players. Teams made for roughness, would 
such as the Edmonton be of no value. 
Grads and individual stars "1 would place a box at 
like Victoria's Norm Baker, either end of the floor and 
Canada's  outstanding each time the ball entered 
player of the first half the box it would count as a 
century and perhaps the goal," he wrote. 
most prominent member in That produced another 
the B.C. Sports Hall of problem -- what if the 
Fame's large basketball defending players simply 
section, gathered in front of the box? 
The game was formed "If I placed the goal above 
from a single man's the players heads this type 
creative genius, Dr. James of defence would be 
Naismith, who was born on useless." 
a farm near Almonte, He incorporated the 
Ontario in 1861. centre jump to start the 
To understand the roots of game from football but 
basketball, you have to. decided that the referee 
understand Dr. Naismith, should toss the ball up. A 
who grew up in a Scottish number of players were 
Presbyterian atmosphere, drawn from field lacrosse: 
where "manly" sports and "a goalkeeper, two guards, 
education were prized, three centre men and a 
home stationed in the Orphaned at the age of man 
nine, he was raised by an ab~ee~rr~ra~wtaS: ~a!~ 
uncle and following high " g P Y 
school he attended. McGill in December, 1891 and 
on a scholarship, graduating Naismith scribbled out 13 
in theology in 1890. Were he rules for the 18 students in 
living today, Dr. Naismith his class. 
would have been involved in It's here where an 
the social welfare field but amusing" incident set the 
in his day, the ministry was name of the game which, 
the only course for those had it not happened, could 
who wanted to help their have meant hat Naismith's 
fellow man. • game would have been 
At McGill he was an ex- called "boxball". 
ceptional athlete as Well.as/~ ~':An~!u~kn'own ja itor was 
an exceptionaL--'andkeeld¥ ~ asked to deliver two boxes!to 
literate - -  student, who also the gymnasium for the first 
acted as the school's game but instead he sup- 
director of physical plied two half-bushel 
education, baskets. 
His rare combination of 
skills in athletics, learning 
and religion soon led 
Naismith to the Young 
Men's Christian Association 
and its training centre in 
Springfield, Mass. and it 
was there where he made. 
his claim to fame. 
He Was instructed to" 
devise an indoor game to fill 
the void between the football 
trugby) and baseball 
seasons. 
As a man of letters, he 
studiously recorded how his 
The game was an instant 
success and the enthusiastic 
students suggested it be 
called "Naismith ball". 
" I  laughed," Naismith 
wrote later, "and told them 
that name would kill any 
game." One of the students 
suggested basketball and 
he, along with a forgetful 
janitor, now share credit for 
the name. 
From there the game 
grew rapidly and in 1936 Dr. 
Naismith was an honoured 
guest at the Berlin Olympics 
where basketball was 
played for the first time. 
Canada, incidentally, won 
game was formed and 
described it thusly: 
"All the stubbornness of 
my Scottish ancestry, was the silver medal. 
Make sure Protection Pin n. 
there's an in- • "It not 0nly re- 
f latten hedge places your build- 
plan.tedinyour ~ ing and merchan- 
ous lness  in- disc at today's 
surance. Some ~ prices, but has a 
,insurance corn- I(Y',~ additional 
,. paniescouldsell inflation hedge 
you threeor four ~ built right ih. at 
policies to pro- . ~  no extra cost, to 
feet your busi- ~ take care of to- 
noes. However morrows costs. 
SAFECO Can '! i i  ! i ]~ l  i One morerea- 
#ve you all the protection son why you Can almost 
'you need in one Business always save with SAFECO. 
• Braid Insurance 
. Agenc ies  Ltd. 
FOR ALL TYPES OF INSURANCE INCLUDING AUTOPLAN 
4646 Lakelae Avenue Bus: 635.6142 
Terrace, S.C VSG 1R2 , Rag: 636.2015 
l• 
etc., will be looking forward situation, it is necessary 
to their particular activity 
re-starting, and are no doubt 
anticipating many hours of 
healthy competition. 
• During the fall,' the 
D is t r i c t  Recreat ion  
Department ptits in a lot of 
time and effort to set up 
other courses which would 
hopefully attract residents 
and maybe in some way 
give their life some added 
dimension, some other 
in teres t ,  someth ing  
that the courses be self- 
sufficient and can therefore 
only run if the, registration is' 
large enough to offset the 
instructor fees and the 
• material and facility costs. I
think this is reasonable and 
I'm sure it is the best way 
for it to work without 
placing any undue burden 
on the taxpayer. 
As a result of the "courses 
having to be self-sufficient, 
it seems a shame that there 
h/~s not been the interest in 
. °•  • 
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and conservation Iiil 
Federa l  F i sher ies  
Minister, Romeo Leblane, 
our M.P. for Skeena, Iona 
Campagnolo and staff from 
the Fisheries and Marine 
Service hosted a reception 
last week in Prince Rupert 
for the Skeena River Salmon 
Advisory Committee and 
various people associated 
with the commercial fishing 
industry in the Pacific 
northwest. 
The ghthering was very 
informal with the Minister,• 
Mrs. Campagnolo and 
senior staff members of the.  
Fisheries Service mingling 
and talking to those at- 
tending the reception about 
a variety of fishery 
problems. 
Putting all polities aside, I
must say that I was very 
impressed withthe way in' 
whiCh'Mr. LeBlanc made 
every effort to talk to 
people. His very friendly 
and open style made it 
possible to have a very 
relaxed and easy discussion 
with Mm. I had my op- 
portunity and as the 
i 'epresentative for the 
organized sports fishermen 
in the Skeena watershed, I 
tried to fill him in on a 
number of things that are 
which bans the canning of 
salmon, except at  one's 
permanent residence. He 
suggested that we go after 
the provincial government 
to ban the canning of trout 
and steelhead by non- 
residents and I explained 
that such a law was already 
in effect. We talked about 
the =establishment of a 
punchcard for salmon,. 
cooperation between federal 
and p.rovincial fisheries 
agenems, fisheries en- 
forcement and the l~ishgas 
claim for 5o percent of 
fishing rights in the Nass 
watershed. 
As could be expected, I got. 
no eommittments or 
promises on the points 
raised, but I am sure he is 
much more aware of some 
of the concerns that were 
raised. ~ . . . . .  
I also talked to some of the 
senior staff with the 
Fisheries Service and I was 
pleased to hear that more 
effort in the future will be 
directed towards the fresh 
water salmon sports 
fishery. While this extra 
effort could eventually 
provide for more chinooks 
and echo, 
I am afraid that, with the 
bothering the people that I present declining stocks of 
represent. For example, I chinooks in almost all of the 
asked him why it has taken" r ivers in the Terrace- 
the Fisheries Service so long Kitimat area, we can expect 
to establish a regulation even more restrictions than 
nta  
to better serve our customers N.T. Air 
has arranged with C.P. Air to.handle 
reservations and ticketing at Terrace 
and Prince Rupert 
For Reservations and Information on 
N,T. Air flights serving Terrace, Prince 
Rupert, Smithors & Prince George call' 
terrace - 
, ILP. Air 6364111 
Prince Rupert- 
O,P. Air 624-9181 
$mithers - 
Pacific Western $41-3§34 
Prince George - 
Pacific Western 963-9611 
or see your local tray.el agent 
attending the courses and 
the majority ~i them are 
cancelled before they start. 
The department is making 
an honest effort to cater to 
public demand and is 
'constantly asking, when the 
courses are presented, that 
should there be something 
missing, then contact-the 
department and tell them 
what you would like to see. 
Belie~;e me, if it ispossible, 
it will be done; but when the 
hard work has been "com- 
pleted, the courses set up 
and the location worked out, 
the success and failure of 
that course rests with the 
public of Terrace and their 
response in registering. It is 
just a plain fact that if there 
are no registrations, there 
will be no courses. 
The result of this. even- 
tuality is obvious and it can 
only bring about a drop in 
the choice of alternative 
pursuits and a diminishing 
scope in the quality of life in 
the area. Thin I feel would 
be regrettable. 
Enough of the negative. 
The Distri~'t Swimming Pool. 
'will be holding registrations 
for the new sets of Red Cross 
and HLSS Lessons at the 
wi l l ' s tar t  M o,/lday, Sep- 
tember 27. Don t forget, this 
session the children's 
lessons will be for five 
weeks, students attending 
twice per week. This also 
means there  will be 
registration for the two 
sessions prior to Christmas 
instead oftheone session as 
in the past. 
In September the Parks 
and Recreation are 
changing the Noon Hour 
Swim format at the pool and 
making this session a NOON 
HOUR SWIM , and 
Pool. from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. eliminating the ME~ S and 
each day from September 13 'WOMEN'S prefix. The idea 
to September 24. The classes, behind this is that everyone 
will have five opportunities 
of attending the noon hour 
activity instead of three for 
men and two for women, as 
it stands at present. 
I t  is hopeful that this 
ari 'angement , will be 
workable and I m sure that 
with a small amount of 
cooperation from all users. 
it will give them more op- 
portunity to use the facility. 
One other thing please: if 
you do have any complaints 
or enquiries or suggestions. 
please contact Roger Dufty. 
638-1174. If you don't tell us. 
we usually become the last 
ones to hear, so tell us and 
then something can be done: 
no matter wha[ you might 
think, we are h~,~ ',z. serve. 
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we already have. This I am the rivers where' sockeye color prints of the different 
sure will be the case on the and pinks could be caught species posted in sporting 
by sports fishermen. My goods shops, marinas, etc., 
would really help and he 
indicated that this would be 
Kitimat River and probably 
the Dala River, where the 
chinook stocks are ap- 
parently in trouble. 
• The impression that I got 
from the Pacific Area 
Director, Dick Crouter, was 
that until a salmon pun- 
chcard becomes a reality, 
there is little that can be 
done with season limits, 
possession limits and daily 
limits that will really help to 
bring back the chinooks. 
Once a salmon punchcard 
becomes a requirement for 
all salmon .fishermen to 
carry, then it will be much 
easier for the enforcement 
only negative comment o 
Mr. Crouter was that if 
sockeye and pinks become 
legal game fish, then the 
Fisheries Service should 
ban treble hooks on the 
~ rticular ivers where they come game fish, other- 
wise jigging and snagging Of 
salmon would become a 
mtich more serious problem 
than it already is. 
Another subject that I 
brought to Mr. Crouter's 
attention is the rather poor 
job that  the Fisheries 
Service does explaining the 
difference between the 
various salmon species. In 
staff'to control over-limits, my business of selling 
Mr. Crouter also said that fishing tackle, I find a very 
the Fisheries Service is large number of people who 
considering, on a limited are not able to identify the 
basis, to make it legal to different salmon and as a 
catch sockeye and pink consequence, cannot ell the 
salmon in fresh water. It's difference between legal 
possible that the Skeena and illegal game fish. L 
River could' become one of suggested to him that large 
given serious consideration. 
The last subject that I 
talked to Mr. Croutcr about 
was overly restr ict ive 
regulations on chinooks and 
emphasized tbe 'complete 
closure of the Ishkeeniskh 
River this year as a panic 
reaction that could not be 
justified with the data that 
was available. 
I was told by some of the 
enforcement people at the 
reception that illegal 
salmon and steelhead is 
becoming a very serious 
problem on the Skeena this 
~ ear. Since the meeting, Iave talked to one of oar 
local Conservation Officers 
and a Protection Officer 
with the Fisheries Service 
and they certainly have 
reiterated the seriousness of
the ~,Situation:,. 'Apparently 
the sellinR of  i l legal ly  
\ 
caught fish-is becoming a 
big business. It's no wonder 
the stocks are declining and 
sports fishing regulations 
are becoming more 
restrictive. 
All users of the resource 
are going to suffer from the 
declining stocks --  the 
sports fishermen, the Indian 
food fishery and the com- 
mercial fishermen. 
It's a sad situation when 
the law is being so 
flagrantly abused. I find it 
particularly appalling when 
a fishery officer's life is 
threatened, as was done 
recently. Is it really worth 
buyinga cheap salmon at 
the risk of seemg someone 
seriously hurt, the salmon 
a~Jd steelhead resource 
tareatened by over- 
harvesting and the creation 
of unnecessary hostility 
between the legitimate 
Indian food fisherman and 
the sports fisherman? 
B,y', w, tmpr  
, 
Pile lined, with hood attached• Bright colours, hand washable 
Wool plaid with pile lining right through to attached hood. Gee " i j • ' 
~l'~ "Long sleeve, size2t0size14• .._. _O, " "  
. Wash very well .~ ;~ ~'A t J L~ __ , , , ,  ,,-Or// 
4-6X Hard shell nylon with a poiyurethene backlng. 18a00 
This is the cloth that needs only a wiping 21S00 
14 clean with a wet cloth. 
t size'14 - 3 on ly  7oOO 
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McBryan leads, in Stock Car standings 
By B. Woodcock 
Hello racing fans. 
Due to the fact we've been 
racing eaeh weekend, I 
haven't been able to keep 
you informed on the racing 
events. I hope to make up 
for it now. 
Since the last write-up our 
• points have increased 
greatly. We have had a 
: great loss in motors but the 
boys keep rebuilding and 
we've lost only a few cars. 
'Missing are Dale Anweiler 
and Terry Francis No. 16. 
Dale is working a heavy 
schedule and somehow 
racing doesn't fit too well. 
Also missing is our one and 
only cadillac, both these 
fellows are going to school. 
We are sorry to lose these 
cars and drivers and can 
only hope they will be back 
racing next year. 
In our Memorial Race on 
August 1st we had a rookie 
driver take first place, lan 
Hick•an is the rookie and 
he had only four races prior 
to the big one. The club 
congratulates you, fan, on a 
fine win. 
Wes Woodcock also won 
his first race on July 18. 
Maybe it being his birthday 
had something to do with it. 
Tom Sheasby shocked 
everyone on August 8. Tom, 
who has been a B driver 
advanced to A. He also took 
A Heat and the Jamboree 
Trophy. His co-driver, 
Dennis Williams took B 
Main and B Heat. 
AI Rasko did a bit of bis 
ownshocking. He rolled bis 
ear on No. 2 corner in the 
time trials and went off No.' 
4 corner in his second 
tryout. Don't get greedy AI, 
leave some of the trophies 
for the rest of the guys. 
Bey King ran intoa bit of 
hard luck, namely a 
steering wheel, Bey broke 
her finger in the Powder 
Puff. We all bope it's better 
by the 22od, Bey, 
Schmitty seems to be 
after the track record. He so 
far has a 21., only .4 off the 
track record. Good luck 
Schmitty. 
• At intermission we had a 
time trial with a different 
twist. It was run between 
Start (our announcer)and 
Wes No. 33, on a go-cart. 
Stan turned a 24,0 and Wes 
turned a 24.5. Then they 
matched times with the car, 
Stan 23.0 and Wes 21.4. The 
loser paid in refreshments. 
Don't worry, Stan, there's 
always next week. Stan also 
ran mechanics and came 
second. Good going for the 
first race. 
Drivers to Watch: Dave 
LaFrancois, Larry Alger 
and Norm Stewart are B 
Rookies' for this year and 
they're coming up strong 
and fast. Ian Hick•an, Ron 
King and Brian Turner are 
A Rookies and they are 
really doing s0me fine 
driving. ScbmitW, like I 
stated before ~s really 
turning in good time with 
Danny and Randy not far 
beltind. Also coming up are 
Wes and Jim. 
Since we have two more 
races this season you can 
count on the guys putting on 
a fine show, trying to chalk 
up some more points, 
Linda Turner also is 
putting on a good per- 
formance. Shc is a rookie 
driver in the powder puff 
and is doing very well. 
Congratulations Linda. 
Coming Events: Our next 
races are August 22 and 29. 
There is also a fine chance 
that we will be able to drive 
a demolition derby. Anyone 
having any old cars they 
want to get rid of, here's 
your chance. Please phone 
B. Woodcock at 635-9245 or 
Jim Irvine at 635-5548. 
Wedding Announcements: 
For Tom Sheasby and Sandy 
Reynolds. And our girl in the 
timing booth, Via, and her 
guy, Dale. Congratulations 
to all four of you from the 
Terrace Stock Car Club. 
Now to our point standing. 
Danny McBryan 31~: 
Jim Irvine 25E 
Randy Goodwin 24~ 
Ran Schmidt 22( 
[{on King 201 
Dale Anweiler 18c~ 
Wes Woodcock 142 
Hank Kruisselbrink 10[ 
Dennis Williams 7~ 
Pete Braithwaite 68 
Keith Ma/'tin 54 
Ian Hick•an 54 
Herb Quast 47 
Brian Turner 4~ 
Terry Francis 36 
Tom Sheasby 36 
Da~,e LaFrancois 31 
AI Rasko 29 
Norm Stewart 29 
Larry' Alger .20 
Calvm Kerr 13 
Handy Kerr 12 
Terry Hawrlyk 11 
Larry Gorden 7 
Don't forget racing on the 
22rid and 29th of August and 
any old cars you wish to 
dispose of, let us know. 
See you Sdnday. 
I Take a step in the right 
direction. Take a few. ) 
I 
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Group of Seven artist, 
A.J. Casson and founder- 
director of the Mc- 
Michael  Canadian 
Collection, Robert Mc-  
Michael  suPerv ise 
o reparat i .ons  for  
~eparture of Group of 
Seven, Canadian Land- 
scape  Pa in ters  
Exhibitions. The show 
opens the nine month tour 
of the United Kingdom 
and USSR, 
August 24. 
details see 
/ 
For the week AuguSt 18th thru August 24th, 1976 
. r  
m 
in • Gla~gow 
For more 
pages I0-11. 
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Karen, Baroness Flixen, 
was a tiny moth of a woman 
with a robust voice and a 
husky, roaring laugh that 
seemed out of place in such 
a frail body. She had the 
spunk of any of t~he big game 
she hunted in East Africa. 
But she was also a dreamer, 
a bittersweet romantic with 
an imagination straight out 
of Arabian Nights. Her 
sophisticated, elegantly- 
written books and stories in 
English are liberally dipped 
in magic, the supernatural, 
• the exotic and grotesque ... 
fair~" tales, but not for 
children. Although she was 
a master of tragic irony, she 
didn't look back in anger, 
and this is one of the most 
refreshing aspects of her 
books. 
You probably know her 
best by 
Dinesen, and her most 
famous tory, Out of Africa, 
an unforgettable account of 
the 17 years she spent 
running a 6,000 acre coffee 
antation in Kenya -- 10 of 
em by herself. There was 
something Promethean 
about this little Danish 
woman. Her friends said she 
wasn't like anyone else, 
anywhere. She Isak as a 
pen-name because it was 
Biblical and she thought it 
m.eant "the world will laugh 
with me".  When she 
discovered it meant laugh at 
me, the joke was so good 
that she wouldn't change it. 
On August 24 CBC 
Tuesday Night at 8:03 
presents a reading of one of 
her short stories, The 
Caryatides, by actress 
Maria ,Corvin, who has 
SOUNDS 
LIKELY 
terpreting Dinesen works on 
platforms and radio through 
Britain and North. America. 
Miss Corvin's father was a 
farmer and lion hunter in 
Africa. 
Karen Blixen has a couple 
of strong links with this 
continent. Her brother 
served in the First World 
War with the Royal 
Canadian Highlanders. And 
her father spent hree years 
trapping furs with the In- 
dians in Minnesota. His 
tales of adventure around 
the world gave his daughter 
a taste for the bizarre that 
stayed with her all her life. 
Her family was both rich 
and cultivated. She was 
born in 1885 on their estate 
between Copenhagen and 
Elsinore, where she spent 
her early• and later life, 
IB  
by JUNE GRAHAM " 
. o  
her .writing. When I visited 
Denmark in 1962, the month 
before she died, I wandered 
up her driveway for a 
glimpse of her home, a 
former inn over 300 years 
old, and was struck by its 
fairytale appearance. It 
looked like something •out of 
Hans Christian Andersen's 
tales, with its uneven, age- 
rubbed walls, mellow colors 
and sturdy old beams. There 
was a pond, and a partly- 
sunken rowboat, green with 
age, snuggled against a 
grassy bank under a tree to 
form such a pleasing picture 
in sun and shadow that I felt 
her artist's eye had marked 
it to be left that way. In such 
a setting, and sparkled .by 
her father's colorful yarns 
about his seafaring ad- 
ventures, it's not surprising. 
that sh~ was romantic, ana 
herpen-name, Isak made a career of in- studied artand did most of 
- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • . . . .  -..- . . - . ---  ; . - "  .-." ~- ~ ...-, .-. • . . . . . . . - . ' . ' . ' .~ -.'.'.:." :.:.: :.:.:.. ":.:.;~:-: - : ' ; - : ' ; " '% "..:.".'.'.:'..:~:"'V'.'.':~:~:':!.!:i:i ~:i.i:.: i:':i'i:i:':i'i :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ....... :i: ........ ~......'.:~:..;::~:~:~.'..;:~'..'..i:f. . . . . .  ' : :~: : ' . . .  
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Held over for another week 
imaginative. 
• There was quite a•bit Of 
tragedy reher  life. Her 
father committed suicide 
when she was young. She 
was educated privately in 
an extremely conservative 
family. Perhaps• to escape 
the narrowness of her life, 
she became ngaged, at 29, 
to her Swedish cousin, 
Baron Blor yon Blixen- 
Finecke, a roving-eyed 
extrovert whom she did not 
love. Shortly after 'her 
marriage she contracted a
disease from which she 
never fully rdcovered; A 
mutual uncle just returned 
from East Africa inspired 
the young couple to buy a 
coffee farm in Mombasa. 
Karen Blixen fell in love 
with that part of Africa, but 
it was its sophistication 
rather than its primitive 
glamor that appealed to her. 
After divorcing the Baron 
seven years later, she 
stayed on to manage the 
farm alone. In 1919 she had 
met the one love ~f her life, 
Denys Finch-Hatton, a 
romantic English expatriate 
and safari expert who flew 
alone over the vast stretches 
of Kenya in search of big 
game. She was killed in a 
crash in 1931". Meanwhile, 
falling coffee prices had 
made it impossible for the 
Baroness to keep up her 
beloved• farm and 1shortly 
after Finch-Hatton's death 
she returned, heartbroken, 
to Denmark. At her" 
brother's urging, she began 
to write, hauntingly •
recreating the sweeping 
landscapes and magic of the 
Africa she loved, and • the 
character of its people. Her 
brooks and stories were an 
immediate success. 
Since •1914 she had been 
frequently ill, but pressed on 
with her career, first as 
coffee-planter, later as 
world-renowned writer. She 
became a legend with the 
African people, who still 
remember her vividly and 
lovingly, and with her 
adoring literary public. And 
she lived up to her 
reputation as a grande 
dame, with exotic clothes 
and an aristocratic hauteur 
that demanded attention. 
Some people said she had 
become too much of a good 
thing! She could 'be 
capricious, but her wit was 
delightful. Once she turned 
the tables on two young 
women reporters by asking 
them which British poet 
they'd have chosen as a 
lover. They opted for Donne 
and Shakespeare. Then she 
set them rearranging their. 
impression of her when she 
chose Robbie Burns for 
herself. 
Three years before her 
death she spent three-and-a- 
half months in the United 
States on a speaking tour. It 
must have been exhausting 
for her, because by then she 
was emaciatingly thin, 
living mostly on oysters. 
But, in a stocking-cap, with 
apurse almost as big as she, 
and full-fig make-up, she  
was I in her element being 
liomzed, but giving good. 
value for money. 
Photographed with Marilyn 
Monroe she looked like 
wisp of gauze. A month 
before she died, Cecil 
Beaton photographed this 
splendid, fiery little woman 
in Denmark, drinking a 
toast o life. Peering out of a 
heaVily-wrinkled shell were 
the bright eyes of a proud, 
vulnerable young dreamer. 
• . . . .  
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ERIC: No 
, WOMAN,S  
WOI~I'H IT / .  
[.AD, Z ~EAR ~t-tE I.EFT ~OILJ 
"---w HA~J: IER, WINNIN =J 
- THAT,S ,~AD.  ~ 
• GUNFIGHT AT DODGE C ITY  
.1959. Stars Joel McCrea, Julle 
Andrews, John Mclntire. Bat 
Masterson, gunman.gambler, 
becomes involved in town 
politics and is elected sheriff 
but falls into disgrace trying to 
clean up the old gang. 
TH~S ONE ~S~ ANDY/SHE;  
W0N •THE ~INGO ~'ACKPOT. 
AN ~ THEN WAL.KED OUT ON 
ME AFTER "rwENT'Y'~EAI~ 
O ~ A'~J;RIE~ I.II:E, ° ~ .~.~'  
L_ . I  
'~OU NEVE~ KNOW 
• WHEN ~/O~nRS X- 
BATTLE OF BROADWAY 
1938 Brian Donlevy, Victor 
McLagen, Louise "Gypsy Rose 
Lee" Novick 
Two ex-doughboys, aflending 
an American Legion Convention 
batt leNew York's night life and 
love life. One wins "the gir|". 
THE NEW CENTURIONS 
1972 Stars. George C. Scott, 
Stacy Keach, Jane Alexander. 
Experiences of three modern- 
day Los Angeles policemen - -  
their hazards, adventures and 
rewards. 
9:30 FR IENDLY G IANT 
9:45 MON AMI  10:30 MR.  DRESSUP 
10:00 B.C. SCHOOLS 11:00 SESAME STREET 
'6:00 UNIVERSI ; rY  OF THE A IR  
6:30 B .C .A .M.  
7:00 CANADA A.M. 
9:00 ROM P E R ROOM 
9:30 KAREEN'S  YOGA 
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JEAN C.ANNEM SHOW 
• ~ ,~'~,,~S 
MOVIE  MATINEE . 
• , ,d ,~t  at ~ at,/" 
r=, =,RITY D~INOES 
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ANOTHER WORLD 
THE BRADY BUNCH• 
THE FBI 
NEWS HOUR 
10:00 TEN A.M.  
10:30 IT'S YOUR• MOVE 
11:00-JEAN CANNEM SHOW, 
12:00 NOON NEWS 
THE LAWYERS ' ." " 
3_&6_ 
B.C. SCHOOLS 
FRIENDLY GIANT 
" MR. DRESSUP 
_~_~; _a~lE STP~-~r 
BOB SWITW:e 
r~J" NEWS 
• BRITAIN SPEAKS 
~1~ K ING~ 
| 
D~TH V- ~n n =:y DAYS 
E_r~_-__ OF NIGHT 
TAKE 30 
r . : ,  r=nRITY C_r~_KS 
FOREST RANGSRS 
EXPO RA¢~61 n 
, i  
~ EPUBLICAN- 
ENTIOfl 
MOVIN ON 
N IGHT FINAL 
I=0TOPLAY "Batt le  on 
"Broadway" 
CON- --I 
BIONIC WO,"IN~,N . 
12:15 DEFINI~'ION 
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THE GAMES 
1970 Stars Stanley Baker, 
Michael Crawford, Ryan 
O'Neah Charles Aznauvour.; 
Personal and dramatic story of 
four athletes who travel to 
Rome to compete in the 
Olympics' 26.mile marathon 
race; an Englishman, an 
American, an Australian and a 
Czech. 
THE GREAT ESCAPE 
1963 Stere James Garner, Steve 
McQueen, Richard Af- 
tenborough; American, British 
and Canadian priso~ners of war 
plan a mammoth breakout from 
a German prison camp during 
World War II. (One late show, 
due to length.) 
THE PRINCESS 
1939 Shirley Temple, Richard 
Greene. Starring Shirley 
Temple in. a tale of rags to 
riches, set in the Victorian era. 
CHROME AND HOT 
LEATHER 
1971 Stars Wm. •Smith, Tony 
Young, Peter Brown. A Green 
Beret sergeant learns that his . 
fiancee has been killed in an 
auto accid(mt caused by a 
motorcycle gang. He and h i s  
buddies try to find the gang 
While on leave• 
BULLET FOR PRETTYBOY 
1970 Stars Fabian• For te ,  
Jocelyn Lane, Oklahoma 'farm 
boy escapes from prison to a life 
of crime after causing the death 
of a man who has killed h is  
father and insulted his pregnant 
bride. 
IN A LONELY PLACE 
1950 Stars Humphrey Bogart, 
Gloria Grahame,  -F ran~ 
Lovejoy. Screenwriter falls in 
love who neighbor who 
establishes an alibi when he is 
accused of murder. 
,6HAN YAN 
RESTAURANT 
Chinese and Canadian 
"Where the oustomer is Kinl[',: 
For Takeout Sorvioe 
Phone 635-6184 
CTV MOVIE "111e Games" 
, , Im 
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Z_nOM . 
HUMAN SEXU.&t-L!TY ' 
LILIAS, YOGA & YOU • 
-_-,:-:,K _R~AT " 
THE TRI_n.A.L EYE 
JENNIE  "LADY RAN-  
r~__pH,, . 
SAY BROTHER• , " 
PERFORMANCE JAZZ 
, n 
LATE SHOW 'q lW Great. 
-Escape" • ° . 
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THE FBI 
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THIS IS MUSIC 
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CTV F ILM "The ,,~""- 
"Centurions" 
THE NATIONAL ' " '  - N~,',~ I'IOUIi: FINAL:"'" 
NIGHT FINAL ' . 
FO-i'OPLAY "Little Prin- . LATE SHOW "Bullet for 
_-~. . . .  Prety Boy . . . . . . .  
' LATE,  LATE SHOW ',1. a i 
L----:d MaCe*' 
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r 
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through September 6th. the  Grand Canyon. 
"It's a phenomenon,"' •-jumpoffa900-footcliffin. 
says •Gerry Crawshaw, Hawaii on a hang glider. 
general managerofBurrard - plunge into a live 
Amusements Ltd., "An volcano. 
overwhelming su(~cess Thrilsphe;re --  described 
everywhere" it stops. /as  a "monument to 
Thrilsphere developer from 
"Planet of the Apes" 
Thrilsphere is a 35-foot masochism" by one Another innovation at the 
high dome, 50 feet in reporter-- is in effect, 3-D Playland-Kiddieland 
diameter, where patrons without glasses. • complex this year is the 
are bombarded with thrill ,"You have to take it introduction of the 
sensations, standing up," Crawshaw Universal Coupon System. 
For the price of $1.25 explained. "There are no This means that 
visitors to Thrilsphere at seats inside the Fairgoers will no longer 
Playland will be able to: Thrilsphere." have. to buy individual 
- be attacked by a 1,000-lb. The. innovative spherical tickets for individual rides. 
tiger shark, projection system was Instead, they will be able to 
- go on a wild plane ride in developed by Frank C~pra, huy coupons which Can be 
Jr.; producer of 'Planet of used on every ride and show 
the Apes'. on the Midway. All rides and 
125 Air Conditioned Suite & Rooms With View 
Color TV, Telephone, Tub & Shower, Ele- , 
vetors, Coffee Shop, Dining Room, Nightlv 
Entertainment, Banquet & Meeting Rooms 
For Up To 125 Kitchenettes Available 
682-1831 FREE" PARKING 
:REE Reservetions- 
300-261-3330 
Owned & Opermd 
=D PRYSTAY, • 
vie 
Move aside, Mad Mouse. 
Roll over, Roller Coaster. 
Here comes Thrilsphere! 
From the experience of 
Fairs throughout North 
,Kmerica this year, it seems 
certain that an 11-minute 
movie will take over as top 
Playland attraction at this 
year's Pacific National 
Exhibition August 21st 
Engl i~ Bay at Stanley Padc Bus Stop 
at Our Door end Take You Anywhereln 
The City For The Price Of A Bus Ticket 
r 
• I 
3&6. 4 9 
B,C. SC~-'-----~-S 
FRO =,':~X:Y G.t-A-NT. 
• KA~."S Y' :~ 
.TEN AM. 
' H-;$ Y~JR MOVE 
JEAN C.~K.~F.,;~" SHOW 
m l  
MOVIE MATINEE "'Dr. 
3_'-~-; - -=~ w, & the Bikini 
NIR. DRP~'UP 
"~[::~ =n.=,111,Y, __rjo~.: NO~ ~ . 
~0~ mr-_,-.-. 
C~'-: NEWS 
BRITAIN "SpEA_V.S 
WILD KINGDOM 
I 
m=_A_TH V~L=~'Y DAYS 
EDGE OF NIGHT 
TAKE 30 
r'm :BRITY CC--_ .,F,S 
MON AMI 
i¥%~ YOUR CHOICE 
LOVE A,~"~_~ STYLE 
HOURCJ__~_~_~ 
ROCKFORD FP a =:c; 
m 
WHAT'S'I"H E(~-OOD;WORO?I 
~d~r~R woRLD 
THE BP-&--nY BUNCH 
THE FBI ' 
NEWS HOUR 
~t.'~FORD & SON 
CTV MOVI E "/~llor~' 
i I A O  ' " ; "a" ;  , .~Y  TYLER tP,.3_..E 
SU='::~: NE HOUR 
POLICE $¥O~Y KOLA-K 
~IE  NATIONAL NEWS, I , I~  "~l]~J. 
NIGHT FINAL . . . .  
SUSPENSE THEA~F. I 
FO~PLAY "Dan~s In. -..."Cloning of Clifford 
term" Swimmer" 
. . ;US~"-";:SE THEATRE. II 
DANTE'S IhlFERNO DR.' GOLDFOOT AND THE 
1935 Spencer Tracey, Claire BIK IN I  MACHINE 
Trevor, Henry B. Walthall,,Alan 1965 Stars Vincent Price, 
Dinehart, Rita Hayworth.  Frankle Avalon, Susan Hart, 
Greed for wealth and power Dwayne Hickman. Scheming 
drives a man to his own doctor devisesaplanfoacquire' 
destru~lon when his jerry-built the fortunes of susceptible men 
Coney Island spectacular by manufacturing a l l , r ing 
concession toppled hundreds to robots. 
their deaths. THE CLONING OF CLIFFORD 
MALLORY SWIMMER 
Raymond Burr stars as a once- 1974Stars Peter Haskell, Sheree 
popular lawyer whose North, Lance Kerwin. Faced 
reputation has been tarnished with marital and financial 
by accusations of perjury. He. problems, a man finds a bizarre 
attempts to re.establish his way to escape his respon- 
credibility in a case involving a sibilities through a 
homicide committed in"  iai l .  psychogeneticist, who creates 
Mark-Hamilb Robert Loggia. an exact doubleof him, a clone. 
_ - . . . . . . . .  i t  • I I I I  I 
"ON HIGHWAY 16" 1737- 20th AVENUE 
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shows will be clearly 
marked to show the number 
of coupons required. 
Cost of a single coupon is 
25 cents but, to launch the 
new system,. Bur.rard 
Amusements is ,offering. 
bonus books. A 20-coupon 
book will cost $4.50 for a: 
saving of 50 (~ents, while 
40-coupon book will cost $8 
-- a saving of $2. 
i 
THE CRIMSON CULT ~ • , _~ , - 
1968 Stars Boris Kar lo f f ,  
Christophel ~ Lee, Barbara 
Steele. Young man searching 
for his brother arrives .at 
Greymarsh Lodge in time for 
the annual ceremony of 'bur- 
nlng' the black witch of  
Greymarsh who lived 200 years 
ago. 
CALLING NORTHSIDE 777 
.1948 James Stewart, Helen 
Walker, Richard Conte. Small 
ad in personal column marks 
the beginning of a reporter's 
efforts to free an innocent man 
from .pris°n" Suspenseful f i lm,  
I WANT TO L IVE 
1958 Stars Susan Hayward, 
Simon Oakland, Virginia • 
Vincent. Beautiful girl, shil l ,  
prostitute, and racketeer, in. 
nocently becomes enmeshed In 
murder, with false evidence 
piling up - -  so the verdict iS 
guilty. A grim, shocking social 
documentary of Barbara 
Graham. Susan Hayward 
received the Best Actress 
Award in the 1959 Academy 
Awards. 
L I"I'-T-L E CIGARS 
1973 Stars Angel Tompkins, 
Billy Curtis. Glrl'running away 
from her gangster boyfriend 
becomes Involved wifh a'team 
of midgets who are crooks. 
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VikkiICarr and Rick Nelson 
to sing at PNE 
"It Must Be Him", "With just don't know the splendid when he joined his parents, 
Ozzie and Harriet Nelson, in Pen in Hand", "Can't Take hurt of it. Her held notes are their long-running radio-TV 
My .Eyes Off of You" something --, she makes a series, He played "Ricky", 
these are just three of the l~it splendid point without• a a tow-headed,  impish 
singles that have con- quiver." 
tributed to the continent- 
long popularity of Mexican- 
American Vikki Carr. 
She will be  performing 
songs old and new to the 
Pacific Coliseum .~on Sep- 
tember I as part of the "Star 
Spectacular" at the Pacific 
National Exhibition August 
21st hrough September 6th. 
Vikki will be able to 
choose from a wide-ranging 
list, She has made 28 best- 
Vikki Carr, a beautiful 
woman-with a soul:stirring 
vo ice,  will be on  the 
Coliseum stage at 8 p.m. 
Tickets for her show are $6, 
$5 and $4 and can be pur- 
chased at the door/or at any 
Vancouver Ticket centre 
outlet ( including Eaton's 
Stores). Tickets purchased 
in advance include PNE 
• -grounds admission. 
wisecracker. 
Thenew facet of hisshow 
business career coincided 
with the arrival of Elvis 
Presley and rock and roll. 
Inspired by Presley, Rick 
recorded a stream of hit 
singles, including "Hello, 
Mary Lou", "Travelin'  
Man", and "Believe What 
YOU Say". 
He later recorded another 
hit, "Garden Party". 
ENTERTAINMENT,  THE 
SON OF FURY 
1942 Tyrone Power, Gene 
Turney, - .  Frances Farmer ,  
George Sanders, John 
Carradine, Harry Davenport, 
St0~Y of  Benlamin Blake - -  
from his boyhood when his 
uncle cheated h im out of 
Inher i tance to hardships of 
manhood and vindication. 
DECISION A.T SUNDOWN 
1957 Stars Randolph Scott, John 
Carroll, Karen Steele. Man 
comes to Sundown seeking 
betrayer of his wife. 
TH E ROBE 
1953 Stars Richard Burton, Jean 
Simmons, Victor Mature. One 
of the most moving religious 
pictures of all time, which 
follows the career of a drunken 
and dissolute Roman tribune 
assigned the duty of executing 
three criminals. 
I 
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THE KEEGANS 
1976 Stars Adam Roarke, 
Spencer Milligan, Judd Hlrsch 
and Joan Leslie. 'A s tar  
professional football player 
finds his life on the line when he 
is accused of murdering his 
sister's brutal attacker. 
THEY RODE WEST 
1954 Stars Robert Francis,  
Donna Reed. When a malar ia  
• epidemic hits the Indians, a 
young army doctor goes to help 
"and is brought back by the • 
camp commander. 
BORN .WRECKLESS 
Sorry, details not ava!lable at 
presstime. 
THE BRAVE BULLS 
1951 Stars Mel Ferrer, Anthony 
Quinn. Mexico's top matador 
regains faith in himself and 
'enters the bull ring unafraid 
after a disheartening period of 
fear. 
I 
selling albums. At one point, 
she did the near-impossible 
by having ~imultaneously 
• two albums and two singles 
among the top 1000 records 
in the U.S. 
And her prolific success 
continues. Her latest album, 
"One Hell of a Woman" 
confirms her power as a 
singer. Her recent special 
on NBC-TV drew rave 
f , reviews. 
But she is at her best on 
stage before a live audience. 
One critic summed up a 
recent concert performance 
in this way: "All that big 
voice comes out of-a small, 
feminine woman ... If you 
have never heard Miss Carr 
in ~ursuit of a lost love, you 
Child star. Teenage idol. 
Rock and roll pzoneer. 
Contemporary star. 
Rick Nelson has meant: 
many things to different 
generations of fans during a" 
career which has spanned 
.nearly 30 years. Little 
wonder that his appearance 
at the Pacific Coliseum on 
Sunday, September 5, will 
draw different age groups; 
Rick is, appearing with 
The Stone Canyon Band in 
his "S tar  Spectacular" 
debut .at the Pacific 
National Exhibition, which 
runs from August 21st 
through September 6th. 
Rick, now 36, attained 
stardom at the age of seven 
Nelson is a supremely 
versatile and gifted artist. 
He has sold more than 35 
million records and is high 
on the all-time list of most 
Top 10 records. 
Why does he continue 
after making several for- 
tunes in Show business? 
"You have to justify your 
existence, have to con- 
tribute something'.', hesays. 
His show starts at 7 p.m. 
with all seats priced at$4. 
They may be purchased at 
the Coliseum box office and 
at all Vancouver Ticket 
Centre outlets (including all 
Eaton's stores). Tickets 
purchased, in advance in- 
clude PNE grounds •ad- 
mission. _ .... 
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Stompin' Tom Connors at-R.E.M. Lee-ton ht 
,The Stompin' Tom Con- 
nors story begins in .New 
=Brunswick, in the hungry 
30'S when a young unwed 
mother ga~,e birth to a long, 
lean baby and named him 
Tom. For a while the mother 
struggled to make a way for 
:herself and the child, but the 
times were rough and soon 
the authorities stepped in 
and placed young Tom in a 
New Brunswick orphanage. 
Life in the home was not 
great by any mea.ns, but 
'Tom began to develop his 
own personality and held his 
owfi. 
• Eventually, he was 
"adopted out" to Mr. and 
Mrs. Russell Alyward of 
Skinners Pond, P.E.I., and 
so his beloved Prince Ed- 
ward Is landbecame his 
. home. Tom lived in Skinners 
Pond and helped Russell 
with his farm for the next 
few years of his life. Even in 
these early days, Tom 
developed a great affinity 
for Country Music. He knew 
all the songs which he heard 
on the Aylward's radio by 
heart, and tried his hand at 
making up tunes.while he 
did his chores. But though 
the basic interest was there, 
it was a long way from 
Skinners Pond to becoming 
the top country entertainer 
in Canada. 
When he reached 13, a 
sense of adventure overtook 
Tom and he longed to see 
what lay across the Straits 
of Northumberland. "I had 
some disagreements with 
my- folks," Connors says 
today, "and I left for Saint 
John. I guess I had a little 
sense, for I kept to my 
schooling, at least for a 
couple of years, supporting 
myself by working after 
school and with help from 
the Children's Aid". 
InSaint John he shared a
rooming house w i th .a  
F rench-Canad ian  dock 
worker who "sort of played 
the guitar". Tom bugged the 
fellow until he finally 
showed him a couple of 
chords. Tom savedh is  
money and bought a second 
hand guitar of his own, and~ 
"although e discovered that 
the Chords his friend had 
taught him were both 
wrong, he was off on not 
only an adventure on the 
road, but a long and 
illustrious career. 
So it was that Tom hit the 
road for the firsttime since 
"settling" in Saint John. 
Though he was big for his 
ag~,:he was still very young. 
H'e travelled light with a few 
belongings and his guitar 
which hewas  now 
mastering well. Sometimes 
be travelled with a friend, 
and sometimes he met 
travelling companions along 
'the way. But he always had 
his songs to keep him 
comITany, as Tom tells it, " I  
guess you could say  I 
became a bum. I worked for 
a while on the coal boats 
down east. I came to Ontario 
• to work the tobacco fields. I 
worked in a rubber factory, 
as  a lumber-jack, on 
Ibuilding jobs, and at ~nany 
.other things. I just thumbed 
:~and bummed ~ my way 
through Canada, and all 
over the. United States as 
well. I didn't care where I 
t T - . • 
• was going, you know, if 
there was no traffic down 
one side of the road, I'd just 
cross over and hitch a ride 
going the other way." 
His f i rst  hike across 
.Canada lasted for the better 
part of seven years. During 
this time, Tom saw a little 
bit of everywhere and a lot 
of someplaces. He grew to 
love Canada more and more 
and delighted people by 
• making up little songs about 
the places he would visit. He 
soon found out that these 
songs were popular with the 
people he would meet on the 
road. This was all very well 
and gooct when he had his 
• guitar, but "Well, there 
were times when I had to 
pawn it for a meal. The 
• trouble was that I found that 
I missed the damn thing so 
much and I. soon forgot 
about the meal that I'd 
eaten." And as Connors kept 
working at his guitar 
pla~ng, he found 'it was 
becoming easier to think up 
songs -- a talent he soon 
_ discovered could be turned 
into a handful of quarters, 
or, at best a good meal. 
• "Now I'm no guitarist", 
he tells you quite firmly. "I 
can play the hell out of the 
thing but I can get enough 
out of a guitar to accompany 
myself, and that's all I need. 
But I started into writing 
about he people I knew, the 
stories I heard on the road. 
They seemed to make good 
songs, and when I'd sing 
them, people could un- 
derstand what they were  
about . "  
Wherever he went, people 
listened to the latest 
Stompin' Tom songs along 
with a growing repertoire of 
country and western 
classics by people like Hank 
Snow and Will Carter. 
Then, in 1964, he found 
himself in Timmins, On- 
tario, and figuring on one 
beer. for. the road, he 
dropped into the Maple Leaf 
- Hotel, found that he had 35 
cents in his pocket and that 
beer was 40 cents. 
"I asked the waiter.if he'd 
make up the nickel for me, 
and he asked whether I 
could play the guitar I had 
with me. I said I could, and 
he said, "Look, you sing us 
all a couple of songs, and I'll 
nay for the beer." So I sang, 
he went to,fetch the 
boss, and he came in and 
listened and asked me how 
I'd like to sing at the hotel 
for a week for money. 
"So I started that night. 
No microphone, no stage; 
they just cleared away one 
of the tables in a corner and 
stood me there to sing. They 
gave me a bed,.one meal a 
day and $35 a week. I stayed 
for i4 months - -and by the 
time I left, the place had 
been packed every night for 
well over a year. They had a 
stage for me, and a sound 
system and they were 
paying me ~ $105 a week." 
Thinking backon the days 
in Timmins, Connors 
evidences no surprise about 
his success. "You see," he 
explains carefully, " I  
believe that country music 
is enormously popular in 
Canada, but not among the 
~ oplewhodictate what you ar on records and radio 
. . . . . . .  , ° . . . .  
Stompin' Tom Connors and his wife sporting a chip off 
the old stompin' board,-Tom Charles Connors, Jr. The 
baby was born on June.14 at the General Hospital in 
Guelph, Ontario and weighed in at 7 lb. 2 oz. Poppa 
Tom will  be stompin' up a storm in the R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre tonight, August 18 at 8:~30 p.m. 
and televisior~. The people 
.who run the music business 
just d0n't like it, so it doesn't 
.get the exposure that it 
deserves. But I know one 
thing :. The people like 
country music --  certainly 
they love it outside the big 
cities, and there's people in 
big cities who.like it too." 
"When I started to play at 
the Maple Leaf in Timmins, 
none of the other bars had 
country music. They had go- 
go girls and rock and roll 
and God knows what else. 
Nobody was playing country 
up there until I started and. 
began to write songs about 
the area, and that's why 
people came to hear me, not 
because I was so all-fired 
good." 
In 1965, Connors was on 
the road again, but this time 
he had his own tran-. 
sportation, a car, a station 
wagon, and then a truck 
with a camper on the back 
where he could sleep in 
between jobs. In Northern 
Ontario, he packed them in 
everywhere he went.  
Business was good, but his 
stomping feet:didn't keep 
the club floors in good repair 
-- and one club owner threw 
him out and other owners 
insisted that he stand on a 
sheet of plywood as a carpet 
saver. This simple device, 
which also makes for an 
adequate rhythmic ac- 
companiment, later became 
known as a "stompin'  
board". He now visits the 
lumber yard once a week to 
get a new one to replace the 
beaten sheet of plywood his 
stomping foot has 
destroyed. 
Connor's nickname Came 
in Peterborough, Ontario. 
One night the waiter where 
Tom was playing on the 
microphone, and as a joke 
he shouted "Well ladies and 
gentlemen, here he is, 
Stompin' Tom"! "And I 
thought right there, whether 
I like it or not, I'm going to 
be stuck with that handle 
because of the way it struck 
the people, and I .have •
been." 
Although he has 
threatened yearly to "take it 
easier next year", the pace 
has not slackened for Tom 
Connors. He has continued 
to make records, films, 
concert ours and television 
shows at a frightening pace. 
He has won more awards 
than his lovely/wife Lena 
knows what to do with. He 
has been honored by his 
beloved Prince Edward 
Island, which named him 
"Ambassador of Goodwill" 
in their Centennial year o f  
1973. In that same year, he 
was presented to their 
majesties the Queen and 
Prince Philip in Chariot ~ 
tetown. Every year since 
1970, he has been named top 
male country vocalist m 
Canada by. RPM Magazine. 
In 1974, CBC signed him to' 
his first television series 
called "Stompin' Tom's 
Canada", and the offers are 
still pouring in for personal 
appeai'ances and com- 
mercial work,while record 
sales seem never to stop., 
Tom has in all recorded 28 
albums, including two five 
album sets of traditional 
country-music. Most of the 
other albums contain only 
his own work. In addition to 
his many tours across 
Canada, he has done con- 
certs in a number of other 
countries as well, and has 
been received with great 
enthusiasm everywhere. 
Tom now invests much ot 
his earnings helping other 
performers through his 
recording company "Boot 
Records". The company 
will record young per- 
formers who show promise, 
even if they are not ex- 
rienced professionals. In 
s way, Tom is able to 
stimulate the Canadian 
.Music industry, and help 
youngsters and oldsters 
alike avoid the problems he 
faced when trying to start 
his career. As Tom puts it, 
"Now that I have a little 
success, I want to share it 
with my fellow Canadians. 
It took me a devil of a long 
time to become an overnight- 
success in this business, and 
maybe I can shorten the 
lime for some of the other 
performers who are 
struggling along out there". 
Tom still insists that he's 
going to take some time off 
next year. But, if he holds 
true to form over the last 
few years, he and Lena will 
be lucky to get away at all, 
unless it's for another tour! 
Johnny Cash, Carter family at PNE 
The man who, has 
dominated the country 
music scene for nearly 20 
~ ears will be a source of  ouble delight for visitors to 
this year's Pacific National 
Exhibition. 
Johnny Cash, the dynamic 
eagle, will be  playing two 
shows at the Pacific 
Coliseum on Saturday, 
August 28th. 
The appearances of Cash 
and the Cash-Carter Family 
in the best-ever "Star 
Spectacular" will be one of 
the highlights of the '76 Fair 
August 21st through Sep- 
tember 6th. 
Another highlight will be 
the PNE's Salute to Hawaii 
in which the public is being 
asked to join in the fun by 
wearing Hawaiian dress. 
No matter how gaily 
colored the audience, there 
is little doubt that Johnny 
Cash will be dressed in his 
t rademark -  black. 
The .son of an Arkansas 
cotton farmer, Cash first 
soared to stardom with his 
"Folsom Prison Blues", a 
song that has served as his 
vocal signature. 
"Cry, Cry, Cry", "Hey, 
Porter", "Ring of Fire" ... a 
trio of a chain of hits for the 
superstar of country music. 
Appearing with Johnny at 
the Coliseum will be his 
wife, June Carter, a star in 
her own right. Their duets of 
• "Jackson" and "If I Were a 
Carpenter"• are highlights of 
every show. 
And, with them on stage 
will be the highly talented 
Cash-Carter Family. 
The first Cash-Carter 
show is at 2 p.m. when 
tickets are priced at $6, $5 
and $4. The evening per-  
formance starts at 8 p.m. 
with tickets at $7, -6 and -5. 
All tickets may be pur- 
chased at Vancouver Ticket 
Centre and all its outlets. If 
purchased in advance ,  
tickets include PNE 
grounds admission of $1.75. 
I • 
Want a summer project? work 
for your heart. Free literature ~~ 
at B.C. Heart, 1881 West 
Broadway, Vancouver, 
° , • 
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A TRAVEL, BRITISH COLUMBIA FEATI 
• ~ -:~ 
A TOUCH ~j ~i! 
OF i lOLLAND 
• By  Jean  MacKenz ie  ..... ,:,~., 
Windmills and Holland go Once Bonnie had adjusted ~i ....... 
together. Everyone knows to the idea, five years of .~:~: .... 
that --  and most of us stop planning began• • ,~i::::i~>~:: :~:i!~i:i 
right there. The Kuy.tens obtained the ::::~!~::!.. 
But come! Venture inside blueprints for a style of :Z"  
a windmill, windmill used in North : :  ...... , . . .  .... ~_: 
Clump up the steep Holl/md and dating from . . :~ 
wooden stairs, up into the 1816. They acquired two- 
grinding room i t se l f -  the thirds of an acre (one- _ i 
heart of the mill. Slide your quarter of a hectare) on the 
feet across the flour-dusty north side of the highway 
boards of the floor. Smell and engaged a local builder. 
the hard Prairie wheat that Soon the red brick and olive- 
shakes from the hopper into green siding of the mill 
the great granite grind- began to take shape. 
stones. Peep through a Now that it is all but  
spec ia l l y 'made plast ic completed and lands.caped 
window and watch the flour with 2000 tulip bulbs, Bob 
sift out, from between the and Bonnie call their home- 
grey stones and down the "A Touch of Holland" and 
funnel into the open maw of have opened it to the public 
the waiting flour sack. Feel all year round. During the~ 
the whole building, sturdy summer months, their 
as it is,j'umble and quiver to personally conducted tours. 
the sound o f  thegrinding are available from 9 a.m. to 
stones. 9 p.m. A visit to the mill has 
Never again will you see a been an eye-opener for. - i .~ 
windmill as just ~[ pretty hundreds of North ~ ~  
picture:on a postcard.You American tourists and ' ~:~: 
will know something of.the schoolchildren as well as a ~.~ :~::L, 
power that once set i0,000 • breath of home foi" many ii!iiii | .Dutch windmills tu rn ing ,  'new Canadians from 
mills that • pumped water Holland. [] '. 
from the flatlands into the Bob had feared that his gay colours depict fruit and vantage of cl~anging wind the success of the popular 
• sea ,  mills that set factory fellow-countrymen-, might flowers and showtheday-to- direction, school tours, while letters 
wheels spinning, mills that find fault with the building day activities in the land of At present, the mill is and cards from individual 
ground the grain and Spices but says with relief: "There dykes and tulips• The fresh powered by an electric youngsters from across 
[hat made HoUand richand has not: been one critical blue and white of heirloom motor and Bob reckons it Canada testify to the 
her. burghers plump and word." Delft plates brightens the takes about an hour to grind Warmth, interest and 
merry• This is nodoulSt due to the great .dark beams. In the 100pounds (45 kilograms)~,)f hospitality of , the  :Kuytens 
And you can gain this fact that Bob and Bonnie Dutch fashion, the dinin~ flour.Bonnie haslearned to themselves. 
.insight, not by a trip to worked hard to achier6 .table is topped with a sma,. bake with their home- (This Roam • at Home 
Holland but by a visit to the maximum authenticity. The Persian rug, while the ground product and has article is oneof a-series 
-Okanagan-town of Osoyoos, MilFs heavy-.timbers are .floors, of 40-year-old maple recipes she will share with provided by the Department 
on British Columbia High- planted w ideat  the base, hardwood, are : clean and fellow cooks. The stone- of Recreation and Travel 
way 3. ground flour, in 10" to 100 Industry.) 
The Osoyoos windmill ifts like a man with his legs bare: braced apart, for strength. On the second floor are pound (five.to 45 kilogranL} |01L0W SM0|[Y'$ |U l |$  
its white vanes -- 68 feet (20 Like those in Holland, it is .two. bedrooms and (an sacks, is sold in tlie al. 
situated on a slight r ise  of metres) from tip to tip -- high above the lakesh0re land, .and like its Dutch understandable concession joining gift shoP,Delftpotery, utchal°ngwithsterling 
• • to  modern  custom) a sil.ver jewellery -and just .half a mile (one counterparts -- it is a bathroom. 
kilometre) east of the town working mill. : ' But it is the third floor that colourful "Klompen"-- .the 
bridge. The mill is the home, A tour of the Windmill is the highlight of the tour. traditional wooden shoes of 
and the business, of Dutch- begins in the spacious first This is the grinding floor, a Holland. "-i~ " - -^  mill 
born Bob Kuyten and his floorl-- 32 feet (10 metres) tapering • roomL capped by a Children who w~,....~ 
wife Bonnie. " across;-- which is the family , rounded roof that revolves a come aw~y delighted 
The. unusual enterprise living:d!nirig-kitchen area. full 360 degrees. Turning on.. impressed and. educated ill 
began when Bob, inspired Bonnie s ..kitchen gleams a "curb" on .track on top of spite of themselves. 
by a teasing remark from a.  :with .lO0-year-old copper, the tower, the roof is Carefully. pencilled letters 
fellow-worker, came home brass-and pewter. Makkum moveable so that..the vanes and crayon drawings of the 
• ' .  ' t t  ' with the question: •~ How d . tiles from-. Friesland trim . that .power thegrindstones mill decorate one wall of the 
you like to live in .a :wind- the.., kitchen counter.- Their. can be turned to take ad- grinding floor. They ref lect 
mi l l ? "  .... - " * '  " : : : :  i . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
I " i Ip jnh  , , . . g ,  . - • MaA  the fresh f - -  . .  rmt season last allyear.: " . . .  • . ". 
!" PreSe e' " B.C.. Apricots.: xtow. I 
' Now's the time to preserve luscious B.C. Apricots...the 
~ ~  exotic fruit from the Okanagan. B.C. Apricots are one of the 
i~ :::i easiest fruiLs to preserve...there's no fuzz, no •peeling-just • 
them in half and the stone drops out freely. cut 
Your familywill enjoy golden good B.C. Apricot jam and 
preserves all year through...on breakfast toast, in delicious .... 
• salads arid desserts. And you'll like the economy & con- 
venience of having your own preserves. 
Remember .... your own preserves are always best, / 
because you just can't beat home imade good. : 
For complete instructions onhome canning, 
preserving and freezing B.C. tree.fi'uits, 
including Horne Canning Without 
Sugar" write for our  booklet 
~ Sunshine Meals. Send 25¢ to: 
I ~'~ "Sunshine Meals", B.C. Tree 
Fruits Ltd., Dept. KKelowna, 
• B.C. V1Y 7N6. 
I 
•"'L 
4 ~t  
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David Clayton-Thomas rejoins 
Blood Sweat & Tears 
It's the rock-jazz reunion Vancouver will be able to from the one which made man, Maynard Ferguson, the annual Pacific National 
of the year -- David hear the sounds that thrilled three gold albums full of the Pointer Sisters and Exhibition parade through 
Clayton-Thomas is back 1 the world when BS&T ap- songs lik~ "Spinning Gladys Knight. downtown Vancouver on 
with Blood, Sweat & Tears[ pear at the Pacific Coliseum Wheel", "And When I Die" David Clayton-Thomas Saturday, August 21. 
And the return of lead on September 2. This ap- and"You Made Me So Very and the talented eight start The presence of the 
singer Clayton-Thomas to pearance is part of the "Star Happy". the concert at 8 p.m. Tickets Governor and his family 
the group he left in 1971 has Spectacular!'.concert series . Clayton-Thomas says: priced at $5 (festival recognizes the "Salute to 
catapulted Blood, Sweat & at the Pacific National "It's a musical band that's seating) are available atthe Hawaii" theme of this 
• Tears back to the top. Exhibition August 21st headand shoulders above Col iseum box-o f f i ce ,  year's Pacific National 
The group was selected to through September 6th. the old band as far as pure Vancouver Ticket Centre Exhibition. The parade 
appear at the Olympic BS&T is using Vancouver musical talent is con- outlets (including all traditionally, opens the 17- 
Village on July 22 before as the first date on a tour of cerned." Eaton's Stores), Wood- day Fair which runs until 
5,000 athletes and an western Canada. This tour That's not an overblown ward's Stores. and Gren- September 6th. 
. estimated ABC-TV world- coincides with the release of statement when it's realized nan's Record Store in Rich- Also riding in the VIP 
wide audienceofonebillion, a new Columbia album, that the eight members of mond. Tickets purchased in cavalcade will be lovely 
. This coverage is likely one "More Tha~ Ever" and a the band have variously advance include grounds Haunani Asing, the current 
of the widest any single rock new sing~le, "You're The included stints with Miles admission. "Miss Hawaii", U.S. Consul 
band has received at a One", Davis, Duke Ellington, ~ L~IP~I 
single viewing. Itis a much-changed band Count Basie, Woody Her- Governor George H. General,PNE residentH°bard andEd 
Ariyoshi of Hawaii will head Sweeney. 
Norco Tricycles 
H~,ROWARE STORES 
5 oz. Tumblers 
48 Glasses per case 
at s15o per case 
3 oz. Wine Glasses (stem) 
48 Glasses per case 
at Sl 5° per case 
. . ,  
. - • . 
* 4606 LaZelle AVe. :  ~~* 635 '6576 
Gordon & Anderson 
Ltd. 
! 
ClosedMonday s.. 
L 
0 . . . .  
D r ,  C O l  ~ Q ~  
By Victor Hayes 
In 1949, Canada added the 
tenth province to the 
Dominioti and became the 
• nation it is today. The last 
province was Newfoundland 
which had been a British 
colony on the eastern 
seaboard of Canada. 
As a Br it ish colony, 
Newfoundland had its own 
coinage separate from 
Canadian coinage with the 
legend "Newfoundland" on 
the pieces. When it became 
part o f  Canada,  the 
Newfoundland coins were 
phased out in favour  of 
Canadian coins. 
This column will take a 
look at the coinage in 
~ opular use in Newfoun- land before i t s -  Con- 
federation date. 
In 1865 a large cent was 
minted for use in 
Newfoundland. The pennies 
were slightly larger than the 
Canadian version of the 
-- large penny (.13 mm to be 
precise) and were strtick 
with a profile portrait of 
Queen Victoria surrounded 
by the legend 'Victoria D :G: 
Reg :' on the Obverse. On the 
reverse was struck the date, 
the denomination expressed 
as ONE CENT, a crown and 
the word 'Newfoundland'. 
These. large cents were 
not minted annually as 
elsewhere. After 1865 the 
next mintage was in 1872, 
then 1873, 1876~ 1880, 1885, 
1888, 1890, 1894 and then 
1896. 
The next mintage of cents 
was in 1904 a f te r  the 
_ascension of Edward  t_h_e 
) 
) 
) "  
Seventh. During his reign, 
the cents were basically 
unchanged (except the 
portrait which was his) and 
they were .only struck three 
times, in.1904, 1907 and 1909. 
In 1910, George the Fifth 
came to the throne and the 
one cent coins were minted 
in 1913, 1917, 1919, •1920, 1929, 
and 1936. The only change in 
their appearance was the 
changed portrait. 
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mintage in the King Edward 
the Seventh series. The 
coins.  during his reign 
carried his portrait and 
inscription on the obverse 
(minus the 'Newfoundland') 
and the reverses carried the 
-date ,  value and the in- 
scribed word 'Newfoun- 
dland'.in an arc  on the top 
inner circumference. 
During Edward's reign, 
the five cent pieces were 
minted in three different, 
years -- in 1903, 1904 and' 
1908. 
In 1910 George the F i f th  
ascended the throne and 
during his reign, the five 
cent pieces were not 
changed except for the royal 
portrait. They were minted 
in 1912, 1917, 1919 and 1926. 
- .  f 
CONTINUED ON PAGE 10 
The Newfoundland twe  DEEP WATERS QUEEN BEE ' 
In 1938, in the first min- cent pieces during Queen ]9,ts Dana Afldrews, Jean 1955 Stars Joan crawford, ! 
tage after the coronation of Victoria's reign carried the Peters, Cesar Romero, Dean Barry Sullivan, Betsy Palmer. 
King George the Sixth, the word 'Newfoundland' and Stockwell. An orphan boy's love !nn0cent schoolgirl goes to live: 
cents were changed corn- were quite distinctive from fo r  the  sea and  h is  devot ion  to  in  southern  mans ion  w i th  
p le te ly  in appearance .  They  the Canad ian f ivecentco ins  the  man who adopts  h im.  re la t ives  and  is  w i tness  to  
were  minted  w i th  the in use at the same time. , " •Rugged Maine coast  disaster.hUma~n tria gle that results in 
crowned eff igy of the King They were the same size background.  ~ BEAT THE DEVIL ' 
surrounded by the legend as the •Province of Canada " " " r " " - -  " 
Georgius VI Dei Gra: Rex pieces and had the same THE 'VINTAGE : ~e~nnStars ,UjmnPnr,ey uo~g 
EtInd: Imp:' on the obverse silver content, 925 fine The ---19s7 Stars Mel Ferrer, Pier . . _ . . 
andon the reverse, the word Q~erns'eS Psr:/rdoeun~:~ gy ~hh: e~xp~el~ti~.hK~.rhungS°msbeo~ !!~/!~eii:a:!~ntwU~i~iime~i~s' 
"Newfoundland' was struck end :V]ct0rla D-G~Re~" two Italian brothers, fugitives P " 
at the top and 'One cent '  at ~g~ ~.., .a , . ,a ,  ~'~'iS is ~e  from a murder case, who fleeto I~und tramp ..st.ea.mer,..with 
~=w,uu, ,u - ,~- - .  - , ,  o .~_ ,-=__'_L ...,__ . - . . . ,  . . . . .  .~ passengers all inTernaTional the bottom. Between the two • • have lne rrengn w,,= ~.uuu,,y a .u  f i rst  corn that we  . . . . . . .  ,~- -,,-,~ "-' , .  "-" rea" swindlers ,planning to double- 
inscr ip t ions  was  the lnnk~ nt in al l  of C~nada me .uvu ..,=r . . . ,~-- ,,-.. -,, x . • 
Newfoundlandfloral symbol " - " : '~ ' : . - "  o__ _~,__~, __ :__  • a harvest of despair, cross each Diner. -.~._. • 
with the date struck, :two. and ~,~ewmunumnu ~e[~t:~ . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . .  : :  .::-=-..---:--7~-, . . . .  .. -.,. 
numbers on, either side of that  had the  geographil . . . . . . . . . . .  : .  " ,FV, r ' -~R, , '  
area inquestion printed oi ~ " 2  i r l rA /Kr .  
1the  flower, 19 - 41. the obverse of the coin alon~ n a~r~-  
The most obvious change with the royal portrait. ~r, ,~ 
was in the size reduction. The reverse of the piece: 
The cents ~ had previously carried the •date below thl . 
been 25 mm plus, the new value of the coin expresseu 
coins were just over 19 mm 
in diameter, as '5 Cents'. 
• During • Victoria's re ign ,~ : 
The George Sixth cents the five cent pieces were 
were minted in 1938, 1940, minted :in staggered years 
1941, 1942, 1943, 1944 and as'.the cents had been. They 
w v 
Tiilieum Twin Theatres' 
1947. The mostvaluable of the were minted in 1865, 1870, 
Newfoundland one cent 1872, 1873, 1876, 1880, 1881, 
pi'eces is the 1880 Oval O. It 1882, 1885; 1888, 1890, 1894 
l ists at about two hundred and 1896. . 
dol lars in excellent con-  The next mintage of five • 
cent pieces was the 1903 
dition, 
. .  • ~o  
. l 
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AUGUST 15 - 21  "-" 
Ode to Billy Joe 
AUGUST 21  MATINEE 
Peter Pan. 
MR. PIPER 
~RIENDLY GIANT 
DRI=$$UP . 
SE$. _AJ~E STREET 
9:00  
.9 :30  
10:00  
10:30 
11 :00  
11:30 : 
12 :00  
12 :30  
1 :00  
1 :30  
2 :00  
2 :30  
• 3 :00  
3 :30  
4 :00  
4:30 ~ 
:5 :00  
5:30  
6;00 
"6 i30  
::7:00 
:7 :30  
8~00 
! . .0 :30:  
9 :00  
~. 9 :30  ' 
BOB SWlTZER 
~_¢ue~ NE~ 
BRITAII~ SPEAKS. 
WILD KINGDOM, "- " 
DEATH VALLEY DAYS 
E_nGE OF NIGHT , 
TAKE 30 
rl=l ~n~l ' rY  ( :0~$ 
FOREST RANGERS 
MR. DRE_¢_~UP 
IT*$ YOUR CHOICE 
LOVE AMER. STYLE 
' HOURGL~;S 
Sppr_= 19ff 
i : " " 
CFL FOOTP ss ~ 
Robby Benson .'Glennis O'Connor 
Tender Love Story Mature  with a warning 
• - :~  
Hidden somewhere in.the ads 
in lthe entertainment section 
are two Terrace phone numbers. 
Findthem, and if one isyours you:ve.won. 
" 4 i •9 • 
:2 
KAREEN'S YOGA . "" " 
TEN A J~ 
I 
~s YOUR Movs  ' 
JEAN CANNEM SHO~ 
, . , "  . 
• .Bo. eros . . . . .  
MOVIE.'-MATINEE "The 
d l ;  p 
c~'U=DRITY DOMINOF.S 
WHAT'S THEGOOD WORD?~ 
~mHERWO~LD " :  
THE BRADY-BUNCH " 
THE FBI . . . .  ~-,, 
NEWS HOUR" " " ' - '  
BOBBY VINTON SHOW 
HAWAII FIVE O 
• JOHN ALLEN .CAMERON 
HANGEDMAN " : 
AUGUST 22 - 24  
The Peeper 
'Michael caine and Natal ie Wood 
and 
- '  " "/A 
The Last American Iter0,:: :: i ' 
. . . . .  '-Showtlme ZOO 8 9:00 P.'~: .,~ 
I I  
i 
Wait Disney's • ~ ' :  
" Peter Pan " ' 
I 
AUGUST 18 - 21 
• • , • • 
I . . :10:00 SWITCH 
General :; ' ,: i ' ,10:30 • ~ viCrORBORGE " - 
AUGUST 22 - 20 ' '~ 
_) Daa l' ews ar  " ' 1-  30 NIGHTFINAL " " :  
' '  ' " a l  '" , : " "  " ' - -~  ,00  FOTOPLAY . "Deep,  _ .  .LATE SHOW "Queen Bee;' 
- Walter Ma.thau, an d Ta!umO'Ne * : "  ,~ :,~ c . - . , . - '~  ~rs"  ,.~, , '  RJtTE, LATE SHOW "Beat 
~1 " " :i] ,..~:.~/T'.-:: _' ~.:, " _.'_ :,,, .. '.' * , - ,~_  .. " " ",'~L:30 . . . .  • 111e 'DeV i l "  ' 
. , . "~ ~ . '  * oeneral  wl ln  warn ing  • . ' - - ' • ' 
. . , '  " 
, 
ELE~uKIC " COMPANY~ : 
EmeLUE ~m, 0US ' ' 
C0$NK)LOOY- ' ' , '  
LILIAS, ~r-¢A?#, & YOU' i 
UNIVER.~iTf POUt E] 
OUR STORY .. " • 
"RIVALS OF SHERI .~ I  
HOLMES 
MONTY PYTHON 
'SOUNDS'rAGE . 
i 
. . . .  , L ,  , ' • .  , ' :~ . ,  -~  3 :  ~" ,  ;• -" " 
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Group of Seven paintings exhibit 
in U.K. & U.S.S.R. 
The Secretary of State for 
external Affairs, the 
Honourable Allan J. 
• MacEachen, announced 
recent ly an international 
tour of a major collection of 
paintings by The Group of 
Seven - -  Canadian Land- 
scape Painters, from the 
• Mcmichael  Canadian 
Col lection, Kleinburg, 
Ontario. Mr. Robert Mc- 
Michael, C.M., founder and 
curator of the gallery in 
Kleinburg, will travel with 
the exhibition to Scotland, 
England and the U.S.S.R. 
The t¢,ur is under the joint 
auspices of the Department 
of External Affairs and the 
Government ofthe Province 
of Ontario, with the 
assistance of Air Canada. 
In cooperation with the 
Scottish Arts Council., the 
Canadian paintings will be 
Shown at the Kelvin Grove 
Art Gallery and Museum in 
Glasgow from August 24 to 
September 19, the Talbot 
Rice Centre at Edinburgh 
University from September 
29 to October 29 and at the 
Aberdeen Art Gallery from 
November 24 to December 
18. The Group of Seven 
collection .will then go to 
London for display at the 
Canada House Art Gallery, 
Trafalgar Square, from 
January 11 to February 24. 
The it inerary for the 
U.S.S.R., to begin in March 
and include two or three 
major centres, will be an- 
nounced at a la{er date. 
The collection isa study of 
an art movement which had 
its official beginnings nearly 
sixty years ago when seven 
artists exhibited together at 
the Art Gallery of Toronto. 
The original "Group of 
Seven" eventually included 
10 lar~dscape painters, and 
tile touring collection of 
forty-four works includes 
paintings by eight of them: 
Tom Thomson, a catalyst 
for the movement who 
drowned before the Group 
was actually formed; Frank 
Carmichael; A.J. Casson; 
Lawren Harris ; A.Y. 
Jackson; Frank Johnson; 
Arthur Lismer; J.E.H. 
MacDonald and F.I-I.. 
Varley. Only A.J. Casson is 
alive today and maintaining 
an activecareer asa painter 
of 78 years of age. Although 
they last exhibited together 
in 1931, the painters of the 
Group remain the best 
known exponents of a 
dist inctively nationalist 
movement in the history of. 
Canadian art. 
The McMichael Canadian 
Collection began as the very 
private country home of 
Robert and Signe Mc- 
Michael. They named their 
retreat Tapawingo, an 
Indian word for Place of 
.Joy, and it was destined to 
become a place of joy for 
hundreds of thousands of 
visitors from throughout the 
world. _ 
The ~,oung couple built 
their home in 1954 on ten 
acres of land-on the out- 
skirts of Kleinburg, a small 
village in southern Ontario. 
Signe and Robert Mc- 
Michael designed their 
home with the display of 
Canadian paintings and • 
artifacts firmly in mind. 
J IM'S TACKLE SHOP 
Rod & Reel Repa i rs -  Custom Rods-  Fresh 
and Salt Water Fishing Tack le -  Fishing 
Licences. 
165 HWy. 16 East Terrace, B.g  
635-9471 
AiSO now selling Local Handicrafts-  
Inquiries Welcome. 
All 
Expert local craftsmen 
constructed Tapawingo of 
ancient hand-hewn logsand 
handsome native field- 
stone. The natural 
materials, the Canadiana 
furnishings, the enormous 
stone fireplaces together 
with the vistas from .the 
numerous windows combine 
to present an encompassing 
atmosphere of rare beauty 
and serenity. 
As "the interior of the, 
McMichaels ~.original home 
was finished to display 
Canadian art in an 
imaginative manner, so the 
exterior location and 
structure were planned tofit 
harmoniously into the  
landscape. The, McMichael 
Gallery home stands in the 
midst of a largenature 
preserve frequented by 
many bird species together 
with deer, fox, lynx and 
wolves. A rare stand of 
virgin white pine flourishes 
surrounded by a wide 
-variety of native Ontario 
foliage. As the seasons 
change, so do the forms 
surrounding the gallery, 
.often echoing the shapes and 
colours of the landscape 
paintings hanging within. 
Shortly before the Mc- 
Michaels moved to 
Tapawingo, they purchased 
their first painting, the 
Lawren Harris oil panel, 
Montreal River, which is in 
this exhibition. With their 
next acquisition, Tom 
Thomson's Pine Island; they 
. seriously began their 
collection of •Canadian 
paintings by the Group of 
Seven,, Thomson and their 
contemporaries. 
As ear ly  as 1962, 
Tapawingo  rece ived  
thousands of visitors who 
h'ad heard of this 
remarkable home and 
collection and the Mc- 
Michaels' cherished private 
country home rapidly 
• became a center for lovers 
of Canadian art. In 1965, 
Robert and Signe Mc- 
Michael gave Tapawingo to 
the people of the Province of 
Ontario and preservation of 
the Collection, the buildings 
and unspoiled lands was 
assured for present and 
futiJre generations. 
- Over the years, splendid 
additions have been made to 
the building to ac- 
commodate the growing 
collection andnow there are 
thirty galleries with floor to 
ceiling windows capturing 
the panoramic view of the 
countryside. A dramatic 
indoor waterfall enhances 
the remarkable setting of 
this unique gallery. 
The 'Collection has 
enlarged over the years 
from the McMichaels' 
original interest in the work 
of Tom Thomson and the 
Group o.f Seven into the art 
of Emily Carr, David Milne, 
.J.W. Morrice, Clarence 
• ;Gagnon and -other 
s ign i f i cant  Canad ian  
painters. The early years 
saw the beginning of a 
modest collection of native 
Indian and Eskimo carvings 
and now the Collection 
embraces major displays of 
their art and artifacts. 
The McMichael Canadian 
Collection has retaine•d the 
stamp and values of its 
creators, Robert and Signe.. 
McMichael, from the in- 
ception as a small personal 
collection to the eventual 
growth to a major Canadian 
museum. The Gallery 
follows the concept that the 
majority of the works of art 
in its possession be on view 
at all times; it is a per- 
manent Canadian collec- 
tion. To make the Collection 
available to as many people 
as possible, there has never 
been an admission fee. The 
Gallery guides assist 
visitors and provide in- 
formation about the 
Collection and in addition, 
'the education staff conducts 
sessions for elementary 
students through university 
in subject areas relating to 
the paintings, culpture and 
artifacts. The students 
return with their families 
and friends introducing 
them to an experience they 
obviously enjoyed. 
Other Canadians have 
joined the founders in 
generously donating their 
treasured works of art to the 
McMichael Canadian 
Collection and they have 
assisted in making the 
Collection the symbol of 
national art it has become 
over, the years. 
The McMichaels stress 
that art is life, not a luxury 
or esoteric frill and this 
basic philosophy is reflected 
in the enjoyment of hun- 
dreds of thousands who visit 
the McMichael Canadian 
Collection. 
Coin world 
CONTINUED FROM 
PAGE 9 
In 1936, King George the 
Sixth replaced George the 
Fifth on the British throne. 
He was the last monarch to 
be "portrayed on 
Newfoundland coins. By the 
time Queen Elizabeth the 
Second was crowned, 
Newfoundlandhad become 
part of Canada. 
During George VI's reign, 
the five cent pieces were 
minted almost every year. 
From 1938 until 1944 the 
fives were .925 fine silver; 
between 1944 and 1947, the 
silver content was reduced 
to .800. 
Except for the portrait, 
there was no significant 
alteration in the coin's 
appearance• 
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Halfa century ago in .I.924, 
Group of Seven painbngs 
wer, e acc lmmed in  the 
British press following their 
exhibition at Wembley. Now 
Canada proudly presents 
the first major exhibition •of 
the Group of Seven work 
touring. GreatBritain and 
the U.S.S.R. 
The Group of. Seven, 
Canad ian  Landscape  
Painters Exhibition is from 
The McMichael Canadian 
Collection, Kleinburg, 
"Ontario. A thirty-two 
gallery complex, The 
Collection began as the 
country home of Robert and 
Signe McMichael and 
continues to flourish under 
• their person'al direction. 
Their cherished works of 
art, the surrounding land 
and. the building itself were 
given to the people of the 
province of Ontario in 1965. 
Regarded as art radicals 
in Canada t the time of the 
1924 British Empire 
Exhibition, the Group of 
Seven forged a substantial 
base for a distinctive 
Canadian style of landscape 
Painting. The dramatic 
changing Seasons of the vast 
country presented a 
challenge too strong to be 
denied by these creative 
individuals., . 
Adventurers, they crossed 
the exhilarating land from 
ocean to ocean and from the 
• southern border penetrating 
deep into the Arctic Circle. 
Their brushes spon- 
taneously interpreted the 
Canadian Shield, the 
towering mountains, the 
solitude of the magnificent 
lakes and forests, and the 
simplicity of the village 
homesteads. Their palettes 
vibrant With the pure colors 
of the north inspit~ed panels 
of  dramatic impact and 
freshness. 
Prior to their first 
exhibition, the original 
group memberswith the 
exceptiob of Frank Johnston 
~. and J.E.H. MacDonald 
studied ar t - in  respected 
academies of Europe. Tom 
Thomson's latent genius 
was to mature under the 
tutoring of his seasoned 
f r iendsrevea l ing  his 
.brilliant capabilities. 
As early as 1911, Mac- 
Donald and Lawren, Harris 
plalnted the roots of their 
-concepts of paintin.g. 
Thomson,  working m 
commercial rt with Frank 
Carnfichael and MacDonald 
was,joined by Fred Varley 
~nd Arthur .Lismer from 
England. A.Y. Jackson, 
involved with his painting 
and travel, came to their 
attention through the 
exhibition of a distinctive 
canvas. 
• •The Group of Seven, with 
members  Carmichael ,  
Harris, Jackson, Johnston, L UUU~U_t 
Lismer, MacDonald, and 
, , var ley - formed in 1920 [ [  .YOUI 
without  const i tu t ion ,  
minutes . or ,  regular' 
meetings. In their' •first 
Catalogue, published• a t  
;iT~ronto in 1920; thearti~ts 
: Stated they " " i 
i :  .... have f0rseveralyears 
::held a:like vision concerning 
J . art in Canada.. 
: They adamantly held 
their Work tobe significant 
• ; .  ~ " . , , " 
to~:the country s develop- 
~ment as a strong entity, " 
ENTERTAINMENT, THE ,HERALD;  Wed. Aug.  18, 1976, I I  
Seven begin Canadi.an 
paintlng tradition 
although they did not regard 
themselves as the only 
artists doing meaningful 
Work. Drawing both praise- 
and stern criticism, the 
paintings established the 
Group of Seven as moder- 
nists in Canada,• 
Outspoken advocates of a 
new Canad ian  style of 
• painting, Jackson, Lismer, 
MacDonald and Harris had 
little hesitation in mounting 
platforms a.nd taking pens in 
hand to defend their views. 
Their vision and ability, 
though not recognized at the 
time was hailed much later 
by Canadians and their 
panels found their way into 
collections and galleries. 
Group of Seven works are 
monuments to  the vast 
solemn Canadian Wilder- 
ness and the tenacity of,the 
pioneers who settled her 
land. 
A.J. Casson,~ a young 
protege of Carmichael, 
joined the Group of Seven in 
1925 after Johnston with- 
drew. Casson remains an 
active painter at 78 years 
and an eloquent spokesman 
for the Group, their .aims 
and adventures. Edwin 
Holgate now living in 
• i - -  -1  
.. . 
Quebec and Lemoine'~i Fit- i 
zgerald of Manitoba, died in 
1956, were the last two ar- 
tists to join the seven. 
The artists expanded the 
Group in 1933 to become the 
larger more representative .
Canadian Group of Pain- -:- 
ters. 
Tom Thomson, a 
prodigious artist, perhaps 
nearest to nature, of a l l ,  - 
di'owned in the vast ~emote " 
expanse of AJgonquh3. Park  
in the northland he loved .  
Although he did not live to " 
hear the words, Group • of 
Seven, Thomson remains 
revered in Canadian . . . . .  
painting and lo re .  
Arthur Lismer spoke for ~ 
the Group ... 
Above everything else, we . . . . .  ' 
must  have life, 
vitality and vigor • in our 
art ... Art is the 
means by which we set the' 
seal of our national ity.  
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COSY L.OG 
Located in Copperside Estates this home 
features 3 bdrms., vinyl flooring, patio 
doors to rear of lot, Franklin fireplace, 
balconies off the bdrms., 1 full &one 1/~ 
bath, covered entrances, beautifully. 
landscaped lot with small greenhouse &' 
garage. A treat to view. 
IT'S IMMACULATE 
This cleanc~ home has 3 bdrm., ensuite, 
2 fireplaces, dbl. carport & paved 
drive~y. Bsrnt. has lovely re<: rm. with 
professional wet bar plus games area, 
Indry,:& 1/i bath. Large 80x136 lot iS 
landscaped. Exterior is finished in white 
alum. siding. Located in good quiet area 
on Ioenoh. Dwaln McColl ~ould be 
)leased to show you this lovely home. 
t m 
EASY TO OWN .A  NEW HOME OF 
YOUR OWN 
Have a look at this brand new 3 bdrm., 
1246 sq. ft. home, built under CNg-IC & 
carries a 5 yr. warranty. It has an 
existing 95 percent CMHC/Vort. Home 
features w.w & vinyl throughout. The lot 
is landscaped, la~m is coming up & trees 
& shrubs are planted. Ask us to see. 4822 
Tuck Ave. Priced at $39,500. .. 
I 
OVERLOOKING TERRACE 
With this new 1300 sq. ft. 3 bdrm. view 
home. Features Include viewof Terrace 
&valley, 2 cuslom fireplaces, large D.R. 
with patio doorsto large sundec~ Home 
has2full baths on main floar plus rough. 
in in bsmt. Bsrnt. could be finished very 
easily as it is wired. We can show you 
this'q0ality home anytime• It's good 
value at $5"/,000. 
QUIET LOCATION - PRICE CUT TO 
SELL 
This 2 bdrm+ home is 1152 sq. ft. with full 
b6mt., carport, large L.R. & D.R. plus 
separate family rrn. off kitchen is 
located in quiet area near Golf Course. 
• Features unique fireplace, ensulte 
plumbing, 85x230" lot. Ask to view this 
attractive home. Reduced to $42,3(X). 
NI_S, 
310drm. 12'X~8' mobile home With lffXS0' , . ¢~ ~ ~#,~- -..~,;~ .~,~:~.: 
side bldg. containing 4th bdrm. & family. ~t~t~ i l ~  "~ ;~ , 
rm, Back entrance into utility. ~ ~I :Z '~"R~_~+- -~ 
n~room Asking price o~ S~2s0o.o0 ~ ~ G i , ~ |  
includes fumishlngs except personal IB~ ~ ~ ~  
effect. Call Dwaln McColl for more ~ ~ ~ ~  
details. , .. ~ ~ . . . . . . . . . .  
CAPTIVATING v iew OF T H E ~ ~ ~ ~ j ~  
SKEENA VALLEY AND TERRACE ~ ~ ~  
~rox.  l~  sq. ft. plus complet~y~~ l imb 
finished bsrnt., 5 bdrms., 750 sq. ft• L or ~ ~1, . ' j~ 
F.R. Roofed sundeck, rumpus rm., 2 full ~ ~ i ] ~  
bthrms., plus I/2 beth. Fireplace, double ~ ~ ~  
carport. Ntany ~tras & that u r l o b - ~ i l  
structed view. ~ ~ +  
VIEW HOME ~ * 
1232 sq. ft. full bsmt., 3 bdrms., plus 4th 
Iodrm. down. Modern bright kitchen, 
large rumpus rr~, exlra bthrm, down, 
sundeck over carport. Nicely land. 
scaped gardens &fruit trees. Well kept & 
cared for home./VLS. 
ONLY, =o  + 
~l~ ~ ~,~ home. , "  m. , . , ~  i ~ ~  
large LR. all nicely carpeted. VeryB J i J  ~i~_ ~ 
modern kiichen with built-in oount .e.rto..p B J i l l  ; i l i t i l , l l l l~ i~ 
range l t l loven.  Dbl.carpert, e lec t r i c / l  / ~  
heating, large family rm. in bsmt• Bsmt . l~  ~ ~} i  
~o.,  o~ve~ to ~ ~rn~ suite. W~l lmm i ~  ~ ~  
IN TO~ ON THE BENCH 
1030 sq. ft., 3 bdrms., non-bsmt., 1/2 aa'e 
of land, low taxes, quiet deedend street, 
alum." siding, separate garage, well 
!fenced yard. $28,500.. 
EXTRA REVENUE AND LARGE LOT 
This 2 storey home is neat &dean. t~aln 
floor has 2 Iodrms., large kitchen, D.R., 
LR.,study &bthrm. URGer tloor is 5rm. 
suite with porch & separate outside 
entrance, 3 bdrms., L.R., kitchen & 
+lothrm. All newly carpeted. Lot is 
presently mostly gardened. Grow all 
your yearly vegetables. " 
/ / 
I 
~ ~:1~ Ave. This 3 ~ 'm.  ~me 
features i1= acre ~f land with large 
garden, free'standing fireplace, bright 
chaery kitchen with lots of cabinets & 
dinette area. Attractive carpeting 
ma'~es this a very appeeling reasonably 
I~tced home. Call Bob Sheridan for all 
dstail~. 
older homes in,Terrace. This stot:ey-& ~ 
home features 510drrm., charming L.R. 
with brick fireplaces, oak hardwood 
floors & natural v.ood planked walls. 
Kitchen is large & homey with knotty 
cedar cabinets galore. Separate 
v, orkshop building & heated office at' 
rear of carport. 100' lot has Iovdy large 
maple & ornamental trees & fruit trees. 
Drive by 4740 Tuck .&call. Bob Sheridan 
to view this interestin~l home. 
m 
Feature  o f  the  Week  
27O7 HALL STREET 
Very attractive 3 bdrm. non. +10smt. 
home. Large kitchen with dineffe area, 
LR. nicely carpeted with shag. Large 
lot, garden area, lawns, trees, wood 
workshop bldg. & metal storage bldg. 
Asking Price $36,0~. 
. • ; . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . :.-: . ,+"  .+ ,~ i~+:! ' .%~.  
4628 Graham Ave. Attractive & neat 3 
IxIrrn. nm-10smt• home only $ yrs. old. 
Property is all fenced & concrete patio In 
yard. Home is economlcal 1o own. 
Heating, taxes, maintenance & 
payrnmls are reasonable. Qualifying for 
NHAhigh ratio rnert. &new B.C Govt. 
~d mtg. assistance. Call Bob Sheridan 
for all the d~Rils. 
+~7:<~ <.. " ~. : .: ,. 
F i rs t  t ime of fered on the market .  Love ly  execut ive  
type 3 bedroom home located ona  qu ie t  dead end street 
on the bench. Many ,  many ext ras  inc lud ing  good 
qua l i ty  f in i sh ing ,  double f i rep lace,  wa l l  to wa l l  car.  
peting, ensuite p lumbing  and pat io  doors  to rear  
sundeck. Ext ra  large d in ing  room. Pr iced in  the mid .  
sixties• For complete  deta i l s  and appo in tment  to v iew 
cal l  any  of our  sales staff .  
 inking off selling? 
A.O++ ot to  
rALOGUE OF.HOMES 
i IT woRKs  ; ] 
Yours should be 111 it 
II t 
Gold Med. home situated on over /2 ac. I 
of secluded treed property. 1240 sq. ft., 
full bsmt. LR. & D.R. comblne fer 40' of 
luxury, nat. rock fireplace, built.in china 
cab..& buffet, exc. v+ool.carpeting, every 
rm. has Indirect &close+ lighting, 10smt. 
has 16'30 Rumpus rm., fireplace, add.. 
bthrm., 10drm. & workslx~. Convenient 
1o town, taxes & utilities reasonable. 
4523 Scott Ave. Very reasonably priced, 
well located bi.level home; 1100 sq. ft., 3 
Iodrms. all carpeted. New flat. gas 
'heating system, utility rm. wi~ washer 
& dryer• Garage, house on coml~lete "
concrete foundation. $29,000. Call Bob 
Sheridan for all details. 
$G8,500. Give Bob 5herlden a call. 
EVENING " = PHONES• i 'e l l  
RUSTY LJUNGH 635.5754. JOHN CURRIE635-5865, 
; Dw INMcCOLL 635.2976 r , 
SO CUMFY - COZY 
This 2 bdrm. home Is located In exodlent 
• area close to schools & shepplng. Lot is 
v~=ll treed & has good garden area. 
Separate garage. House is on o0ncrete 
foundation & sllould qualify for CMHC 
financing which could make this an easy 
toown first home. Dwaln/V¢COll ',~uld 
be happy to tell you more or show you 
this home. 
THOMAS STREET 
Large spadous home on almost an acre 
ot lend. 1334sq. ft.,full bsmt., 4 bdrms., 
double carport, sur~eck, 2 fireplaces. 
Beautiful kitchen with built.in dish. 
washer, plenty of cabinets, large dinette 
area plus separate D.R., all bdrms. 
nicely carpeted & the master is large 
with eneuite plbg. This attractive, well. 
built home is only 1 yr. old. Call Bob 
St~ridan for comole~e details. 
' LAKELSE LAKE SUMMER HOME 
Complete with all the furniture, propane fridge, stove, lights, 
firepla¢~e, right to the dishes. Large property is 99 feet by 
approx. 320 ft. on the west side of ~ lake with road access. 
This is a leased property and ~on t last long at the asking 
price of $10,000.00 for the complete package. Call for further 
inforrnation. 
~+~.~ 
~ i ~  ~-~'!':" :+9+:::~ +!+++ i t;) i
5020 AGAR AVENUE 
4 bdrms., full bsmt., 2 bdrrns, up & 2 
down, all nicely carpeted. Rumpus rrn., 
rnxJern kitchen. Bsmt. would convert 
readily to 2 bdrrn, suite. Pr!oed in very 
low 40's. Only 4 yrs. old. Low interest 
mort. that can be assumed. 
" • I 
Located in "rhor~ill, a very attractively 
set up 12x62 fully furnished trailer ,,villi a 
~11 constructed 12x32 ft. addition. Elec. 
fireplace, 3 bdrms, in all & den. Easy 
to school• For eppointrnent Io' 
wewplease call Rustyor Bert at 635-5754 
or 6,35-6142. 80x2[X) lot. 
+ ++!~+/++~ In Tha~i l l ,  new large douMe~de. 
r~i~[~,:~..i Fully furnished, 3 bdrms., bath & I/~ 
J~i?<~,#: O~11ar anxious to sell. Trailer is only 10 
p~i~:i ~ :" : ~ months old & is 1344 sq. ft. In living 
:~ .  ...... / i ~ ~  space. Please call Rusty or Bert for 
/ 
~ N I  | .Y~. should see because lt has B0x2(X) ft• 
~ +  + I II ~ on ~ &,.has a 500 ft. addition 
~ ~ ~ '  | ~ ich  . s~ i l  oomtructed & provides 
~ ,  / : ,+_~J J l t j  | comfortamellving• Privatewefl, heating 
~ ~ ~++~ &hydro costs are really low. Ca I Rusty 
• .++ ~+i~i:~;~;~:"+:':: or Bert at+ ~ !  i.,:!..%:i+7:<!"~::!~++::~;j {: #;~i ~ 635-5754 or 635-6142.. 
L ~ Ideal starter home or maybe you're 
looking for a revenue rental. This Ilffle 2 
~!  b~m. home ~ cotY~stely furnished & 
J~  ! has attached carport. Conveniently 
L ~ i  located at 3322 Pheasant St. Asking 
I B ~ l s 2 ~ s o o  ~ try your offer. 
4825 Loen Ave. Quality 2 storey home 
with full bsmt. 3 large bedroorn~, the 
master will accommodate the largest of 
IxIrm. suites, double closets. Living 
room has natural rock floor4o-ceiling 
fireplace. Spacious dining room, large 
bright kitchen with plenty of lovely 
cabinets. Patio doors from kitchm. 
dinette to large sundeck. 
Drive my and Call us for 
appointment + to view. 
4017 Yeo St• Quiet dead-end street. 
Completely finished up & down. 4 IxIrm- 
s., 2 fireplaces, 4 pc. bthrm, plus 1/2 beth 
in bsmt. Cozy family rm., double car;- 
port, 80'x120' lot with fenced yard. House 
&property In exoNlent condition. Range 
& fridge included. Possession can be 
in~medlate. Asking $53,000. 
• BERT LJUNGH 635-5754: 
BOB SHrERiDAN 635-2664 . !, . 
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